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Message from the Chairman

Fearless of Obstacles 
Moving Forward at the Path of Sustainability

In early development of the pandemic, Pou Chen takes 
the health and safety of all employees and partners as 
top priority and rapidly establishes a dedicated unit as 
well as issuing the Group’s global pandemic prevention 
guidelines while adopting various management measures 
on a rolling basis including convening of daily pandemic 
prevention meeting, close-up monitoring of pandemic de-
velopment in different locations, fast execution of counter-
measures, preparation of pandemic prevention materials 
and establishment of continued supply source, pandemic 
prevention concept promotion, establishment of caring 
mechanism, and implementation of tracking anc control, 
etc.

As business locations of Pou Chen include Taiwan, China, 
Vietnam, Indonesia, Cambodia, Bangladesh and Myanmar, 
differences lie in pandemic prevention policies, development 
of pandemic and resource allocation, making the overall 
pandemic prevention tasks increasingly difficult. For instance, 
in promoting pandemic prevention knowledge, to tend 
after our over 300,000 employees across the globe under 
different nationalities and speaking different languages, 
Pou Chen specially made pandemic prevention videos 
available in Mandarin, English, Vietnamese and Bahasa 
Indonesia, meanwhile, the pandemic prevention lectures 
simultaneously conducted came in live interaction with 
broadcasting to factories in various locations and in edited 
online courses, which promotion of correct pandemic 
prevention concepts were enabled transcending the limits of 
fields, allowing employees to pay more attention to personal 
hygiene, to maintain social distance, and to build a safe and 
healthy working environment.

Fighting the Pandemic 
As One Positive Power of Shared Com-
munity Benefits 
To allow the overseas production locations attain 
localization and sustainable operation goals, Pou 
Chen values long-term and in-depth cultivation. In 
addition to various internal employee relationship 
events, Pou Chen actively linked with various local 
governments and organizations, and, since 2016, had in-
depth understanding and participation in Civil Society 
Organizations (CSO) events, contributing to friendly actions 
with continued focus on medical health, education and 
local relationship along with service spirit featuring fusion 
of diversity for the mutual prosperity and development of 
local communities.

From the impacts brought about by this pandemic, Pou 
Chen had a profound understanding that allocation of 
medical resources would directly affect opportunities 
of r isk exposure and cure and recovery, and that 
only through the cooperation among governmental 
organizations, civil groups and civilian enterprises will 
we respond to uncertainty resulting from the pandemic 
more effectively. Hence, in addition to full promotion and 
implementation of “Pandemic Prevention First” initiatives 
at business locations, Pou Chen made its effort in 
promoting the implementation of community pandemic 
prevention tasks, donation of pandemic prevention 
materials and aides funds to hospitals or relevant 
units in Vietnam, Indonesia, China, etc., distributing 
pandemic prevention publications and flyers, etc., with 
an expectation to motivate and enhance the overall 
pandemic prevention strength of communities.

After a series of active conducts on various pandemic 
prevention measures were concretely fulfilled, Pouyuen 
Vietnam, a subsidiary of Pou Chen, was awarded 
“Sustainable Enterprise” and “Enterprise with Active 
COVID-19 Pandemic Prevention” by “Vietnam Journalists 
Association”, which were positive recognition and 
encouragement to the Company.

Environment Sustainability 
Active Fulfillment of Climate Commit-
ment
The pandemic impacted the global economy circumstances 
in 2020, forcing various production activities to suspend. 
While virtual meetings and Work from Home (WfH) models 
came to popularity, carbon dioxide generated by 
industrial and transportation activities drastically reduced, 
indicating the fact that previous economic activities 
indeed had impacts toward nature and ecology. As 
the climate risks were gradually converted to material 
damages and threats, environment sustainability has 
become an inevitable issue with high importance to 
business operations.

Pou Chen advocates Climate Actions under the United 
Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), strategizing 
corresponding tact in response to management risks and 
impacts brought about by climate change to ensure the 
sustainable production model. Pou Chen follows energy 
management policies and strategic goals and in line with 

Persistence on Belief , Implementation on Vision

Since foundation in 1969, from rooting in Taiwan to global strategy, Pou Chen has always upheld the core val-
ues of “ Professionalism, Dedication, Innovation and Service”, with focus on corporation governance, invest-
ment in human capital, service for social well-being as well as dedication to composed implementation of its 
business vision “To benefit healthy lives by providing the most valuable solutions .” 

brand customers’ milestone objectives for sustainable 
development. In comparison with management goal 
of reducing energy consumption intensity in 2020 by 8% 
compared to that of 2016, as set forth in the first stage, 
Pou Chen showcased a more determined reduction 
commitment in 2020. The second stage of management 
goal was set with the year 2019 being the baseline 
year, with the expectation of reaching the zero carbon 
emission growth in 2025 by continuously promoting energy 
conservation measures and expanding the use of green 
energy. Pou Chen will also perform close collaboration 
with brand customers and suppliers to mutually discuss the 
new technology of manufacturing process for sustainable 
manufacturing, fulfilling the persevered belief of green 
manufacturing.

Moving Forward with Resilience 
Sustainable Management Goals in the 
Long Run
In terms of corporate governance, Pou Chen maintained 
its streak in being selected as one of the constituent stock 
in FTSE4Good Emerging Index and FTSE4Good TIP Taiwan 
ESG Index in 2020, in addition, Pou Chen succeeded in 
defending the honor of top 5% in the listed company 
group in the 7th Corporate Governance Evaluation 
Result issued at end of April 2021 by Governance 

Center of TWSE. Pou Chen will continue to shape the 
sustainable governance culture, implement corporate 
social responsibilities, and facilitate economic steadiness, 
environmental sustainability and social friendliness through 
its concrete actions.

Albeit the fact that the globe was struck by pandemic in 
2020, it gifted the industries a chance to re-think. In the 
midst of an era with a more complex and changeable 
era, Pou Chen upholds the core values of “Professionalism, 
Dedication, Innovation and Service”, and continues 
in rooting the sustainabil ity strategies in operation 
management,  complement ing r i sk  management 
mechanism, increasing flexibi l ity and adaptabil ity 
capabil it ies, accelerating the promotion of digital 
transformation, actively putting thoughts into actions, etc. 
to go forward with all stakeholders, to realize a sustainable 
conduct and to stride into the future of sustainability.

Pou Chen Corporation

Chan, Lu-Min   

Pandemic Prevention First 
A Safe and Healthy Working Environment

 Message from the Chairman
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CHAPTER 1
Operational Performance
Worldwide Leader in brand athletic shoes and
casual/outdoor shoes
Leading Sporting Goods Distributor in Greater China Region

Pou Chen dedicates in creating maximal 
economic values in a long run with stability 
for shareholders/investors and stakeholders 
representing various parties. Also, the Company 
focuses on management in two main cores 
of “manufacturing of shoes” and “retailing 
of  sport ing goods and brand l icens ing”, 
accompanied by cultivation of talents in diverse 
territories, accumulation of core competency 
strength and implementation of corporate 
social responsibilities, plus, it enhances overall 
management effectiveness nonstop with 
expectation to enter a perpetual growth 
with quantity and quality equally valued. The 
following contains key performance factors in 
economy category of 2020.

directly operated 
stores and

sub-distributors as

of end of 2020, along 
with omni-channel 

capability

5,240
3,835

NT$

250 billion

Key Performance

of athletic shoes and casual/
outdoor shoes shipped in 2020

Consolidated Operating Revenue 
in 2020 

A total of 244.4 million pairs

NO
POVERTY

DECENT WORK 
AND ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

Vertically Integrated Industry 
Value Chain

Raw Material → Manufacturing 
→ Channels

The Company’s first sports 

services store Next Store
was launched in Taiwan 

in April 2020.
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About Pou Chen

Economic Performance

POU CHEN CORPORATION (hereinafter “Pou Chen”, “the 
Company”) was founded in September 1969. As of end 
of 2020, the Company’s annual paid-in capital is NT$29.47 
billion, with approximately302,000 full-time employees. The 
Company is headquartered at No. 600, Sec. 4, Taiwan 
Blvd., Xitun Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan, with global oper-
ating bases including Taiwan, China, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar, etc. The Company is 
a TWSE listed company with the stock code 9904.

Company Profile

Through its subsidiaries Yue Yuen Industrial (Holdings) 
Limited (hereinafter “Yue Yuen”) and Pou Sheng Interna-
tional (Holdings) Limited (hereinafter “Pou Sheng”), Pou 
Chen lays its focus on management of “manufacturing of 
shoes” and “retailing of sporting goods and brand licens-
ing”.

Manufacturing of Shoes

At early stages after founded, Pou Chen’s main business 
scope was making of plastic shoes. In 1978, Pou Chen en-
tered the athletic shoes OEM market, followed by focusing 
on manufacturing of athletic shoes and casual/outdoor 
shoes, with subsequent transition from the OEM to ODM. In 
addition, Pou Chen has kept close partnership with dozens 
of international brands including Nike, adidas, Asics, New 
Balance, Timberland, Salomon and more.

The manufacturing business is currently taken charge of 
Yue Yuen, a subsidiary of Pou Chen. The Company is now 
a worldwide leader in brand athletic shoes and casual/
outdoor shoes, with a total of 244.4 million pairs of shoes 
made in 2020, with Vietnam, Indonesia and China as main 
manufacturing bases accounting for 46%, 39% and 11% of 
the total footwear shipment, respectively.

For informaion on the overview of manufacturing of shoes, 
please refer to the Company’s 2020 Annual Report, Yue 
Yuen’s 2020 Annual Report, and Yue Yuen’s 2020 Environ-
mental, Social and Governance Report. Yue Yuen’s  web-
site: www.yueyuen.com.

Retailing of Sporting Goods and Brand 
Licensing
The Company started brand licensing business in 1992, 
and then gradually established a sales network through-
out the Greater China Region. Through establishment of 
versatile online and offline channels, as well as marketing 
and sales of globally renowned sports and leisure brands, 
the Company provides customers with sporting goods 
including shoes, apparel and accessories, and the Com-
pany later on expanded its scope of business from sales of 
products to marketing of sports service.

The retailing business is mainly operated by Pou Sheng, 
a subsidiary of Pou Chen. As of December 31, 2020, Pou 
Sheng’s sales network covered 5,240 directly operated 
stores and 3,835 sub-distributors.

For information regarding retailing of sporting goods and 
brand licensing business and the environmental, social 
and governance report, please refer to the Company’s 
2020 Annual Report and Pou Sheng’s 2020 Annual Report. 
Pou Sheng’s website: www.pousheng.com.

External Organization Participated

Pou Chen has membership in Taiwan Footwear Manufac-
turers Association, Changhua County Industrial Associa-
tion and Chang Hua Importers & Exporters Chamber of 
Commerce. Since 2011, Pou Chen has joined Fair Labor 
Association (FLA), becoming one of its participating sup-
pliers and advocating FLA Workplace Code of Conduct. 
Meanwhile, in adhere to building a fair, appropriate and 
humane workplace, Pou Chen has signed the Commit-
ment to “Responsible Recruitment” developed by Ameri-
ca Apparel & Footwear Association.

As for Pou Chen’s subsidiary Yue Yuen, it joined the World 
Federation of the Sporting Goods Industry (WFSGI) in 2016 
and became one of its manufacturer members.  

Pou Chen continuously deepens the strategic partnership 
with brand customers and actively enhances product 
development and innovation capacity in order to provide 
premium products, innovative service and all-over solu-
tions which are most valuable in industry chain. On the 
other hand, the Company fulfills a rigid cost and expense 
control measures and endeavors in achieving a better 
manufacturing management efficiency to furthermore 
create greatest value to itself.

Operational Performance in 2020  

Pou Chen’s consolidated operating revenue in 2020 was 
NT$250 billion, decreased by NT$63.2 billion (-20.2%) from 
the previous year; the net income attributable to owners 
of the Company was NT$4.8 billion, decreased by NT$7 
billion (-59.1%) compared to the previous year, along 
with an earnings per share of NT$1.64 for 2020, which also 
revealed a decline of NT$2.37 compared to the previ-
ous year; primarily due to the headwinds caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. For more details, please refer to the 
Company’s 2020 consolidated financial statements.

In the meantime, corresponding to the tough manage-
ment circumstances under the pandemic, the Company 
prioritized the steady management and took a series of 
further actions by adjusting capacity allocation of manu-
facturing business for strengthening production flexibility, 
closing its manufacturing facilities in Hubei, China, as 
well as temporarily adjusting its production capacity  in 
Southeast Asia. Meanwhile, Pou Chen executed strict cost 
control and active conservation of personnel expenses, 
including adoption of prudent approach to major capital 
expenditure, promotion of salary reduction for senior man-
agement, implementation of reduced shifts and many 
more measures, focusing on cash flow management to 
carefully respond to the short-term challenges brought by 
the pandemic and to ensure the long-term goal of corpo-
rate sustainable management.

Pou Chen’s 2019 earnings distribution has been approved 
at 2020 annual general shareholders’ meeting, with a dis-
tribution in cash dividend at NT$1.25 per common share 
distributed on August 20, 2020. And the board of directors 
of the Company held on April 28, 2021 has reached a res-
olution on the 2020 earnings distribution for cash dividend 
at NT$0.5 per common share.

20192019

2018

2015

2008

2009

50th Anniversary of  Pou Chen corporation ；
Consolidated operating revenue exceeded NTD 300 billion.

Pou Sheng was listed on the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited 
 (SEHK : 3813).

Established production bases in Bangladesh and Cambodia

Established a production base in Myanmar

Pou Chen was awarded the CommonWealth Magazine Corporate Citizen 
Awards (Top100) for the third time.

The social compliance program of Pou Chen Group was accredited by 
the Board of the Fair Labor Association (FLA). 

Pou Chen Group is the only FLA-accredited footwear manufacturer 
globally

Pou Chen joined the Fair Labor Association , and becamea Participating 
Supplier thereunder.

It further incorporated the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct into its 
internal Code of Conduct, and conducted internal audit by employing 

SCI methods

Pou Chen was awarded the CommonWealth Magazine Corporate 
Citizen Awards (Top100) for the second time.

Pou Chen was selected by Global Views Monthly as a CSR Top 65 
company.

The Group formally subsumed the CSR Implementation Team to the 
Sustainability Development Team.

Pou Chen was awarded the CommonWealth Magazine Corporate Citizen 
Awards (Top100), and the Global Views Monthly CSR Awards-Traditional 

Industry Model.

Formulated and promulgated the Group’s Code of Conduct.

Formulated the Labor Safety Principles for the Pou Chen Group.

Integrated the CSR requirements and regulations of the Group with that 
of brand customers; devised the CSR Implementation Principles for

the Group's factories; promoted the Employee Guidance and Counseling 
System.

Established the CSR Project Team to coach the factories to implement 
matters related to customers’ code of conduct.

Company Milestones

2006
Pou Chen' s corporate headquarters and the Windsor Hotel were officially
opened.

CSR History

Established a production base in Vietnam
1994

Established a production base in Indonesia.
Yue Yuen was listed on the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited 
(SEHK : 0551).

1992

Pou Chen was listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange (TWSE : 9904).
1990

Yue Yuen was incorporated and established the first production line in 
China.

1988

Pou Chen was established (Fuxing Industrial Zone, Changhua, Taiwan).
1969

2020
The SD Team was reorganized into the SD Department

2011

2009

2010

2008

2005

2000

1998

1997
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(Unit: NTD Millions, except earnings per share)

Operating Revenue

Operating Costs

Gross Profit

Operating Expenses

(Loss) Income from Operations

Income Before Income Tax

Income Tax Expense

Net Income

Attributable to : Owners of 
the Company

EPS

Shareholder Dividend
(NTD/Share)

Employee Salaries & benefits 
expense

274,895

204,512

70,383

52,598

17,785

26,280

3,278

23,002

13,057

278,632

205,564

73,068

56,000

17,068

24,818

3,087

21,731

12,922

293,316

217,845

75,471

61,662

13,809

20,260

3,888

16,372

10,709

313,157

233,642

79,515

65,565

13,950

21,522

3,519

18,003

11,829

249,954

195,203

54,751

56,862

(2,111)      

5,961

2,042

3,919

4,840

100.0%

74.3%

25.7%

21.0%

4.7%

6.9%

1.3%

5.6%

3.7%

100.0%

74.6%

25.4%

20.9%

4.5%

6.9%

1.1%

5.8%

3.8%

100.0%

78.1%

21.9%

22.7%

(0.8%)      

2.4%

0.8%

1.6%

1.9%

4.43

1.50

71,111

4.38

2.00

68,564

3.63

1.50

73,038

Note: Please refer to the Company’s 2016~2020 consolidated financial statements.

4.01

1.25

77,783

1.64

0.50

67,387

100.0%

74.4%

25.6%

19.2%

6.4%

9.6%

1.2%

8.4%

4.8%

100.0%

73.8%

26.2%

20.1%

6.1%

8.9%

1.1%

7.8%

4.6%

Consolidated Statement
2016

Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount% % % % %

2017 2018 2019 2020

(Unit: NTD Millions)

Income before Income Tax

Income Tax Expense

Income Tax Rate (%)

Income Tax Paid

Rate of Income Tax Paid (%)

26,280

3,278

12.47%

4,075

15.51%

2016Item
Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

24,818

3,087

12.44%

3,692

14.88%

20,260

3,888

19.19%

4,207

20.77%

21,522

3,519

16.35%

3,336

15.50%

5,961

2,042

34.26%

1,828

30.67%

Note: Please refer to the Company’s 2016~2020 consolidated financial statements for relevant information.

Consolidated Financial Statements

Tax Information in Recent 5 Years

Revenue of Products (Services) by Region

Keeping on trends of international tax affairs, with tax 
risk assessment made regularly to constitute counter-
measures.
All business activities are in compliance with local tax 
laws and regulations, and tax disclosure is made follow-
ing relevant regulations.
According to the transfer pricing regulations, profit 
allocation is based on the arm’s length principle.

Analyzing the operation circumstances and using the 
management mechanism for regular tax risks assess-
ment.
Disclosing relevant tax information on public information 
including financial statements and annual report, with 
strive for transparency in tax information
Upholding a good faith principle and maintaining 
benign communications with taxation institutions.

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Pou Chen supports the sustainable tax policy and fulfills its 
duties in social responsibilities, with the following principles 
upheld and committed:

Tax Policy

Segment Information
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CHAPTER 2  Corporate Governance 

CHAPTER 2
Corporate Governance
Pou Chen commits in building a diversified board of directors. 9 directors were 
elected in 23rd board of directors, including 3 independent directors.
The members of directors include 2 females and a gender equality in governance 
hierarchy is therefore fulfilled.
The backgrounds of directors cover multiple disciplines including the industry, 
finance and accounting, technology, business administration, law and more, and 
all directors are equipped with professional knowledge, skills and quality required 
to perform their duties.

GENDER
EQUALITY

PEACE JUSTICE
AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS

22.2 % of the directors are 
female, showcasing gender 
equality in governance level.

33.3% of the directors are 
independent directors, which 

fortifies the supervision function 
of Board of Directors.

6 times recognition as 1st 

interval of listed company 
g r o u p ,  TWSE  C o r p o r a t e 
Governance Evaluation

Honored with the constituent 
of“TWSE Corporate 

Governance 100 Index”

33.3％

Pou Chen fol lows its corporate Core 
Values in establishing a rigid and effective 
corporation governance mechanism, in 
addition, it follows the main principles of 
corporate governance to guarantee the 
equity of shareholders, to strengthen the 
capability of the board of directors, to 
fulfill risk management, to show respect 
to rights of stakeholders, and to enhance 
information transparency. In 2020, Pou 
Chen kept the goals of guaranteeing 
shareholders’ equity and str iv ing for 
corporate sustainable goals. The following 
shows the key performance of Pou Chen in 
corporate governance.

NO.1

22.2％

Honored with the constituent 
of“FTSE4Good Emerging 

Index”and“FTSE4Good TIP 
Taiwan ESG Index”

Key Performance



 Sustainable Manufacturing

Com
m

unity Partnership

Leader

  Employees of Choice

Lean Integration of Values
Energy Saving & Water Conservation
Chemicals Management
Pollution Prevention & Control
Waste Reduction & Recycling

HR Investment
Employee Communications, 
Retention and Development
Striving in enhancing employee 
services, dining and medical 
service in particular
Seeking rigid safety and health 
management culture

Equality & Tolerance
Development Plans for 
Community & Employee 
and their families
Conversations with all 
parties of community

Mutual vision, value and 
operations
Transparent Communications
Defining and Measuring 
Impacts
Autonomous management 
and accountability of 
regional offices, business 
dept. and plants

Pou Chen has always persisted in realizing the core values 
of “ Professionalism, Dedication, Innovation, and Service”, 
actively facing and overcoming difficulties and challenges 
in the industry. In addition to continued focus on manage-
ment of the two main core businesses, manufacturing of 
shoes and retailing of sporting goods and brand licensing, 
, Pou Chen endeavors in excelling the five competencies 
in “speed, flexibility, innovation, quality and sustainability”, 

daring to explore for the opportunities of innovation and 
breakthrough centered on sports value chain with a view 
to construct a diverse platform with highest value among 
the globe which is oriented on smart manufacturing and 
innovative service for creating irreplaceable and unique 
business value, rewarding various stakeholders and active-
ly realizing the sustainable management goals in the long 
run.

Sustainable Development Department

Sustainable Development Implementation Strategy 
and Specialized Unit

Identification and Response of Management Risks 

Core Values

Risk Management Mechanism 

Sustainable Development Implementation Strategy

Be Ethical

Be Accountable

Core Value

Central Commitment
Group Job Coordination
SD organization and 
workflow integration

Information compilation
Technical tools provision

(HQ & Clients & Authorities)

G loba l  Ownersh ip

Implementation 
Feedback

HQ

Factory

BU
Client Business Window
Communicator between Client and HO
BU organization and workflow 
integration
Business Information Integration

Local Authorities Window
Communicator between Factory and HO
Compliance Work Integration
Local Information Integration
Local Resources Integration

BU
LEADERSHIP

Local
LEADERSHIP

AC

First management mechanism
The organizer or person-in-
charge

Second management mechanism
The president and department 
heads

Third management mechanism
Internal Audit

Management Level Internal Audit

Risk identification, assessment, and 
reporting of preliminary operating 
risks

Comprehensive risk assessment and
corresponding management measures

Objectively evaluate and suggest 
all matters related to the 
achievement of goals

Accountability, Report
Appointment, Guide,
Resources, Supervision

Consistency, Communication,
Coordination, Collaboration

Board of Directors / Audit Committee
Ensure the effectiveness of the risk management mechanism & take the ultimate responsibility

Risk Management Strategies

With the internationalization of operation scale, the im-
pacts and challenges from global economic and envi-
ronmental changes have beome increasingly complex. 
To ensure the sustainable development of the Company, 
Pou Chen emphasizes on management of business risks 
by performing risk assessments on economic, environmen-
tal and social issues, followed by stipulation of “Regulations 
governing Risk Management” which was approved by 
the Board of Directors whom concurrently served as the 
supreme supervision unit on risk management responsible 

for stipulating relevant risk management strategies as well 
as identification to critical risks causing potential influenc-
es to Corporation management in different hierarchies 
from each component management to daily operations 
and management units in order to reduce the potential 
risks of discontinuation in operations. Risk management 
events implementation is compiled at the end of each 
year, which also serves as basis of strategy management, 
performance evaluation and audit plans for the following 
year.

Pou Chen has established its Sustainable Development 
Department responsible for integrating and providing im-
plementation strategizing and project management con-
cerning enterprise social responsibilities issues faced by 
factories in each region when attempting to meet the 
objective of sustainable production , including re-
quirements by code of conducts on sustainable 
management by brand customers, compli-
ance to laws and regulations as promul-
gated by competent local authorities, 
as well as employee relationship 

management and responding to external NGOs on their 
request to audit and review the affairs in the Company’s 
factories; moreover, relevant implement results and sug-

gestions are regularly provided and reported to man-
agement levels of the Company, with CSR planning, 

progress and efficacy reported to operation 
management meetings at least once half a 

year and to board of directors once every 
year.

About Pou Chen 

Professionalism

Work Smart
Team Work

Be Ethical
Be Accountable

Dedication Innovation
Service

Be Creative
Be Proactive

Elevate Customer’s 
Competitiveness
Be Socially Responsible

Stakeholders

Supervision and M
anagem

ent U
nit

 Sustainable Manufacturing

Com
m

unity Partnership

Leader

  Employees of Choice

One Standard
(PCG CoC)
Overall 

Compliance
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Type

Type

Risk Identification

Risk Identification

Risk Control Measures

Risk Control Measures

Economy

Economy

Environment

Society

Operational Risk

Financial Risk

Product Safety 
Management

Ongoing contribution of resources on automation, advanced technology and process improvement to strengthen 
R&D momentum and enhance production efficiency.
Utilizing production strengths at each location, maintaining the maximal flexibility of productivity, and increasing 
nimbleness and diversity in management capacity.
Providing value-added service and introducing innovative production models to deepen the partnership with brand 
customers.
Strengthening omni-channel management capacity and providing diverse sports services.

Ongoing focus on changes in financial market and macro-economy indexes, evaluating appropriate interests and 
exchange rate hedging measures, active management on customer risks, and prudent investment evaluation and 
after-investment management.

Ethics, Integrity and 

Anti-Corruption

Enterprise Image 

Changes

Information Risk

Climate Change
Risks

Change in 
Environmental 
Protection Laws 
and Regulations

Infectious Disease 
Control Risk

Fire Safety 
Management

Safety and 
Health Risks

Product Quality 
Management

Human 
Resources Risk 
Management

Legal Risk

Risk Assessment

Risk Management
and Operation 
Monitoring

Based on the development goals of the Company, important business activities and operational 
processes, and major risks and key issues that have occurred in previous years, senior executives 
identify the risk items and scope that may critically influence corporate operations

Frequency

Significant Risk

Non-Economic Loss 

Economic LossImpact Level

Solutions to Major Problems Improve Countermeasures Other Improvement Proposals

2020 Risk Identification and Control Measures

Risk Management Operation
The Company conducts analyses on efficacy and ef-
fects of operation goal, reliability of financial reports 
and various levels of significant influences and probabil-
ity of damage occurrence, followed by risk matrix and 
identification of key risks by each competent units as 
well as comprehensive cross-unit assessment on the lev-
el of significant influences and probability of damage 

occurrence along with proposal of risk countermea-
sures, to ensure that various management risks may be 
identified and furthermore controlled under a bearable 
risk scope and prevent potential losses, while increasing 
shareholders’ equity and achieving the optimization of 
company resource allocation.

Risk ldentification

Persisting on the core values of“Professionalism, Dedication, Innovation and Service”. The Company conducts a 
nonstop strengthening to Corporate governance, with focus on environmental protection, due diligence of social 
responsibilities and fulfillment of risk control to create sustainable values in full dedication.
Continuing facilitation in information transparency, and strengthening the interactions and communications 
between stakeholders.

●

● 

Stipulation of internal regulations such as“Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles”,“Ethical 
Corporate Management Best Practice Principles”,“Procedures for Ethical Management and Guidelines for 
Conduct”,“Codes of Ethical Conduct”and“Handling Procedures for Whistleblowing on Illegal and Immortal or 
Unethical Conducts”.
Ongoing promotion of employee training and advocacy on Ethics, Integrity and Anti-Corruption.
Setting whistleblowing and grievance channels to stop illegal and unethical or non-integral conducts.

●

● 
● 

●

●

 
● 

●

Establishing a sound information management system, multiple control and protection on internet information 
security, and strengthening of information security active protection and alert capacities.

Stipulation of the Groupˊs Management Guidelines to fortify various infectious disease prevention measures, 
including access control measures, control mechanism by cabin and flow, incident reporting measure, factory 
disinfection measure, self-health management and health checkups for employees, reporting mechanism and 
logistics health care hospital sending mechanism, prevention material supply and reserve, remote working 
mechanism, etc. 

Ongoing examination and compilation of latest laws and regulations as well as hosting of education advocacy 
and training, with compliance to various laws and regulations fulfilled.
Assistance in providing legal consultation and contract review to reduce business controversies.

●

● 

Ongoing fulfillment of fire prevention measures application and a rigid implementation of fire control have been 
taken.
Strengthening employee fire prevention awareness and fire extinguishment and self-safety patrol.

●

● 

Continued risk control in compliance with local laws and regulations at the operations locations, recruitment 
operations, performance management, compensation management, training development, labor laws regulations 
adjustments and employee management affairs are made.
Ongoing optimization on recruitment channels and processes, calibrating on compensation and remuneration 
level and market, and reinforcement to employee care measures.

●

● 

Relevant product safety management regulations are stipulated, and employee training are strengthened, including 
development and design management, manufacturing material management, production safety management, plants 
safety management, information system safety management, transportation safety management and trade secrets 
safety management, intellectual property rights maintenance, crises disposition, etc.
In pursuit of sustainable goals of“zero leakage”,“zero accident”and“zero losses”, the development center 
and factories in oversea regions continue on production safety auditing to effectively discover problems and 
solutions.

●

● 

Focus on international climate change risks management trend, with reference to TCFD Risk Assessment Model 
for evaluation on relevant impacts and risks, as well as stipulation of relevant adaptation and precautions.
In cooperation with relevant energy use and emission reduction policies required by the local governments, 
gradually promote clean and low-carbon fuel alternatives and seek energy conservation and carbon reduction 
opportunities.
Through ongoing energy and resource usage examination and source management, an examination and 
analysis on the footwear factoryˊs energy usage and carbon emission are taken monthly, and promotion on 
energy conservation and carbon reduction action plans are stipulated accordingly.

●

● 

● 

Examination on compliance to local regulations in business locations is reinforced, with regular review on the 
factoryˊs conformity to environmental assessment document and rectification plans follow-up.
Active contribution in pollution prevention facilities and monitoring is taken, and pollutant matters 
emission compliance management is reinforced.
ESH index stats management system and incidents reporting system are complemented continuously 
to effectively monitor risk events in daily operation.

●

● 

● 

Workplace Safety and Health Committee is established for regular examination on workplace safety concerns 
and corresponding improvements.
Workplace Safety culture is promoted, with ongoing employee workplace safety and health employee training 
taken.
Hazardous risks protection measures and operations control are reinforced to ensure the safety and production 
order at workplace.

●

● 

● 

A strict following on international regulations and brand customer’s MRSL standard for use of raw materials 
has been taken throughout the product development process from development, trial production to mass 
production.
Relevant product quality policies and measures are promoted overall.
“Needle Breakage”protection and“Metal Testing Measures”are taken in the manufacturing process as a 
strict precaution from harming the consumers as they wear the products.

●

● 
● 
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Following the outbreak of Novel Coronavirus Pneumonia 
(COVID-19) in December 2019, tremendous challenges 
were brought to global health and safety. To halt the pan-
demic from spreading, nations around the world gradually 
adopt lockdown and other social distancing measures, 
which also caused the stranded consumption and hin-
dered operation of supply chain, resulting in economic 
recess, social insecurity and other holistic influences.

Facing the risks and uncertainties brought by the Pan-
demic, Pou Chen takes the health and safety of all 
employees and partners as the primary consideration. 
At the beginning of the Pandemic, it immediately formu-
lated and issued the Group's global pandemic preven-
tion guidelines and initiated the classification of disease 
prevention procedures, and comprehensively consider 
local governments’ pandemic prevention regulations, 
international pandemic prevention information analysis, 
employee voice collection, etc., and continue to adopt 
rolling adjustments in response management. The relevant 
pandemic prevention measures are as follows:

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ


Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ
Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ
Ӫ

Establishment of Dedicated Unit : Establish a pandemic 
prevention team and hold emergency meetings as 
soon as possible, formulate guidelines for the Group’s 
pandemic prevention, uniformly release response and 
prevention measures, and guide the planning and im-
plementation of pandemic prevention work in various 
regions.

Daily Pandemic Prevention Communication : Daily 
scheduled work meetings of the pandemic prevention 
team are held to review the pandemic information of 
the day in various regions, confirming the work status 
and with responsive adjustment on the next day.

Implementation of Contingency Measures : Body tem-
perature measurement stations and disinfection areas 
at entrances and exits are set, along with workplaces 
crowd control, on/off hours distribution, office sub-cab-
ins, remote offices, additional shuttle buses and pas-
senger number control, attendance and travel control, 
food and kitchen pandemic prevention control, etc.

Preparation of Pandemic Prevention Materials : Prepa-
ration of pandemic prevention materials while estab-
lishing a continuous supply source, including: face 
masks, alcohol, infrared thermal cameras, forehead/
ear thermometers, gloves, bleach, etc., with number 
of hand-washing facilities added.

Enhancing Environmental Cleanliness : All factories and 
offices, including dormitories, restaurants and kitchens, 
transportation vehicles and other public areas are fully 
disinfected.

Pandemic Prevention Concept Advocacy : According 
to the pandemic prevention policy formulated by the 
local government, employees are provided with the 
correct concept of pandemic prevention to strength-
en personal hygiene habits and maintain a safe social 
distance.

Establishing Group Care : Interactive groups on instant 
messaging software are established for continued 
care for the health of employees and their families; in 
addition, immediate interaction and communication 
with pandemic prevention policies, health and edu-
cation information, notification of absences, abnormal 
events, etc. are carried out.

Nomination system for nominating director candidates 
in Election of Directors is fully adopted, allowing share-
holders to obtain sufficient information and furthermore 
facilitating shareholders to exercise their rights.
Annual reports and relevant shareholders’ meeting 
information in English have been compiled to satisfy 
the needs for English information by institutions carry-
ing foreign capitals and to ensure all shareholders are 
treated equal.
3 independent directors are elected and the Audit 
Committee has been established with a view to rein-
force Board of Directors structure and to enable them 
in effectively performing their competencies.
Concrete dividend policy is constituted to increase in-
formation transparency.
A Corporate Social Responsibility report has been 
compiled and verified by third parties as an act of 
incorporating corporate social responsibility in the Cor-
poration’s business core.
A majority of the Remuneration Committee members 
is taken by Independent Directors with a view to fortify-
ing the independence of  Remuneration Committee.
All directors are insured with liability insurance, en-
abling them to wholeheartedly perform their compe-
tencies and furthermore making maximal profits for 
shareholders.
“Regulations governing Performance Evaluation of 
Board of Directors” is promulgated, in addition, eval-
uations on performance of Board of Directors and 
functional committees are conducted at least once a 
year, with evaluation results of Board of Directors and 

functional committees presented in the Board of Di-
rectors meeting closest to the end of the year.
A Chief Corporate Governance Officer responsible for 
supervising advocacy and reinforcement of Corporate 
Governance affairs has been appointed.

Fulfillment of Tracking Control : self-health tracking ta-
ble is established to report health status and contact 
history, gradually fulfilling the risk tracking manage-
ment mechanism.

6 times recognition as 1st interval of 
listed company group, TWSE Corpo-
rate Governance Evaluation
In order to accelerate the advocacy of Corporate Gov-
ernance among listed and OTC companies in Taiwan 
and to facilitate sound development as well as increase 
in market confidence, TWSE and the TPEx jointly entrusted 
the Securities & Futures Institute to conduct the “Corpo-
rate Governance Evaluation of Listed and OTC Compa-
nies”. Through continuous improvement, Pou Chen has 
achieved excellent results for 7 consecutive years, and 
has been recognized as 5% in 1st intervalof listed com-
pany group in TWSE Corporate Governance Evaluations 
for 6 times, and has continued to be the constituent of 
"FTSE4Good TIP Taiwan ESG Index", "TWSE CG 100 Index" 
and "FTSE4Good Emerging Index", which is an indicator 
that Pou Chen’s performance on Corporate Governance 
is highly recognized by the competent authorities and ex-
ternals.

Key Behaviors of Corporate Gover-
nance
Pou Chen continues in strengthening Corporate Gover-
nance by conducts including amendment to adoption 
of nomination system for Election of Directors in the Com-
pany’s “Article of Incorporation”, facilitating exercise of 
shareholders’ rights, and increasing disclosure on relevant 
Corporate Governance and Corporate Social Respon-
sibility information on company website. The following 
contains Key Behaviors of our Corporate Governance in 
recent years:

Novel Coronavirus 
Pneumonia (COVID-19) 
Impacts and 
Countermeasures Corporate Governance Duties of Board of Directors

Pou Chen’s Board of Directors is the highest governance 
unit of the Company and the center of significant man-
agement decisions. Its main duties include establishing in-
dependent directors, functional committees, internal audit 
and other systems for monitoring the Company’s compli-
ance with various laws and regulations and transparency 
in management; business management meetings are 
held on a regular basis to understand the management 
risks and challenges faced by the Company and confirm 
management strategies and guidelines accordingly; as-
sessing management team and appointment/dismissal of 
managers are also performed. Performance evaluations 
to the Board of Directors and functional committees shall 
be made at least once a year to reinforce operation and 
governance systems by Board of Directors.

 
Composition of the Board of Directors 
The members of Pou Chen’s Board of Directors were se-
lected based on the needs of company operations, busi-
ness model and development requirements, and the di-
versification includes but not limited to aspects of gender, 
age and education background. 9 directors have been 
elected as members of the Company’s 23rd Board of Di-
rectors with a term of 3 years; moreover, 1 juristic-person 
director assigned another representative in July 2020, and 
the members of the Board of Directors contain 2 females; 
as for age distribution of directors, 2 are within the age 
group of 30~49 years old, and 7 fall in the 50 years old and 
older group; the backgrounds of directors cover multiple 
disciplines including the industry, finance and accounting, 
technology, business administration, law and more, and 
all directors are equipped with professional knowledge, 
skills and quality required to perform their duties. Industrial 
experiences and professional skills equipped by each di-
rector are considered diverse and complementary.

For more detailed information on Board of Directors mem-
ber, professional experiences, and composition and op-
eration circumstances for functional committees, please 
refer to Pou Chen’s 2020 annual report.

Election of Directors    
Pou Chen stipulates “Rules for Election of Directors”, which 
a candidate nomination system shall be adopted in Elec-
tion of Directors, and shareholders holding 1% or more of 
total issued shares may propose candidates for directors to 
the Company and shareholders may participate in nomi-
nation procedures for directors following Article 192 of the 
Company Act.

Mechanism for Avoiding Conflict of In-
terest   

Pou Chen has stipulated “Rules and Procedures of Board 
of Directors Meeting” which states Conflict of Interest 
clauses for directors requiring directors to recuse the dis-
cussions and voting on issues with a conflict of interest at 
Board of Directors meeting and that directors may not ex-
ercise the rights to vote as proxy of other directors. In ad-
dition, the Company has elected 3 independent directors, 
whose opinions will be sufficiently taken into consideration 
where any proposal is discussed by Board of Directors to 
effectively protect interests of the Company. Procedures 

of avoidance of interest has been followed by the Board 
of Directors in 2020 in its operations, and no affairs of inter-
est conflict has occurred.

Internal Audit  
Pou Chen’s internal audit is an independent unit under 
the direct jurisdiction of the Board of Directors that is re-
sponsible for auditing all operating units within the Com-
pany as well as the supervision and management to the 
Company’s subsidiaries, and it furthermore evaluate the 
effectiveness of the design and implementation aspects 
of the Company's internal control system on a regular 
basis, allowing management to understand the existing 
or potential risk issues and suggestions for improvement. A 
total of 42 audit items were conducted according to the 
results of the 2020 annual risk assessment, including the 
monthly, quarterly and annual audits and other important 
operational matters as regulated by “Regulations Gov-
erning Establishment of Internal Control Systems by Public 
Companies”, handled after approval by the Board of Di-
rectors, and the monthly audit items are completed and 
submitted to the Independent Directors for review before 
the end of the following month, with the actual imple-
mentation of the Board of Directors audit plan reported. 
If there are material issues, the issues must be reported to 
the Independent Directors at any time. No material ab-
normal circumstances have been found in the random 
check and verification on the self-evaluation procedure 
on internal control system and check result by each unit 
in 2020.

Ethical Management and Anti-Corrup-
tion 
Board of Directors and managers of the Company has es-
tablished an internal control system, in addition, through 
continuous and effective management processes, man-
agement effectiveness and efficiency including profit, 
performance and warranty on asset security are ensured, 
and the reports  meet the goals of reliability, promptness, 
transparency and compliance to relevant laws and regu-
lations.

The Company has promulgated its “Corporate Gover-
nance Best Practice Principles”, “Codes of Ethical Con-
duct”, “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice 
Principles”, “Procedures for Ethical Management and 
Guidelines for Conduct”, “Handling Procedures for Whis-
tleblowing on Illegal and Immortal or Unethical Conducts” 
and various management regulations for compliance, 
and the promulgated principles and regulations are 
published at the Company’s internal and external web-
sites, (https://www.pouchen.com/index.php/en/cor-
porate-governance/quarterly-results-9)with stakeholder 
communication windows, whistleblowing channels and 
case transaction procedures provided.
                                           
For the Company’s concrete implementation and actions 
on morality, integrity and anti-corruption, its employees 
are required to comply with  the Company’s work rules, 
with “Code of Ethics and Integrity Pledge” and ”Non-Dis-
closure Undertaking” signed otherwise;  the major suppli-
ers having business trading with the Company shall follow 
the Company’s anti-corruption trade system by signing 
the Company’s “Undertaking of Ethics and Integrity” or by 
providing its relevant anti-corruption statement or system 
documents for the Company’s understanding;  in addi-
tion, to fulfill Article 8 of “Codes of Ethical Conduct” and 
Article 23 of “Ethical Corporate Management Best Prac-
tice Principles” of the Company, whistleblowing on any 
conducts which are illegal or violating Codes of Ethical 
Conduct or Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice 
Principles are encouraged, and the internal and external 
whistleblowing channels, whistleblowing handling proce-
dures, whistleblower protection and whistleblowing inves-
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Organization Chart

Shareho lders '  Mee t ing

Board o f  D i rec to r s

Pres iden t

Ch ie f  Corpora te 
Governance o f f i ce r

In te rna l  
Aud i t

Asse t  
Management 
Depar tmen t

Log i s t i c s  
Depar tmen t

F inance & 
Accoun t ing 
Depar tmen t

Cons t ruc t ion 
Depar tmen t

Aud i t  Commi t tee

Remunera t ion Commi t tee

Signing Data for Undertaking of Ethics and Integrity

Area Total number of suppliers Number of Signed Percentage of Signed

The Company's Legal Department also conducts education and training on ethical behavior, and conducts an online training 
course on "Integrity in Transactions and Protection of Group Interests" for employees and new recruits in order to further 
promote the Company's ethical management philosophy and standards.

Group

Taiwan

China

Indonesia

Vietnam

12,717

3,142

2,891

1,110

3,317

10,238

2,927

2,719

1,004

1,769

81%

93%

94%

90%

53%

Ethical Management Advocacy and Employee Training in 2020 

Items Course Type Advocacy Contents Attendees

Group Personnel 
Training

Online Course

Online Course

Advocacy on Ethical Management, Codes 
of Ethical Conduct, Anti-Corruption Trade 
Group Interest Protection, and Prohibition 
on Insider Trading

Advocacy on Group Conduct Guidel ines 
and Core Values

Numbe r  o f  Qua l i f i ed  A t t endee s  i n 
Taiwan: 3,799;
Completion Rate at 75.3%

Numbe r  o f  Qua l i f i ed  A t t endee s  i n 
Taiwan: 3,495;
Completion Rate at 69.3%

* In 2020, due to COVID-19, online training can only be conducted for Taiwanese colleagues.

Group Personnel 
Training

tigation recusal systems are strengthened for a more com-
plete monitoring and management mechanism. Should 
any event of corruption be found by the Company, legal 
actions necessary will be taken based on the significance 
of circumstances and details to guarantee the rights of 
the Company. No corruption event has been found in the 
Corporation in 2020.

Pou Chen also establishes its Ethical Management advo-
cacy team responsible for advocacy on ethical manage-
ment policies and prevention plans, with results reported 
to the Board of Directors at least one time a year. The 
concrete advocacy on ethical management in 2020 are 
as follows:

1.Employee training transformation to English to continu-
ously extend the ethical management promotion.

2.Signings of “Code of Ethics and Integrity Pledge” and 
“Non-Disclosure Undertaking” has been promoted to 
non-Taiwanese employees at managerial level or higher.

Anti-Corruption Advocacy and Train-
ing   

The Company discloses its ethical management policies 
on its internal website, annual report, company website or 
other publicity materials so that the Company's personnel, 
suppliers, customers or other relevant business institutions 

laws and regulations in each of its business location is the 
basic management requirement. Administration center 
under the main business operations regions of the Compa-
ny performs examination on newly announced laws and 
regulations of the year and the legal items which shall be 
followed jointly with the personnel from accountable legal 
and business units every year, and relevant education 
and advocacy meetings reminding each business man-
agement unit to fulfill and execute relevant compliance 
management affairs will be held when necessary. In 2020, 
there were no violations of customer health and safety 
that resulted in warnings from official authorities or custom-
ers, and no major violations that resulted in large fines (over 
NT$1 million) or administrative penalties. Events of occa-
sional violation on environmental friendliness rules in daily 
operations and management will be describe otherwise in 
the section “Environmental and Energy Conservation”.

Consultation, Grievance and Whis-
tleblowing Principles and Channels   
Employees unable to judge whether their performing on 
business tasks would violate the ethical management 
policy or have concerns over such execution may consult 
their direct supervisors in their department or seek assis-
tance from the supervisors of Company's management at 
Headquarters. To serve the purpose of responding to the 

and personnel can clearly understand the Company's 
ethical management philosophy and regulations.

In December 2020, all board members were informed of 
the prohibition of insider trading.

In the course of engaging in business trading, our per-
sonnel are required to explain to the Company's business 
partners the Company’s ethical management policies 
and related regulations, and shall explicitly refuse to di-
rectly or indirectly provide, promise, request or accept 
any form or name of improper benefits Including rebates, 
commissions, hospitality, facilitation payments and other 
valuable matters, or providing or receiving improper ben-
efits through other channels and our personnel should ask 
Company's business partners to sign the”Undertaking of 
Ethics and Integrity”.

The Company's business partners refer to the four catego-
ries of suppliers, including material suppliers, non-material 
suppliers (including general services, equipment, engi-
neering, computers, etc.),  related parties, and services/
logistics related.

Fulfillment of Compliance to Laws & 
Regulations    
Pou Chen is a responsible enterprise, and compliance to 

comments of employees and grievances, the Company 
established the following five internal grievance and whis-
tleblowing channels. If any personnel of the Company 
may be found to be in violation of the law or have uneth-
ical conducts, anyone may provide relevant information 
via any of the following channels. If the Company discov-
ers any occurrence of corruption, necessary legal actions 
will be taken based on the significance of the circum-
stances and case details to protect the rights and interests 
of the Company.

ӪDirect Supervisors of the EmployeeӪHR Department at each factoryӪGrievance Mailbox at each factory, which is managed 
     directly by the Company’s HR DepartmentӪHQ Mailbox: HQ@PouChen.comӪ Internal Website of the Company: http://website.Pou 
     Chen.com/integrityadmin/tw/

Stakeholders may also perform consultation and whis-
tleblowing at the “Stakeholders Section” in the Com-
pany’s website, and the Company will assign specific 
personnel to transact and transfer to accountable unit for 
further handling and response based on the scope and 
character of the concerned issue.
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CHAPTER 3
Decent Work
The only footwear manufacturer accredited by the Fair 
Labor Association (FLA)

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

GENDER
EQUALITY

CLEAN WATER
AND SANITATION

DECENT WORK 
AND ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

CHAPTER 3  Decent Work 



Note: Senior employee refers to employees who have served for 15 or more years and have their welfare committee benefits withheld; they 
were rewarded with one golden ring weighing 1 mace.

Items Number of beneficiaries Subsidized Amount (NTD)

874,200

5,221,500

2,623,000

2,576,300

2,426,800

829,830

Wedding / Funerals / Childbirth / Hospitalization subsidies

Birthday Bonus / Voucher 

Dragon Boat Festival Benefits 

Mid-Autumn Festival Benefits

Retirement Consolation Money

Senior Employee Rewards

562

5,270

5,292

5,171

126

136

Pou Chen attaches importance to the physical and men-
tal health and welfare of employees, with diversified and 
flexible benefit measures provided based on circumstanc-
es in each region to ensure the living quality of employees 
and to facilitate balance between work and life.

Taiwanese expatriates work in overseas area are all grant-
ed with the welfare items equivalent to their counterparts 
in Taiwanese region including health care, life & entertain-
ment, festival benefits, family care and etc. Various mea-
sures and facilities are provided to employees at different 
compounds according to local regulations and operations 
environment:

Diverse Employee Welfare Benefits

Taiwan Region

Overseas Major Production Sites

Health Care: We provide regulatory health checkup for 
generic employees, health checkup allowance to mid-
and-high level managers, and various health facilitation 
events and symposiums to help employees build up 
correct health concepts and healthy living.

Comprehensive Facilities: We entrust five-star chefs 
from our related company Windsor Hotel to cook dishes 
for employees and we provide a cozy dining environ-
ment. Moreover, shuttle buses sending employees to 
and from work as well as breastfeeding rooms are avail-
able at main production sites. A full range of facilities 
are provided to employees feel assured at work.

Life & Entertainment: We host club activities, cooperate 
with specific stores for providing employees special of-
fers and discounts, and hold various events (sports com-
petition, charitable campaign, group competitions, 
etc.) and festivals celebrations to allow our employees 
relax themselves and reach a body-spirit balance after 
work.

Festival Benefits: Various types of benefits and grant are 
offered, including birthday cash gifts, bonus (gift vouch-
ers) for three major Chinese Holidays, gift or benefit for 
Labor’s Day, wedding congratulation cash gifts, and 
childbirth congratulation cash gifts.

Family Care: To help our employees encountered with 
family emergency through the difficulties, we offer fu-
neral allowance, hospitalization consolation and major 
incident assistance subsidies.

Various Sports/Exercise Facilities: basketball courts, 
football courts, gyms, tennis courts and employee ac-
tivity center.

Recreation centers: Libraries are set to offer reading 
and borrowing of books and magazines freely.

Kindergartens and Daycare Centers are available at 
main production sites.

Clinics providing adequate medical services and are 
available at respective regions.

Pou Chen Welfare Committee provides various welfare and events. In 2020, more than NTD 
14.55 million has been spent on benefits and allowances

Performance Highlight

We are the only sports shoes manufacturer around the 
world accredited by Fair Labor Association (FLA).

With an accumulated 9 independent and objective cross-
border labor inspection reports within a consecutive 10 
years, Pou Chen is proven a manufacturer providing a 
working environment, salary and benefits that meet 

the legal requirements , and thus ensur ing 
the r igh t s  o f  300 ,000 emp loyees 

worldwide.

FLA Accreditation

92.1%
Col l e c t i v e  Ba rga i n i ng  Ag reemen t s  cove r s  app rox . 
247 ,000 emp loyee s  g l oba l l y ,  wh i c h  a c coun t s  f o r 
92.1% of the to ta l employees working in footwear 

manufacturing sector.

300,000 Job Opportunities
More than 300,000 fu l l  t ime employees are 
hired worldwide, among which contains approx. 
230,000 female employees accounting for 77.3% 
of al l employees. In addi t ion, Pou Chen has 

dedicated to maintaining gender equality.

Compliance with International Labor Organization 
(ILO) Convention 138 Minimum Age Convention, 

no child labor has been employed.

0 Child Labor

S ince 2010, a 30-day“Pou Chen Employee ' s 
Children Summer Camp”event has been held for 
families of factories in China from July to August 
every year, which has benefitted a total of 4,310 
households. The summer camp was halted in 2020 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Benefitted 4,310 Households
Nearly 100% of 
Settlement Rate

Collection on Voice of the Employee (VOE) has been 
performed and a total of 3,551 grievance and consultation 
cases have been logged on the employee relationship 
management system. 99.6% of cases can be closed within 2 

months.

Taiwan i Sports Certificate of Corporate 
Wellness by Sports Administration, MoE
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111 22 33 44 552 3 4 5

We encourage management to engage in direct conver-
sations with employees. In addition to collecting voices of 
employee through various ways, we have also established 
various grievance channels for employees in different 
areas and a platform to record and analyze employee’s 
grievances systematically. Meanwhile, through internal 
and external employee relationship events held annually, 
we continue to gradually enhance internal cohesion and 
organizational identity to achieve a harmonious employ-
ment relationship.

With original intention of increasing communication oppor-
tunities among management and employees, since the 
1990s, Pou Chen gradually provided various communica-
tion channels, including phones/hotlines, social media or 
mobile APP, text message (SMS), suggestion boxes, E-Mails, 
Management and Worker Conversation Meetings/Heart 
to Heart Communication Meetings/Management Com-
munication Meetings, internal and external referral, direct 
communications/interviews, and consultation room/life 
counseling offices.

Pou Chen started the employee forum since 2012, and has 
incorporated such event as a required scope of execu-
tion under the internal compliance management of the 
Corporation. As of 2019, a majority of factories under Pou 
Chen are able to host at least one employee forum on a 

monthly basis. In 2020, in response to COVID-19 pandemic 
and pursuant to specifications on social gathering and 
large assemblies, number of total employee forums were 
reduced by 52% last year, with 372 employee forums par-
ticipated by a total of 14,485 employees and managerial 
roles held. 

During the meeting held at each factory, employees are 
free to express their opinions and propose suggestions. 
Factories supervisors are required to attend all Manage-
ment and Worker Conversation Meetings. Besides ex-
pressing their appreciation for employees’ hard work, and 
promoting or disseminating important information at the 
meeting, they also listen and respond immediately to prob-
lems raised by employees. By doing so, the supervisors not 
only set themselves as an example to other managerial 
staff to take employees’ voices into account, but also help 
bridge the gap between management and employees.

In 2020, a total of 3,551 grievance and consultation cases 
were logged on to the Employee Relationship Manage-
ment System (ERMS), 99.6% of cases were closed within 2 
months. The issues of concerns to the employees at dif-
ferent regions were primarily related to topics of internal 
communications, social insurance and provident funds, 
and issues relevant to living environment and etc.
 

VOE
Listening to 

voices from the 
employees

Diverse Club 
Activities

Employee Home 
Visits

Respect to diverse 
beliefs and cultures

Employee Care Measures “Listening”: Smooth Communications Channel – Face to 
Face Conversation / Grievance & Communications Mechanism

Employee Care

1 Voice of Employees (VOE) 

Indonesia-Labor Union Communications Meetings Indonesia-Labor Union Communications Meetings

Since 1999, Pou Chen initiated a humane management 
in the manufacturing of shoes factories–the employee 
counseling and guidance system. “Life counseling office” 
is established in the factories. With professional psychologi-
cal counseling expertise and system as foundation, profes-
sional counseling and guidance personnel with counseling 
skills are trained. We also hold the Management and Work-
er Conversation in the factories, providing employees with 
counseling service regarding work and life, and help them 

communicate and address the grievance, so that we can 
effectively relieve employees' physical and mental stress 
and problems. Doing so not only wins the employee’s trust, 
but also enhanced the productivity and stability as they 
work in the factories. By means of collecting employee 
grievances and suggestions, the factories are also able to 
improve the working environment and management tac-
tics accordingly.

Summer Camp for 
Employees' Children 21

30

885

20

134

513

1,176

28

27

398

319

3,551

Source of Cases Subtotal

Labor Union  

Internal Referral  

Text Message (SMS)

External Referral (Branded Customers, Local authorities, Third-Party Referrals) 

Direct Communications/Interviews  

Social Media or Mobile APP

Management and Worker Conversation Meetings / Heart to Heart Communication 

Meetings / Management Communication Meetings  

Suggestion Boxes

E-Mails  

Phones / Hotlines  

Consultation room / Life Counseling Office 

Total

Voice of Employees(VOE)

Vietnam-Medical Services

Vietnam-Teacher' s Day Event

Indonesia-New Year Celebration Event

China-Employees Gifting Event
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Grievance Mechanism for Employee 
Complaints
According to the Company’s Grievance and Manage-
ment Procedures, grievance handling progress and results 
shall be reported back to the complainant and relevant 
reporting units in a timely manner, and the maximum pe-
riod shall not exceed 10 working days. Cases concerning 
sexual harassment, molesting, abuse or other specific and 
sensitive issues, the processing time may be prolonged but 
should not exceed than two months depending on the in-
tervention circumstances.

At the same time, due to the Corporation’s characteristics 
of global operations, it is more difficult to understand and 
communicate under different culture circumstances. In 
order to maintain fair and equitable principles in the han-
dling of events at each of the Group's operating bases, 
the internal policy "Discipline/Engagement Committee" 
Regulations was officially adopted in 2017. The Discipline/
Engagement Committee mechanism was initiated in each 
operation location based on the case status in 2018.

In events which controversial case is received, a Discipline/
Engagement committee meeting must be convened ac-
cording to the status of such case, and an investigation 
team and the committee members must be appointed 
for the case. Members shall not simultaneously take roles 
in both groups unless necessary. In 2019, another amend-
ment to the Engagement Committee Management Policy 
was made. With specific reinforcement in cultural per-
spectives and at the aspect of sustainable operations for 
Company’s localization, it regulates that Chair of the Com-
mittee shall be served by local employee. And through 
meetings convened monthly, besides resolving contro-
versial cases, handling status and mechanism for internal 
grievance case shall be reviewed to handle grievance 
issues under a more equal and impartial manner. Mean-
while, the Company abides by the anti-retaliation principle 
that any unit or individual shall not for any reason impose 
any conduct of retaliation on the workers who raise griev-
ances. Should there be such circumstances; a filing of such 
grievances can be made via various grievance channels.

Handling of Major Grievance on Miscon-
duct of Management and Violation of 
Working Guidelines Cases
In 2020, a total of 3,551 grievance/consultation cases were 
logged in to the Company’s internal Employee Relation-
ship Management System (ERMS). It contained 35 cases in-
volving misconduct of management and violation of work-
ing guidelines, among which 29 cases were about verbal 
and behavioral conflicts between employees or agitated 
emotion of supervisor during production. Other 3 cases 
were related to discrimination, which include: one expa-
triate complained that the information of his/her personal 
health condition was leaked during resignation process, 
and, after investigation, such case was closed with the 
respondent being transferred to other roles and receiving 
understanding of complainant after respondent’s apol-
ogies; an employee in Indonesia being discriminated by 
colleagues after his/her recovery from COVID-19 infection 
and an employee in Taiwan being discriminated by links 
to COVID-19 by colleagues due to his/her nationality of 
China, which made the employee felt offended. After ver-
ification, punishments have been made following internal 
regulation, with relevant departments performing non-dis-
crimination policy advocacies to prevent occurrence of 
similar events. Another 3 cases involve sexual harassment 
issue, in which the adequate role adjustments and disci-
pline were made after investigation, and with continued 
care to the complainants.

Compared with 2019, the number of 2020 major grievance 
on misconduct of management and violation of working 
guidelines cases decreased by 18.6%. In 2020, 90.8% of 
total cases were settled within 10 working days, and 99.6% 
of cases were able to be solved within 2 months. All rel-
evant cases were closed. Through the annual audit and 
investigation, no retaliation based on any grievance is 
found in 2020. 

Information Exchange Platforms

With regards to prevalence and convenience of digital 
information, the Company established information ex-
change platforms at respective production and opera-
tions base providing local activities and updated infor-
mation, allowing employees to receive latest news of Pou 
Chen’s upcoming employee events, cultural information, 
life knowledge, and other news promptly.

Pou Chen Group Facebook Pou Chen Group LinkedIn

Pou Chen in Vietnam Pou Chen in Indonesia

Pou Chen in China
WeChat ID: Pou Chen 
HOME

China-Health Promotion Program

To balance work and life, the Company frequently hosts 
off-work clubs (e.g. basketball club) and various activities 
in cooperation with labor unions, with combination to 
cultural festivals in each location. Activities include yoga 
courses, Christmas events, Employee Olympics and etc. 
are able to enrich the life of employees after work.

The internal employee activities include cultural integra-
tion of festival celebration, sports contests and fun games 
strengthening interactions and cohesion, and the Compa-

ny's community engagement focusing on education and 
health. In addition, local officials and labor unions are also 
invited to internal activities, and employee cohesion and 
recognition are consolidated through the activities, mak-
ing work more integrated with life. In 2020, a total of 201 
internal employee activities were held overseas, with an 
approximate 176,911 employees participated.

Vietnam-Volleyball 

Overseas Regions

2 Diverse and Enriched Club Activities

Vietnam-Women's Day Celebration

Vietnam-Volleyball Match

China-Mother's Day Event

Vietnam-Cooking ContestMyanmar-Ka Htain Festival

Taiwan

Adhering to the spirit of service and innovation of the 
Company’s core values, the Company furthermore ac-
tively and strategically focus on four main dimensions, 
Sports Vitality, LOHAS, Health and Wellness and Festival 
Events, with encouraging participation by its employees 

and their families. In 2020, a total of 64 events held were 
participated by an accumulated number of employees 
and their families at 7,443 participants with total expendi-
ture of NTD 4,380,134.

Diverse and abundant club activities in Taiwan in 2020

Event Theme Activity Times of 
Events Held

No. of 
Participants Expense

7

1

1

1

1

53

243

51

767

3

5,000

1,379

114,151

44,500

451,784

2,700

3,464,577

302,422

The 4th Pou Chen 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament

i Sports Pou Chen Online Road Runs

We hold regular seminars related to physical and mental well-being 
and blood donation activities; emphasizing the concept of prevention 
over treatment, and strengthening mental and physical balance for 
employees. 

Club Activities
Sports Vitality

Festival Events

LOHAS 2020 Family Day

Dragon King 
Festival event

Health and 
Wellness

Health and 
Wellness

Pandemic Prevention Gifts Package

Local festival events are supported in cooperation with Changhua 
County Government. 

Club activities (Hiking Club, Badminton Club, and Bowling 
competitions) are hosted and participation in external badminton 
matches are made to provide employees with variety of sports 
activities and furthermore increase interaction and communication 
between employees.
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3 Employee Home Visit
Pou Chen attaches great importance to the practice of 
sustainable service and conducts family visits from the 
perspective of all-around care. Through the home visit 
activity, the Company gets closer to the local employees 
and communities. The employee ’s direct supervisor and 
the plant management have the opportunity to show 
their care through a closer interaction to the employees 
and their families, to understand the local culture and 
living environment, and to provide certain assistances ac-
cording to actual needs.

Employee home visit has been one of the Company’s 
long-running projects. Pou Chen understands the needs of 
employee families and the communities they live in and 
establishes a good interactive relationship with their fam-
ilies through frequent employee home visits. In addition 

to enhancing local employment and economy devel-
opment opportunities, the visits also introduce commu-
nity-friendly actions such as volunteer medical consulta-
tions and services, housing construction and renovation, 
scholarship programs, etc. With Employees as focus and 
all-around care as scope, we bind the families and com-
munities of employees together with an expectation to 
bring an overall life quality enhancement and sustainable 
development to the society. In 2020, while fully complying 
with strict local pandemic prevention regulations, Pou 
Chen visited the families of our 307 employees, including 
excellent employees, impoverished employees, pregnant 
employees, injured employees, etc., with the total hours 
spent in the home visits reaching 2,067 hours, showing a 
78% reduction when comparing with 2019.

Myanmar-Employee Home Visit

Indonesia-Employee Home Visit Vietnam-Employee Home Visit

Cambodia-Employee Home Visit

4 Summer Camp for Employees’ Children

For employees who leave their hometown for work, noth-
ing could concern them more than their families and 
children. Because of this, a long-standing phenomenon 
occurs in production sites in China that employees must 
leave their jobs due to their worries that children in their 
hometown have nowhere to go during summer vacations. 
Seeing the employees gather with their children scarcely, 
Pou Chen’s related units began to think about the vari-
ous items and activities that can actually be integrated 
in resources and furthermore reach a cooperation from 
the perspective of employees, therefore, since 2010, the 
"Pou Chen Summer Camp for Employees’ Children" with a 

duration for around 30 days from July to August every year 
is held. During the summer vacation, children participate 
in summer camps during the day to learn about love, 
service and character education through fulfilling classes 
and activities, and reunite with their parents after class to 
enjoy the happiness of being together with families. As of 
December 2019, a total of 417 children participated in the 
summer camp, and another 134 internal and external vol-
unteers were involved. Since its commencement in 2010, it 
has benefited a total of 4,310 families over the years. The 
summer camp in 2020 was halted due to the COVID-19 
pandemic control measures.

“It takes observation and discovery on employees actual needs to really perform 
employee care.”

5 Respects to Diverse Beliefs and Cultures
There are tens of thousands of religions and beliefs around 
the world purifying people’s mind with the recognition of 
belief, providing spiritual support and consolation, and 
regulating the morality and orders of their believers. As be-
liefs are essentially liberal, Pou Chen supports and protects 
the employees’ liberty in religions and beliefs by flexible 
adjustments on its management system and by supporting 
the employees to follow their religious rituals at worktime. 
As employees in Pou Chen’s Myanmar operation site, it 
consist of a majority of Buddhist believers, a large Buddha 
statue is set at the production site, providing employees a 
spiritual dependence through beliefs.

Meanwhile, at compound in Indonesia and Bangladesh, 
about more than 90.0% of the employees are Muslims. Ac-
cording to the Islam classics “Quran”, Muslims must pray 
five times a day in the direction of Mecca, a city in Saudi 
Arabia to show their appreciation with Allah and to follow 
the guidance of Islam. Pou Chen respects the employees’ 
religious beliefs by setting several prayer rooms/Mosques 
in production sites for employees to use freely. Indepen-
dent compact prayer rooms are also set at the workplace 
for the convenience of employees. As of 2020, a total of 
117 religious constructions and facilities have been estab-
lished.

The fasting of Islam requires Muslims not to eat or drink 

from dawn to dusk during the Ramadan. Pou Chen cares 
for employees’ physical conditions, if there is any event 
of physical discomfort of an employee, ambulances are 
standing by at the factories for sending to hospitals, and 
a regular service of health center is available for employ-
ees to receive timely care. Eid al-Fitr marks as a New Year 
celebration. Muslims will put on festive outfits on the day, 
and a sense of festivity and happiness can be spotted. 
They get up really early, complete Morning Prayer, have 
breakfast and then go to listen to the recital of Quran by 
Imam and collectively perform prayer toward the direc-
tion of Mecca. On this day, Muslims will also visit their rela-
tives and friends, hugging and greeting each other, and 
restore the connections among friends and relatives. Eid 
al-Fitr is a peaceful and joyful festival not only marking the 
end of Ramadan but also a chance for believers to show 
gratitude to Allah and steadfastness of their beliefs.

Pou Chen hosts Eid Mubarak feast events at production 
sites in Indonesia and Bangladesh; meanwhile, at Pou 
Chen Indonesia, an Eid Mubarak feast inviting residents 
of the community and others will be taken place at the 
local orphanage. Moreover, free homecoming buses and 
flexible working hours are arranged for employees to have 
their luggage packed and return home early to celebrate 
the Indonesian New Year.

Myanmar-Ka Htain Festival

Indonesia-Mosque Indonesia-Mosque

Indonesia-Eid al-Adha Donation Indonesia-Chapel 

Indonesia-Buddhist Temple
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Timely and Preventative Remediation

Consultation with Civil Society

Verification Requirements

Company Affiliate identifies, researches and 
engages with relevant labor non-governmental 
organizations, trade unions, and other civil 
society institutions.

We follow the principles of 
the FLA Workplace Code of 
Conduct and the principles 
of Fair Labor & Responsible 
Production

Compliance with the FLA Compliance with the FLA 
Principles of Fair Labor & Principles of Fair Labor & 
Responsible ProductionResponsible Production

 Top Management Commitment and Workplace Standards

Responsible Production Practices

 Responsibility and Head Office Training

Production Staff Training

 Monitoring

Company Affi l iate is committed to accountability 
and transparency through established workplace 
standards.

Company Affi l iate aligns sales, planning, 
and production practices with commitment 
to workplace standards.

Company Affiliate trains all management staff 
and employees at owned facilities on workplace 
standards and tracks effectiveness of training.

Functioning Grievance Mechanisms

Collection and Management of Compliance Information

FLA Labor Examination
Working with labor inspections conducted by a third party signifies that 
Pou Chen is committed to responding to the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs).
As indicated by Goal 8 of the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs), an organization should “promote sustained, 
inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and pro-
ductive employment and decent work for all”. Pou Chen 
strongly believes that every employee has the right to 
work at a safe and equal environment. Through participa-
tion in the Fair Labor Association (FLA) and the coopera-
tion to FLA SCI examination, independent assessments to 
Pou Chen’s global production sites are made to maintain 
compliance standards in human and labor rights.

Pou Chen has joined the Fair Labor Association (FLA) and 
commits to abide by “FLA Workplace Code of Conducts” 
and “Principles of Fair Labor & Responsible production” 
and its corresponding KPI and principles. Meanwhile, in 
adhere to spirits of human rights as advocated by interna-
tional organization and meet the purpose of effectively 
terminating forced labor, Pou Chen has signed “Respon-
sible Recruitment” commitment jointly promulgated by 
the Fair Labor Association (FLA) and American Apparel & 

Footwear Association (AAFA) in November 2019, with con-
tinued day-to-day promotion and advocacy of human 
rights, which sets out that:

1.No employee pays for their job or right to work;
2.Employees retain control of their travel documents and 
   have full freedom of movement; and
3.All employees are informed of the basic terms of their 
   employment before leaving home.

Upholding the above-mentioned principles, Pou Chen 
implements Responsible Recruitment into the Company’s 
daily operations and monitoring by internal assessment 
mechanism to ensure that no forced labor will happen in 
Pou Chen production sites.
 

DECENT WORK 
AND ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

Company Affiliate conducts workplace 
standards compliance monitoring.

Company Affiliate identifies and trains specific staff 
responsible for implementing workplace standards,
responsible production practices, and provides 
training to all head office staff.

Company Affiliate meets FLA verification and 
program requirements.

Company Affiliate meets FLA verification 
and program requirements.

Company Affiliate collects, manages and analyzes 
workplace standards compliance information.

Company Affiliate provides workers access to functioning 
grievance mechanisms, which include multiple reporting 
channels of which at least one is confidential.

FLA Sustainable Compliance Initiative (SCI) 
Assessment

FLA have audited Pou Chen for 10 consecutive years and released 9 compliance re-
ports. 
Pou Chen keeps strengthening the transparency on 
the production and manufacturing conditions.  Since 
2011, the Company has received annual evaluations on 
Sustainable Compliance Initiatives (SCI) and assess the 
compliance of Pou Chen’s factories located in the area 
designated by the FLA each year. With an accumulated 

9 reports issued publicly in a consecutive 10 years, Pou 
Chen adopts corrective measures according to the sug-
gestions on the report and regularly provides feedback 
with action plans, and systematically and periodically 
receive Human Rights assessment/monitoring conducted 
by NGOs. 

Note: 2017 Vietnam Factory Verification report is logged on the FLA internal platform for affiliates.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Indonesia
Audit Date

2011/12/20-22

China
Audit Date
2012/11/5-9

China
Audit Date

2013/8/27-30

China
Audit Date
2014/11/2-7

Vietnam
Audit Date

2015/10/12-16

Bangladesh
Audit Date
2016/11/1-3

Vietnam  
Factory

Verification 
Date

2017/9/26-29

Myanmar
Audit Date
2018/9/5-7

Cambodia
Audit Date
2019/9/5-6

China
Audit Date

2020/9/9-10

The scope of evaluation by FLA SCI covers the main production and operations locations globally, and all the 
Labor Condition Passed Examination report are available at FLA’s official website http://www. fairlabor.org/
transparency/workplace-monitoring-reports.

Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic in 2020, the FLA SCI visit 
paid special attention to pandemic prevention measures 
and corresponding HR system adjustments. In Septem-
ber this year (2020), FLA entrusted a third-party audit unit 
to the Company's China Yi Chun factory for a period of 
two-day verification. Through document review, on-site 
walkthrough and observations, interviews with employees 
and management, the FLA verification report reveals the 
implementation in detail, which shows that the Company 
attaches importance to and actively implement pandem-
ic prevention measures as follows:

Ӫ

Ӫ
Ӫ
Ӫ
Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ
Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ
Ӫ

Ӫ

Before commencement of work after Lunar New year 
holidays, the factory’s responsible supervisors and union 
members returned to the factory in advance for pan-
demic prevention material preparation and planning. 
A dedicated unit responsible for pandemic prevention 
and control was established to implement relative 
measures, which includes internal communication, 
training, daily pandemic report and etc.
Temporary isolation rooms are set at the gate and dor-
mitory area.
Employees must have their body temperature checked 
before entering the factory every day.
Provide masks to all employees in the factory every 
day.
Strictly implement visitor control: tracking the visitor’s 
14-day travel history, verifying identity, measuring body 
temperature, providing masks, and cleaning and disin-
fecting hands/shoe soles.
Keep social distancing and avoid group gatherings: 

encouraging online meetings, limiting the number of 
employee in canteens, and regulating the number of 
people in the workplace at the same time.
Employees are provided with disinfection alcohol and 
wiping tools to clean the workplace and tools.
The frequency of factory disinfection is increased to 
three times a day, and the cleaning of handrails, han-
dles and buttons in public areas is strengthened; the 
scope of disinfection includes: production floor, dormi-
tories and canteen areas.
The dining service in canteens is changed from the 
sharing dishes on same table to individual set meal dis-
tribution. Meanwhile the dining shifts increased to four 
shifts to divert personnel and reduce the flow of dining 
at the same time. 
Provide health and safety training for all employees, 
including: correct disinfection and cleaning method, 
wearing masks, maintaining social distancing, commu-
nication channels and etc. Conducting professional 
pandemic prevention knowledge training for frontline 
pandemic prevention personnel (fumigators, safe 
guards, canteen staffs and etc.).
Pandemic prevention measures are broadcasted daily 
to the whole factory.
Distribute pandemic prevention information promotion 
flyers so that employees can easily obtain correct infor-
mation.
Conduct health and safety risk evaluation for vulnera-
ble groups (elderly employees, employees with chronic 
diseases... etc.) and take corresponding protective 
measures.

中國區 - 防疫措施China-Pandemic prevention China-Pandemic prevention China-Pandemic prevention 
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Finding Corrective Action Plan, CAP

China-Pandemic measures China-Pandemic measuresChina-Pandemic measures

           Pou Chen’s Internal Evaluation Mechanism: Annual 
Compliance Assessment 

Since 2012, Pou Chen has built an internal evaluation 
mechanism, including Human Resources Key Performance 
Index (Human resources KPI, HR KPI) and Sustainable De-
velopment Key Performance Index (Sustainable Develop-
ment KPI, SD KPI). The scope covers Pou Chen’s production 
sites in China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh 
and Myanmar. The annual compliance assessment is 
conducted to the Company’s fully owned factories. The 
assessment scope covers the implementation on human 
resources management (HRM), Labor conditions and Envi-
ronment Safety and Health. Factories will be graded and 
classified into different zones by effective measures on re-
viewing the overall compliance performance. 

Regarding the human rights and labor rights manage-
ment, we have completed the annual compliance assess-
ment on HRM/Labor practices as scheduled in 2020. We 
are in accordance with the Pou Chen Code of Conduct, 
the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct and the Principles of 
Fair Labor and Responsible Production and other relevant 
provisions are evaluated for labor rights and human rights 
protection measures, including: recruitment, compen-
sation and benefits, working hours, non-harassment and 
anti-discrimination, etc. The evaluation and inspection 
methods include detailed review of relevant documents 
and records, on-site walkthrough, random monitors (CCTV) 
check and employees interviews to achieve an objective, 
fair and comprehensive investigation.

Human Resources 
Management (HRM)

Pou Chen Internal Evaluation Mechanism (Compliance Assessment)

Environment, 
Safety and Health (ESH)
•Safety and health,
•Fire safety,
•Environmental protection management,
•Energy management.

•Recruitment, 
•Training,
•Development and promotion,
•Termination of contract,
•Working hours,
•Compensation and benefits.

Labor Conditions
(Labor)

•Discipline and workplace conducts,
•Grievance mechanism,
•Non-Harassment and anti-discrimination,
•Internal communications,
•Special employee protection,
•Trace and feedback.

Audit date

2020.09.14

2020.10.23

According to the regulations of the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) in Indonesia 
compound: "Female employees who have informed pregnancy are not obliged to 
work in shifts and overtime. If they are willing to work overtime, those who work 7 
hours can only work 2 hours of overtime (6 days a week); employees work 8 hours 
can only work overtime for up to 1 hour (5 days a week).” During this assessment, 
it was found that a pregnant employee worked 2.5 hours of overtime during a day. 
It’s been verified as a violation against the Company’s internal regulations. The 
Indonesian labor law regulates that employees should not work overtime for more 
than 3 hours per day, therefore, there is no violation against local laws. The Company 
continues to conduct training and implement the protection policy of pregnant 
employees, includes working hour reminder mechanism, and daily on-site walkthrough 
to prevent this from happening.    

At the moment of assessment, the factory noted that relevant content should be 
included in training materials as soon as possible. After follow-up improvement status 
tracking, it is confirmed that the factory has completed the relevant information to 
avoid the doubt that employees are not aware of the appeal process or fear of 
retaliation.

Example Cases of Human Rights Issues and Improvements in 2020 are as follows:

After reviewing the documents, it was found that 
in a factory’s new employee training materials, 
the content of the grievance mechanism did not 
explain the grievance process, confidentiality, 
and anti-retaliation policies.

It was found that a pregnant employee worked 
2.5 hours of overtime during a day (the working 
shift is 6 days a week), which exceeded the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) regulation 
that maximum overtime for pregnant employees 
is 2 hours per day.

In 2020, we continue in improving the performance on la-
bor rights and human rights standards. At present, all the 
factories have established protection policies for special 
employees, including child labor, underage labor and fe-
male employee. No forced labor or human trafficking issue 
was found. Meanwhile, factories actively advocate on no 
harassment, non-discrimination, prohibition of forced labor 
and respect freedom of association and relevant trainings 
have been provided. For the findings found throughout the 
audits, the Company utilizes the Master Action Plan (MAP) 
platform for tracking of the improvements. And through 
root cause analysis, improvement plan and discussion with 
factories, it helps to immediately make progress on rectifi-
cation and inspection. All the findings in the previous year 
(2019) have been followed up and closed in 2020.

In the future, Pou Chen will continue to dedicate in im-
plementing relevant principles and spirits of International 
Labor Organization (ILO) and the FLA, providing a friendly 
working environment and a better relationship between 
employers and employees.

Respect for Human Rights
Pou Chen complies with local laws and regulations, fol-
lows the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, and the FLA’s Principles of Fair Labor & Responsible 
Production to formulate the “Pou Chen Group Code of 
Conduct”, which contains corresponding provisions, such 
as prohibition of employing child labor, non-harassment, 
non-discrimination, prohibition on forced labor, freedom 
of association, health and safety, compensation and ben-
efits, working hours regulations, protection for special em-
ployees and etc. Pou Chen commits to respect the prin-
ciple of fairness and the implementation of human rights 
policies.

Responsible Recruitment
Pou Chen upholds the principle of equality in opportunity, 
values contribution and development by diverse talents, 
provides job seekers and employees an equal chance of 
employment and employment condition without differ-
ence due to gender, race, religion, age, disability, sexual 
orientation, nationality, political perspective, social status 
or minor ethnics, and relevant management principles 
are also embodied at the aspects including employment, 
wages, welfare, promotion, discipline, discharge or retire-
ment. As every single employee is hired, they are required 
to sign an employment contract which explicitly defines 
the rights, responsibilities and obligations by the employer 
and employee, and every single employee has the right to 
terminate the employment with the factory. Setting forth, 
change, dismissal and termination of relevant labor con-
tracts all strictly follow relevant laws and policies.

Pou Chen incorporates Responsible Recruitment practic-
es in its daily business operations. The Company adopts 
diversified recruitment channels, and the HR Department 
will verify if job applicants' documents are authentic, their 
age has reached the legal requirement or not, and if the 
applicant is willing to join the Company during the inter-
view. Only those who meet the requirements of local laws 
and regulations will be recruited. Pou Chen prohibits the 
use of forced labor, including prison labor, indentured la-
bor, bonded labor, labors involved in any form of human 
trafficking or involuntary labor or slavery in any form. Em-
ployees do not need to pay any recruitment fees. Employ-
ees are free to move around and keep their identification 
documents or entry and exit certificates. Employees shall 
be provided with a copy of employment contract in their 
native language and will be informed of the basic terms of 
their employment before leaving home.

Prohibition on Child Labor 

We prohibit the employment of child labors in accordance 
with the "Pou Chen Group Code of Conduct," the Inter-
national Labour Organization (ILO) Convention No. 138 
and government regulations. Employing labors at the age 
under 15 or failing to complete compulsory education 
are prohibited, whichever is stricter shall prevail. Relevant 
young labors (underage employees) are documented 
and reported (depending on laws and requirements), and 
develop relevant protection measures are developed to 
ensure that their working hours and jobs comply with laws 
and regulations.

The Company requires job applicants to provide valid 
identification documents upon interview as a proof of 
their actual age. Once a misemployment of child labor is 
found, the Company will immediately suspend the work 
of the child, and the child will be escorted back to his/
her residence to either his/her parents or guardian, with all 
the transportation, meal and accommodation expenses 
covered by the Company and the wages for the person’s 
actual work will be paid. In 2020, no employment of child 
labor occurred in Pou Chen’s production sites.

No Forced or Compulsory Labor 

Pou Chen does not employ any form of forced labor and 
does not employ labors involved in any form of human 
trafficking. Forced labor includes prison labor, indentured 
labor, bonded labor or any person under the menace of 
any penalty and for which the said person has not offered 
work service voluntarily, no matter the labors are ob-
tained through force, scam or threat or involuntary labor 
or slavery in any form. All workers are working voluntarily, 
and employees own the rights to work overtime or resign 
freely under reasonable notices. In 2020, no occurrence of 
forced and compulsory labor was occurred.

The Company regulates that working hours shall be in strict 
compliance with national laws, Company standards, and 
brand regulations. Any necessary arrangements of over-
time must be agreed by the employees voluntarily. Over-
time working hours and overtime payment shall be both 
comply with local regulations. Pou Chen also respects the 
rest time of the employees by granting days off complied 
with local laws and regulations. Also, to maintain the phys-
ical and mental balance of the employees, computerized 
attendance systems are put in place to effectively man-
age the working hours and day offs of the employees. 
During the working hours, employees are allowed to move 
freely within the factory areas except for certain restricted 
areas.

Acceptable Minimum Notice Period of 
Significant Operational Change 
The Company strives to build harmonious employee rela-
tions, and the minimum notice period of significant oper-
ational change is given according to local labor laws. As 
there is no collective bargaining documents signed with 
the labor unions in Taiwan, all employment contracts are 
signed by individual employees with the Company and 
processed according to Article 11 or Article 13 of the Labor 
Standards Act. Provisional clauses stipulate that those who 
wish to terminate employment contracts need to comply 
with the following notice period:

           

Those who have worked continuously for three months 
but not over 1 year need to give a notice of 10 days 
before termination.
Those who have worked continuously for 1 year but not 
over 3 years need to give a notice of 20 days before     
termination.
Those who have worked continuously for over 3 years 
shall give a notice of 30 days before termination.

For main operations and production sites outside of Tai-
wan, employee unions have signed collective bargaining 

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ
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Note 1: The rights and obligations of the collective bargaining agreements signed by employees from Vietnam and Indonesia compounds are binding on all 

employers and employees of all factories under the title of the legal entity.

Note 2: In China compounds, only employees of the related footwear manufacturing business units join labor union. The percentage of China compound was 

calculated by taking the total number of employees covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements, divided by the total number of employees 

Note 3: Collective Bargaining Agreements are not yet to be agreed and stipulated between employees and employers in Cambodia, Bangladesh and Myanmar.

131,646 94,297 21,568

100.0% (Note 1) 100.0% (Note 1) 88%(Note 2)

30 days in 
advance

30 days in 
advance

3.5% 22.7% 

2.4% 

77.3% 

35.1% 

97.6% 

           

61.4% 

agreements with the Company under approval from lo-
cal competent authorities. The agreements clearly state 
relevant employment conditions, rights, and the minimum 
notice period of material changes in operations. All docu-
mentation of collective bargaining agreements has been 
submitted to local competent authorities for approval or 
record purpose.

Freedom of Association 
Pou Chen upholds and respects to employees’ rights of 
freedom of association and performs collective bargain-
ing. As stated in the “Pou Chen Code of Conducts”, Pou 
Chen recognizes the legitimate labor unions voluntarily 
established by employees, supports employees to orga-
nize unions freely, respects their rights to negotiate with 
management, and is proactive in communicating and 
interacting with labor union.

Labor unions which employees may join in voluntarily are 
available at Pou Chen’s production sites in Taiwan, China, 
Indonesia, Vietnam and Cambodia, coordinating com-
munications on relevant issues between employees and 
the Company including reviewing labor rights stated in 
the employees ‘handbook/internal regulation, stipulating 
relevant labor standards, engaging labor negotiation or 
events on delegation and other relevant affairs. Labor 
union has not yet been established at production sites in 
Myanmar and Bangladesh, however, under requirements 
of local regulations, the Worker Coordination Committee 

(WCC) was established at Myanmar site, and the Worker 
Participation Committee (WPC) was also established at 
Bangladesh production base.

Collective Bargaining Agreements Cov-
ering Nearly 250,000 Employees World-
wide
As a consensus has been reached between the employ-
er and employees, labor unions in each region may sign 
Collective Bargaining Agreements (CBA) documents with 
branches of the Company in each region. The unions 
jointly hold relevant employee caring events with the 
Company, increasing the communications and the sense 
of recognition between the Company and employees. 
Collective Bargaining Agreements (CBA) were made un-
der agreement by the employer and employees at Pou 
Chen’s production sites in China, Indonesia and Vietnam, 
and number of employees protected by Collective Bar-
gaining Agreements is 247,511 in total, accounting for 
92.1% of the workers in footwear manufacturing business.

According to the Company's internal regulations, the 
factory and the labor union should convene a meeting 
between the management and the labor union at least 
once every quarter; and when it comes to issues regard-
ing employees’ welfare and rights, the factory should ac-
tively discuss with the labor union to obtain consensus and 
consent from the union.
            

Number of Employees and Average Coverage Ratio Covered by Collective 
Bargaining Agreements at Main Production Sites

Number of Employees protected 
by Collective Bargaining 
Agreements (Unit: People)

No collective bargaining
agreement have been signed with 
labor unions

No collective bargaining agreement 
is signed

Ratio of Employees protected by 
Collective Bargaining Agreements

Acceptable Minimum Notice 
Period of Material Changes 
in Operations

According to the Provisions of 
Article 11 or Article 13 in the 
Labor Standards Act

No remarks, proceeded 
a c c o r d i n g  t o  L a b o r 
Standards Act

Locations Taiwan Vietnam Indonesia China

Pou Chen focuses on the two main businesses of footwear 
manufacturing and retail; in terms of footwear manufac-
turing business, we continuously excel in production tech-
nology and R&D capacity, continuously optimizing produc-
tion effectiveness, in addition, we keep close connections 
with international brands to provide the most premium 
products and holistic services. As for retail business, under 
the provision of high-quality Customer services, product 
portfolio, market promotion and promotions, the brand im-
age in the channel name of YYSports is set. We anticipate 
creating the group’s maximal value with footwear manu-
facturing business and retail business through specialization 
and reinforced core competencies.

Pou Chen has its global business operation locations in Tai-
wan, China, Vietnam, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Bangladesh, 
Cambodia, Myanmar, etc. The main footwear manufac-
turing bases are in Vietnam, Indonesia and China.

As of December 31, 2020, the total number of official em-
ployees is approx. 302,000 people, with 1.41% in Taiwan, 
19.06% in China, 43.58% in Vietnam, 31.22% in Indonesia, 
1.43% in Cambodia, 1.11% in Bangladesh, 2.17% in Myan-
mar, and 0.02% in the other regions. In accordance with 

Diverse Talents Gathered Here  
the local laws and regulations of each district, the total 
number of temporary contract employees is 2.4% of the 
total number of employees. Currently there is no use of dis-
patched labor.

With enthusiasm, we welcome talents in various territories 
to join us to continue the accumulation of professional 
energy. The talent recruitment procedure adheres to lo-
cal laws and regulations, including new employees from 
different industries and drafting suitable talents under the 
principle of openness and transparency to provoke inno-
vative thinking.

Pou Chen has long upheld the talent acquisition philos-
ophy of “talent acquisition is borderless” by fusion of di-
verse cultures, showcasing of transparency and equality 
in promotion channels without difference by gender or 
nationality; the gender of employees, male to female, is 
approx. 22.7%:77.3%. In main business locations, the rate of 
local employees (with nationality of location) taking senior 
management roles is 39.2%, with female accounting for 
56.7% of the management, for localization and diversity of 
human resources capital.

<50yo and over> <Male><Female>

<29yo and under><30-49yo>

Employee Distribution 
by Age

Global Gender 
Proportion of Employees

2.4% 

<temporary>

97.6% 

Employee Distribution 
by Regions

Employee Distribution by 
employment contract

<permanent>
0.02% Others

1.11% Bangladesh

43.58% Vietnam
31.22% Indonesia

1.41% Taiwan

1.43% Cambodia

2.17% Myanmar

19.06% China
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91.9% 

50.5% 

49.5% 

58.3% 

41.7% 

61.3% 

38.7% 

51.0% 

49.0% 

56.7% 

43.3% 

41.7% 43.1% 

3.4% 

39.2% 

  

10,170

24,248

4,502

9,125

121

149

2,853

5,434

1,671

1,059

149

58

5,524

462

409

2,863

3

0

2,614

11,045

1,048

1,063

447

2,959

36

261

17

511

31

84

564

6,470

90

75

1

2

138

1,841

116

4

0

25

0

10

0

2

0

0

0

1,804

7

10

1

0

39.0%

30.3%

32.7%

53.7%

45.5%

20.2%

9.7%

36.6%

17.2%

9.2%

102.7%

15.6%

53.8%

83.0%

74.1%

80.6%

30.0%

0.0%

6.7%

6.5%

29.9%

7.6%

4.0%

4.7%

7.3%

1.9%

4.3%

4.5%

1.5%

15.0%

15.9%

37.2%

29.9%

3.8%

25.0%

19.7%

4.2%

0.4%

0.0%

25.5%

0.5%

0.0%

2.3%

1.6%

0.0%

2.6%

0.4%

0.0%

9.3%

0.0%

0.0%

11.1%

0.0%

122.1%

The Company Actively invites talent, recruiting different 
nationalities, genders, ages, and religions in a fair and eq-
uitable manner. In addition to recruitment via job banks, 
professional training institutions, community sites, group 
visits and business consultancies, this Corporation also 
promotes internal employee referrals. With the purpose 
of conveying "finding the best partner", we encourage 
employees to join in the activity of finding good talents, 
and attracts outstanding talents in various fields through 
multiple channels. This Corporation also participates in 
annual campus recruitment activities. Through campus 
expositions, info-meetings, enterprise internships, manage-
ment trainee programs and more, students are allowed to 
channel with the industry more quickly.

In addition, this Corporation also continues to maintain the 
recruitment on social media by posting latest vacancies 
and professional footwear manufacturing training and 
irregularly organizes activities to enhance and interact 
with external job applicants. Also, through sharing the 
basic footwear manufacturing process on the platform, 
this Corporation hopes to, in the era of rapid information 
exchange, attract more talents interested in the footwear 
manufacturing industry to join Pou Chen.

Definition of Senior Management: refers to staff serving as manager or roles of higher hierarchy in Vietnam and Indonesia, or associate manager or roles of 
higher hierarchy in Taiwan and China.
Overall Percentage: refers to overall proportion at main production bases in Taiwan, China, Vietnam, Indonesia, etc.

Percentage of Domestic Citizens Employed as Senior Management Roles (Unit: %)

Taiwan China IndonesiaVietnam Overall

Definition of Management: Staff serving as Section leaders or roles of higher hierarchy.

Female Male

Gender Proportion of Management Level (Unit: %)

Taiwan China Vietnam Indonesia Overall

Note 1: New employee refers to employees with less than one year of seniority as of the end of December 2020.

Note 2: Turnover Rate for New Employees = Number of new employees by group / Number of current employees at the end of the year by group.

Note 3: Others: Sited in US, Mexico, Israel and Brazil.

Note 4: In China, the number of men under 29 years of age (included) at the end of the year was 4,385, and the number of women over 50 years of 

         age (included) was 1,477 at the end of the year, which is lower than the number of new entrants, so the New employee ratio is relatively high.

Proportion of New Employees to Overall Employees, by Gender and Age

Age

Gender

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Overall

Taiwan

China

Vietnam

Indonesia

Cambodia

Bangladesh

Myanmar

29yo and Under

Male

Female

Others

50yo and over30~49yo

People People PeopleProportion Proportion Proportion

Discovering Able People and Offering Suitable Posts, Right Person in the Right Place

Region
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8,799

25,217

4,927

9,377

2,202

180

6,148

35

1,253

34

8,751

131

73

510

178

216

0

1

4,328

21,859

1,373

1,680

93

5,892

27

1,002

19

7,115

14

33

120

8,409

194

211

5

0

236

906

113

78

0

457

0

22

1  

45

0

1

0

377

21

26

1

0

33.8%

31.5%

25.2%

8.8%

66.9%

22.8%

2.3%

53.1%

12.9%

5.4%

112.4%

24.6%

15.3%

85.3%

13.2%

14.4%

0.0%

33.3%

11.0%

10.3%

6.2%

14.9%

8.0%

3.5%

15.6%

7.2%

4.8%

12.7%

20.9%

6.8%

20.8%

14.6%

6.4%

18.2%

0.0%

25.6%

7.3%

7.6%

0.0%

12.5%

9.4%

0.0%

6.8%

3.4%

14.3%

6.9%

9.6%

0.0%

9.1%

20.0%

0.0%

11.1%

0.0%

25.5%

Proportion Proportion Proportion

266

12

11

10

83%

86%

7

6

240

45

61

35

78%

52

49

94%

506

57

72

45

79%

59

55

93%

Proportion of Voluntarily Resigned Employees to All Employees, by Gender and Age

Age

Gender

Overall

Taiwan

China

Vietnam

Indonesia

Cambodia

Bangladesh

Myanmar

29yo and Under

Others

50yo and over30~49yo

Note 1: Turnover Rate = Number of Employees Resigned by group / Total Number of Retained employees at the End of the Year by group.

Note 2: Others: Sited in US, Mexico, Israel and Brazil.

Note 3: Voluntary resignation, not including layoff, retirement and death.

Ntoe 4: The number of men under 29 years of age (included) in China at the end of the year was 4,385, which is lower than the number of resignations, so the 

         turnover rate is relatively high.

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Male

Female The Corporation regards employees as the largest asset. 
To attract, incent, and attract excellent talents, the Corpo-
ration provides attractive and competitive compensation 
packages, and treats all employees equally without bias 
based on gender, race, religion, political slant, sexual ori-
entation, marital status and unequal treatment in terms 
of salary. In terms of salary classification, we uphold the 
principle of  equal pay for equal work without regards of 
gender, setting compensation standards based on em-
ployee education background, position and professional 
and technical ability, moreover, employee ’s working at-
titude, professional ability, and overall performance are 
the basis for rewarding talents. The Corporation also reg-
ularly reviews its compensation policies to ensure that the 
compensation level has a competitive advantage and 
performs management to bridge differences in rewards 
and compensations in order to facilitate recruitment and 
retention of excellent talents.

As an enterprise operating across different countries, the 
Corporation ’s overseas locations will also design salary 
systems meeting domestic needs according to local gov-
ernment regulations, industry standards, and human mar-
ket conditions to incent overseas employees, reaching a 
higher employment seniority, allowing them grow together 
with the Corporation. In addition to the performance bo-
nus paid monthly based on work performance, a certain 
amount of surplus will be set aside as the year-end bonus 
according to the full-year profit status of the Corporation 
and disbursed allocated to the employees as a reward to 
employees contribution and an incentive to drive their en-
thusiasm at work, allowing employees to share the business 
results of the Corporation together.

Items Male Female Total

Number of applicants qualified for parental leave without pay

Number of expected Reinstatement Applications Upon Expiration of 
Parental Leave without Pay (I)

Number of People Applying for Parental Leave without Pay in the 
Current Year (A)

Number of Employees Applying for Reinstatement from Parental 
Leave without Pay in the Current Year (B)

Rate of Reinstatement from Parental Leave without Pay (C=B/I)

Number of Employees Applying for Reinstatement from Parental 
Leave without Pay in the Previous Year (D)

Total Number of Employees Incumbent after 12 months of 
Reinstatement from Parental Leave without Pay in the Previous Year (E)

Retention rate (F=E/D)

Remuneration System with Competitiveness and 
Equality

Number of Employees Applying for Reinstatement upon Expiration of Parental Leave 
without Pay in Taiwan in 2020

Rate of Reinstatement from Parental Leave without Pay in 2020 C= Number of Employees Applying for Reinstatement from Parental Leave without Pay in the 
Current Year (B)/ Number of expected Reinstatement Applications Upon Expiration of Parental Leave without Pay (I)
Source: Statistics based on samples of employees retained in the group as of December 31, 2020 and with children under the age of 3
Statistics of employees applying for reinstatement upon expiration of Parental Leave without Pay and earlier reinstatement are counted as 2020 stats.
Retention Rate for Employees Applying for Parental Leave without Pay = Total Number of Employees Incumbent after 12 months of Reinstatement from Parental 
Leave without Pay / Total Number of Employee Reinstated upon Expiration of Parental Leave without Pay in the Previous Year.

People People People

or extension of such leave according to the circumstanc-
es when the period expires in order to tend after needs by 
individual and family care.

In our Taiwan HQ in 2020, a total of 72 employees applied 
for parental leave without pay; most applicants are fe-
males, which total of 61 applications received. In 2020, for 
rate of reinstatement upon expiration of parental leave 
without pay, 83% of the male employees applied for rein-
statement, and 78% of the female employee applied for 

reinstatement, showing that most employees still return to 
the workplace as their main career plan after the end of 
the parental leave. In addition, in the other major business 
locations of this Corporation in 2020, 17,199 female em-
ployees applied for maternity leave, and a total of 14,000 
people returned to work, with a return rate of 81.4%. The 
retention rate data for one full year after returning to work 
is not yet available due to statistical interval limitations and 
will be disclosed during the next reporting period.

●

●
●
●

Birth Care  
The Corporation protects employment rights of our em-
ployees after parental leave without pay. Taking Taiwan 
as an example, female employee of the Corporation 
enjoys menstrual leave, maternity leave and pregnancy 

checkup leave according to law; male employees are en-
titled to paternity leave. When an employee encounters a 
need for childcare, he or she can apply for parental leave 
without pay or parental leave, followed by reinstatement 

Region
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1.67% 6.0%

8.0% 2.0%

3.7%

1.0%

2.0%
13.0%
~19.0%

8.0%

17.5%

1.2Fold 1.0Fold

           

Pou Chen International Group Training System Blueprint

Orientation
Program

Training Roadmap

POU CHEN GROUP

Senior 
Management Strategy Camp

Advanced
Management Training

Middle Management
Training

Junior Management
Training

General Management
Training

Training Within
Industry(TWI)

Middle 
Management

Junior 
Management

Front line 
Manager

General Staff

Elite Manager
Training

Standard Salary for Grassroot Employees and Minimal Salary for Local  in Important Operation Locations

Vietnam
Taiwan, China, 

Indonesia, Cambodia, 
Bangladesh, Myanmar

Note: The information above only includes Pou Chen.

2019 2020

3,322

884,000

621,000

3,224

760,000

549,000

-3%

-14%

-12%

Information of Number of Non-Managerial Employees and Average and Median of Their Salary

Number of full-time employees serving as non-supervisor roles

Average salary for full-time employee serving as non-supervisor roles

Salary median for full-time employee serving as non-supervisor roles

Pension plan with adequate withdrawal helps attracting 
talents and maintaining stability of employee teams, fur-
thermore effecting as support to long-term finance and 
strategy planning of employees.
The Corporation allocates pension in accordance with 
relevant laws, and the retirement system is handled follow-
ing the regulations in the locations which various business 
locations are established around the world, and provides 

and pays pension to each employee in order to ensure the 
retirement life of employees. 

Taking Taiwan HQ as instance, a total of 128 employees 
filed retirement in 2020, with the total amount of pension 
under old pension system at NTD 210 million allocated; an 
NTD 350 million is allocated under the new pension system 
to ensure the carefree retirement of employees.

Employee Retirement Plan  

Change Rate (%)

Note: The above information includes stats from each main production bases (Retirement system is yet to be stipulated in Cambodia and Myanmar).

Retirement System

Proportion 

Withheld

Society Insurance
Old
Pension
Scheme

No Voluntary 
Withdrawal 
Required

No Voluntary 
Withdrawal 
Required

Employer

Based on 
Individual
0.0~6.0%

Employee

New
Pension
Scheme

Region Taiwan China Vietnam Indonesia Bangladesh

Endowment 
Insurance 
Under Social 
Insurance

Old Age
Insurance

retirement
Insurance

Retirement
System

Fully Borne

Pension Under 
Social Insurance

Pou Chen Retirement System

Complemented Employee Training Mechanism
Policy and Commitment
Talent is the cornerstone of the enterprise's everlasting 
foundation. Pou Chen is the best strategic partner of the 
world-renowned sporting goods brand, anticipating itself 
to become the first choice of talents, actively incubating 
core talents of the enterprise. Through systematic, diverse 
and complete talent incubation mechanism, talents are 
broadened in their international vision and deepened in 
professional skills, planted with culture connotation of the 
enterprise, and bred with competitive advantage, laying 
the foundation for this Corporation’s Sustainable Develop-
ment.

Combining the Corporation mission, vision, manage-
ment strategy and goals, and developing talent strat-
egy to actively cultivate talents of leadership roles and 
talents with professionalism, and furthermore facilitating 
this Corporation’s talent readiness.
Deeply cultivating this Corporation’s talent database, 
identifying key talents through systematic and profes-
sional methods, moreover, planning complete talent 
development plan and training blueprint on bases of 
organization and personal development needs.
Reinforcing enterprise vision, shaping culture and val-
ues, and creating the enterprise’s irreplaceable soft 
power.
Ongoing innovation and introduction of new technol-
ogy, concepts or tools for facilitating personal growth 
and organization learning as well as helping this Corpo-
ration and individuals to achieve their goals.
Valuing Employees’ self-development, providing di-
verse learning channels, encouraging self-paced 
learning, triggering employees’ potential, and realizing 
personal achievements.

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Employee Training Development Plan-
ning
The purpose of training development is attained through 
systematic structure and methods. With nonstop facilita-
tion of talent quality and working skills, we aim to trigger 
the employees’ enthusiasm at work and willingness to 
embrace challenges, furthermore creating greater enter-
prise values to achieve operation goals and to depict the 
future development.

To achieve the Corporation’s strategy and goals, be-
sides consideration to management vision and goals, 
the training development planning shall simultaneously 
eva luate  employee per fo rmance and gaps  o f 
competencies, cooperate with the Corporation’s training 
system, establish employee training structure, plan on 
new employee program, core program, management 
program, professional program, self-development 
program, etc., moreover, through offline or digital learning, 
we provide employees an all-over cultivation, allowing 
the Corporation’s employees to continuously facilitate 
professional and management skills, meanwhile finding 
their own stage and becoming the long-term and stable 
partner of the Corporation by joint growth.
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Training System Programs

The Corporation’s annual talent development training 
planning combines the Corporation’s missions, vision, and 
management strategy and goals, collects and under-
stands development points and training requirements of 
each business division, continuously  innovating and intro-
ducing new technology, concepts and tools, facilitating 
personal growth and organization learning, providing di-
verse learning channels, encouraging self-paced learning, 
simultaneously, we take considerations on employee’s 
personal development plan, competency training system 
for each hierarchy and relevant laws and regulations to 
stipulate “Regulations Governing Employee Training Man-
agement” as basis of our operations.

To deepen the facilitation on working skills for employees 
at each position and to fulfill the vision of lifelong learning, 
the Corporation plans various series of training program 
for different stages according to the Corporation’s core 
values and each system competencies for employee. 
From an employee’s reporting to expected retirement, 
the Corporation provides ongoing training for skills re-
quired by the employee in performing their tasks with an 
objective to reinforce the employee’s capabilities for con-
tinued employment. Through arrangements of employee 
training courses, we expect to reach a consensus among 
employees internally, making employees recognize the 
organization value and furthermore contribute their parts 
in achieving the best business performance.

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Ӫ

Management Program
Senior leadership team training program-

Refresher Training

Management Program
Senior leadership team training 

program-Refresher Training
TTUP Total Talent Upgrading Program

Management Program
Core Mindset Training

Management Program
General Management Training

Core Program: This Corporation develops a series of 
core program training based on This Corporation's 
core functions to establish a common language of the 
group, such as the Accountability course, so that em-
ployees have a willingness to take responsibility and a 
responsible attitude.

Management Program: According to the manage-
ment functions required by all levels of managers, the 
corresponding learning and development projects are 
planned to strengthen the knowledge and skills of the 
group's supervisors, role positioning and necessary ca-
pabilities for management and directors.

Professional Program: Various learning and develop-
ment projects such as R&D, quality control, engineer-
ing, manufacturing, business, procurement, supplier 
management, staff functions, etc., are planned to 
strengthen the professional and technical capabilities 
of employees.

Self-Development Program: To encourage the diversi-
fied development of employees, this Corporation has 
established a series of soft power courses to increase 
the added value of learning to employees in addition 
to work. In addition to language training, internal lec-
turer training is also planned to motivate employees. 
Energy and potential, expand the meaning of learning 
and inheritance.

Orientation Program: This Corporation organizes new 
employees induction training courses, and organize 
new employee power camps for employees who have 
been employed for three months to enhance employ-
ees’ recognition of the group. Through Team Building 
activities, employees can further understand the core 
of the group Value, and build team consensus.

Pandemic Prevention Lecture Pandemic Prevention Lecture TTUP Total Talent Upgrading Program

Self-Development Program Online 
English Course

Professional Program
Technical Development

Core Program Accountability

Management Program
Strategy Camp

           Vast Transition of Training Courses under Impacts 
of Pandemic

Senior leadership team training pro-
gram-Refresher Training 

In 2020, the pneumonia pandemic caused by the 
COVID-19 virus continues to spread around the world, and 
the issue of human contact is different from the past and 
has undergone substantial changes. Because of this, we 
are accelerating us to usher in more digital and diverse 
learning resources and tools. , And to encourage employ-
ees to learn independently.

In the past two years, we have conducted physical train-
ing courses of "Leadership Management Skills Training" for 
middle and high-level executives. Today, in the era of the 
pandemic, we have changed to an "online co-learning" 
approach. Lecturers interact online to effectively reduce 
the risk of infection and time spent on mobile; they also 
successfully implement "continuous learning" and "soft 
power development" for management talents. Senior 
leadership team training program-Refresher Training starts 
from three themed courses: expressiveness, awareness 
and Resilience, hoping to improve the interpersonal sensi-
tivity of supervisors, and continue to cultivate talents, and 
plan for a sustainable future.

Dissemination of Pandemic Prevention 
Videos for Staff Safety Recognized by 
Customers
During the severe period of the pandemic, due to the 
complexity and diversity in content of Pandemic Preven-
tion knowledge in various countries, in order to enable 
company employees to have correct Pandemic Preven-
tion knowledge and work with peace of mind, four the-
matic Pandemic Prevention Videos have been specially 
produced: Handwashing, Correct Wearing of Masks, 
Home, and Public Places. In addition to the Chinese ver-
sion, there are also four different language versions includ-
ing Indonesia, Vietnam, and English. It is convenient to 
disseminate the Video to all units of the group and local 
employees, and actively promote the correct Pandemic 
Prevention knowledge, so that colleagues can follow the 
correct Pandemic Prevention knowledge and go to work 
with peace of mind. , Has also won the strong affirmation 
and support of This Corporation from cooperating custom-
ers.

Pandemic Prevention Lecture
In addition to the above-mentioned Pandemic Prevention 
Video, related Pandemic Prevention Lecture courses are 
also launched, and the medical professional team is invit-
ed to teach the current development trend of the pan-

demic and the correct Pandemic Prevention knowledge 
to This Corporation’s colleagues. At the same time, bor-
rowing the professional practices of the medical system 
to simultaneously review and refine This Corporation’s var-
ious Pandemic Prevention management measures have 
made Pandemic Prevention in the group's plant more 
pragmatic and perfect, so that colleagues can be more 
assured and at ease.
In addition to on-site course interaction, Pandemic Pre-
vention Lecture also adopts connection to global plants 
to synchronize live sharing. Course content is also edited 
into online courses, and continues to be promoted to 
colleagues across the group to watch and promote Pan-
demic Prevention concepts.

Total Talent Upgrading Program (TTUP)
The key to a successful sustainable operation of an inter-
national company lies in localization. Knowing the key to 
success, we have continued to promote the localization 
of talents in recent years, emphasizing that talents are 
used, and the selection of talents and abilities regardless 
of nationality. Get rid of the past, we are working hard to 
transform from a successful Taiwanese-funded multina-
tional company to a successful international company.

In response to this group goal, this Corporation launched 
the " Total Talent Upgrading Program " in July 2019. In the 
early stage of the project, the project team was commit-
ted to promoting strategic research, key talent selection, 
education and training planning and other operations. 
In 2020, the group's operations will be met. Due to the im-
pact of the COVID-19 pandemic, many core cadres from 
Taiwan and mainland were unable to return to their posts 
due to the pandemic control, which caused a consider-
able impact on the management of overseas plants. This 
incident also highlighted the importance of cultivating lo-
cal management talents and accelerated our promotion. 
The determination to localize.

Therefore, in April 2020, the headquarters selected model 
plants to conduct a series of training courses for key local 
talents. It is hoped that through solid education, training 
and administrative cooperation, the correct manage-
ment concepts and group culture will be conveyed to 
key local talents. The education and training at this stage 
have planted the seeds cultivated by key local talents. 
In the future, these seeds will be used to germinate and 
grow strong in various places to achieve the goal of local-
ization of talents of Pou Chen Group.
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Providing a safe and healthy 
working environment to 
prevent employees from 
being involved in work-
related operations or using 
tools provided by employers 
to cause acc iden t s and 
injuries that may cause harm 
to health.

Providing employees with a safe 
and healthy working environment, 
and g radua l l y  e s t ab l i s h i ng  a 
standardized management system 
from organizational establishment, 
cross-unit horizontal cooperation and 
vertical top-down implementation.

In response to the occurrence of 
catastrophic injuries and illnesses 
of employees, the medical rescue 
mechanism and emergency relief 
measures in the plant area shall be 
triggered.

1. 30% reduction in the number of      
   Work-related injuries.
2. No fatal Work-related injuries.
  Base year : The number of Work-
   related injuries in 2019 is used as 
   the base.

On basis of laws and regulations 
and in cooperation with internal 
standards and principles, the 
safety and health management 
s y s t em  s ha l l  b e  p r omo t e d 
gradually, with Reinforcement 
of operations standardization 
management as well as promotion 
self-rectification by basic-level 
employees, from bottom to up 
occupational safety and health 
culture.

Commitments Management Objective (2020)Policy Measures

Key Performance

Management Guideline

Occupational Accident Death Number of Work-related injuries
13.8

15.3 16.0 25.3

15.7

0 -39％ -43.7％

Note : Record Basis - 2019。

Execution of Employee Training  

This Corporation invested 4,624,769.93 hours in education 
and training in 2020, with a total of 3,757,745 employ-
ees participating in the training, with an average of 15.3 
hoursNote1 of training hours per employee. In addition, a 
new online training system was introduced in 2017 to allow 
employees to be independent of the country, environ-
ment, Time and other constraints, make full use of time to 
learn on the online platform, and achieve the synergy of 
group learning resource sharing.
In the future, we will continue to optimize this platform, 
develop more digital courses and online platform tools, so 
that employees have better learning resources to use.

Talent Development Performance 
Management   
This Corporation implements a performance management 
system to achieve operational goals and improve employ-
ees’ work capabilities. The targets cover employees in ma-
jor operating locations such as China, Hong Kong, Macau, 
Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, Cambodia, etc., regardless 
of gender or age. In performance evaluation During the 
audit period, all employees who have worked for three 
months will participate in the performance appraisal. The 
basic staff mainly help them to improve their daily work 
performance through the monthly appraisal mechanism. 
The middle-level and above cadres through the organiza-
tion and personal goal setting and implementation, in the 

annual Perform performance evaluations in the middle 
and end of the year. Through formal performance inter-
views, help supervisors and employees understand the 
organization's goals and personal development expec-
tations, so that the work direction of the organization and 
the individual is clearer and are with connectivity.

In addition, performance management courses for su-
pervisors are conducted to improve the effectiveness of 
performance interviews between supervisors and subordi-
nates. Combined with internal lecturer training, supervisors 
will serve as an internal lecturer team to transfer and share 
performance management related knowledge and prac-
tical experience. Several experiential learning activities 
are embedded in it, allowing supervisors to obtain knowl-
edge and insights through observation, analysis and mutu-
al sharing of experiences.

The implementation of performance management is 
mainly to measure the overall goal achievement status 
and functional performance of employees. The final result 
is used as one of the reference basis for employee promo-
tion, rewards, training and personal development plans. 
With a sound performance management system, shaping 
performance is Oriented corporate culture, and motivate 
employees' performance and functional performance, 
thereby cultivating and developing employees' personal 
capabilities.

Average Hours of Training Received by an Employee by Gender in 2020 (Unit: Hours)Note2

Average Hours of Training Received by an Employee by Employee Type in 2020 (Unit: Hours)Note2

Employee

Basic-Level Mid-Level Senior-Level

Male Female

Note 1 : Average training hours of employees = total training hours / total number of employees in the year.
Note 2 : Average training hours of employees by group = total training hours by group / total number of employees in the year by group.

Occupational Safety & Health Management
Management System    
Main Issue and guideline concerned by Occupational 
Safety and Health is lowering occurrence of Work-related 
injuries and Occupational Disease on employees, expect-
ing to maintain a working environment with great safety 
along with the employees. As far as Occupational Safety 
and Health Management is concerned, in addition to 
meeting the relevant laws and regulations at the location 
of the factories and Customer requirements, a series of 
management regulations for all units to comply with on 
basis of FLA Workplace Standards advocated by interna-
tional Occupational Safety and Health Management Sys-
tem standards and Fair Labor Association (FLA) are made 

to fulfill management and avoid hazards.  

Implementation of Occupational Safety and Health Man-
agement System were implemented in footwear man-
ufacturing factories in oversea regions in 2020, and the 
proportion of external verifications reached 41% of the 
total number of factories, with factory continuing to carry 
out the conversion of the ISO 45001 Occupational Health, 
Safety and Health Management System.

The Occupational Safety & Health Management system 
covers a total of 240,000 office and shoe plant personnel. 

The Company also sets up 400 dedicated staff and 966 
part-time staff, a total of 1,366 people dedicated to oc-
cupation Safety and health management, Supervision 
and maintenance of the Company's daily operations. Em-
ployees refer to regular employees; non-employees refer 
to contractors, dispatch personnel, security and cleaning 
personnel, etc.

Domestic and foreign footwear manufacturing factories 
follow customer specifications, OHSAS 18001 or ISO 45001 
systems, and establish hazard identification and Risk As-
sessment control procedures to effectively identify work-
place hazards and reduce employee health hazards and 
accidents. 

According to the local laws and regulations, we deter-
mine the risk level of high-risk hazards, the hazards iden-
tified in the factory, and the risks raised by employees 
through smooth complaint channels or proposed improve-
ment plans, and draw up relevant risk control plans for 
unacceptable risk issues, and use them as the main axis 
of the company's occupational safety and health imple-
mentation project, such as machinery safety, fire control, 
and environmental protection and energy saving policies. 
Employees raise occupational safety and health issues 
through various complaint channels (internal and external 
referrals, SMS, seminars/communication meetings, sugges-
tion boxes, e-mail, telephone/hotline...etc.) and proposed 
improvement plans, records will be kept and tracked, and 
the ESH Committee will conduct monthly improvement 
tracking in the factory.

For the management of occupational disasters, we stan-
dardize the management process of occupational disas-
ter investigation according to the existing regulations of 
the Company's "Abnormal Incident Management Regu-
lations" and conduct systematic management with the 
"Abnormal Incident Management System" to ensure that 
accident notification and tracking confirmation can be 
implemented. From June 2020, the "Accident Investiga-
tion and handling mechanism" will be further promoted.  
For the company’s severe and serious Work-related inju-
ries, the investigation and handling system is formulated, 
through the immediate discussion meeting of the incident 
unit, the administrative center, the business department 
and the safety and health management personnel of the 
head office, the rigorous Accident Investigation and report 
confirmation mechanism, to identify the true cause, It also 
clarifies the division of powers and responsibilities between 
the incident and related units so that they can perform 
their duties. The information of the immediate discussion 
meeting will be communicated to the safety and health 
management staff of each operation point through the 
internal SD PUBLIC mailbox and ESH committee, and the 
safety and health management staff of each region will 
assist in confirming the improvement effect and level start, 
and gradually promote the hardware improvement and 
software management measures by analyzing the disaster 
indicators of each region.

Reduction rate of Occupational 
Accident Loss
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Number of Trainees 19 37 4026 122

China IndonesiaRegion Vietnam Business Department Total

Employee Participation 
Every plant and administrative center of the company has 
established an "Environmental Energy, Safety and Health 
Committee" (“ESH Committee” in short) and held regular 
meetings to review safety and health-related manage-
ment issues by each unit in the form of a fixed organiza-
tion. By formulating various safety Hygiene management 
standards are implemented by the plant. A safety and 
health management performance system is established to 
track management performance, and an abnormal acci-
dent management system is established to assist in focus-
ing on the prevention mechanism of major occupational 
safety risks with data analysis.

According to the Corporation’s Regulations Governing En-
vironmentally Friendly Energy & Safety and Health Commit-
tee Management, the committee must be composed of 
at least seven members, including at least four members 
of the chairman, director general, officer and members. 
The chairman shall be the highest supervisor of each unit 
or an agent appointed by the highest supervisor, which is 
a regular setting and shall not be replaced without special 
reasons. The Director General is headed by the Director of 
Sustainable Development (“SD” in short), and the officer 
shall be served by the responsible person of Environment, 
Safety and Health (“ESH” in short). If the unit does not have 
an ESH staff, the relevant ESH staff will be the officer. The 
Director General and the Directors are regular settings and 
cannot be replaced without special reasons.

Members of the Factory ESH Committee shall be appoint-
ed or selected from among the officers and employees of 
each unit and shall consist of at least four members with 
at least half of the labor force represented, and shall be 
reappointed or selected at least every two years. In case 
of vacancies due to the resignation and reassignment of 
committee members, the vacancies must be filled within 
one month. Members represent unit staff on the commit-
tee and participate in discussions and provide suggestions 
for improvement on ESH-related issues as appropriate. 
In addition to the management and accountable win-
dows of the ESH committee, the rest are representatives 
of field workers. The ESH committee of overseas factories 
currently accounts for about 80.0% of the actual staff 
on site, highlighting employee participation and the 
representativeness of the ESH committee. Through the ESH 
committee, the management continue to pay attention 
to and track related issues.

The Factory ESH Committee meets monthly and the Ad-
ministration Center ESH Committee meets quarterly (Jan-
uary, April, July, October) temporarily holds a meeting if 
necessary. 12 topics must be discussed at ESH Committee 
meetings as follows:
(1).  Government decree, customer requirements, company 
       specification additions / amendments 
(2).  ESH inspection/risk inventory / audit results (including 
       project inspection, on-site supervisor walking safety 
       inspection, ESH-MPA assessment, external audits, etc.) 
(3). ESH education and training plan and execution status 
(4). Preventive measures for electrical, equipment and 
       chemical hazards 
(5). Results of the work environment and pollution emission 
       testing and countermeasures 
(6).  Health management and promotion matters 
(7).  Contractor safety and health issues 
(8). Environmental and energy issues 
(9). ESH Incident Review 
(10). ESH Improvement Proposals / Grievances / Disputes / 
         Disputes 
(11). ESH Project Plan 
(12). Other ESH related matters.

The participation of ESH Committee members, the 12 top-
ics discussed in the meeting, the implementation of the 
meeting, the sign-in sheet and the provision of minutes of 
the completed sign-in are all included in the evaluation of 
the annual audit management mechanism.

OSH Self-Management Measures 
In the self-management system implemented in factories 
under the company, in addition to the establishment of 
dedicated full-time environmental safety and health spe-
cial units and personnel (or ESH personnel), and adopt the 
grading to perform the responsibilities of district supervi-
sion. By regularly inspecting the implementation degree of 
fire control, safety and health protection management of 
the production workshop on a regular basis, and immedi-
ately notify the competent personnel of the relevant viola-
tions for immediate processing; the ESH specialists of each 
business department and the ESH unit of each regional 
administrative center supervise customers through projects 
Or the requirements of local laws and regulations and the 
implementation status of the Corporation's internal man-
agement standards, the head office also arranges annual 
irregular project audits as necessary, and systematically 
implements the related improvement measures through 
systematic lack of tracking to continuously improve various 
safety and health management issue.

Ongoing Management Measures Taken Domestically and 
Overseas in 2020: 

1.Safety & Health Management Personnel Training   
In addition to deploying full-time safety and health man-
agement personnel in accordance with local laws and 
regulations, the factory of The company also plays an 
important role in promoting the implementation of safety 
and health management within the plant. Therefore, since 
FY2016, the Company has conducted its own training for 
professional safety and health management staff and 
established ESH School, which will continue to arrange ad-
vanced training in FY2019 after the initial training. In 2020, 
in order to improve the risk identification ability of full-time 
safety and health management personnel in administra-
tive centers and business divisions in various regions, and 
to be able to proactively find problems in the work site, 
today Annually carry out company-consistent manage-
ment standards promotion and education. Affected by 
the global novel coronavirus pneumonia (COVID-19) pan-
demic, to avoid cluster infections, this year's training is only 
for seed personnel.

In addition to ESH school training courses, our company 
also strives to implement other statutory or better than 
statutory regular training courses, covering new personnel 
safety and health education training, in-service personnel 
safety and health education training, special operation 
personnel training (chemicals, statutory machinery and 
equipment, special gases...etc.), first aid personnel train-
ing, fire training, etc. The effectiveness of the training is 
evaluated and analyzed through post-training verbal, pa-
per or E-TRAINING system online test methods and satisfac-
tion surveys.
We have also established training centers in Vietnam and 
China to compile employees' training history and to col-
lect information on employees' training needs and courses 
through online/paper surveys and employee interviews 
as a reference source for the next year's training course 
planning to improve the skills and knowledge required by 
employees in the workplace.

2.Restriction Equipment and Safety Management
The 2020 occupational safety and health key tasks are 
to strengthen "machine safety" and "management mea-
sures", and continue to increase the source management 
of key machinery and equipment procurement and the 
control of the acceptance mechanism in "machine safety" 
to improve the safety of existing machines. The company 
In 2015, the first batch of newly purchased machinery and 
equipment source and acceptance control was imple-
mented. In 2020, the seventh batch of control equipment 
included 6 types, and a total of 39 types of controlled ma-
chinery and equipment were accumulated from 2015 to 
2020. In terms of the improvement of existing machines(-
such as: cutting machine, thermal media oil machine, 

shaping / bottom / hot press machine, kneader / Intensive 
mixer, oil press machine ... and other shoe and chemical 
equipment), This In 2018, the Corporation promoted the 
rectification of existing machinery and equipment, and 
continued until 2020. It has completed 15 types of existing 
equipment safety improvements, and the improvement 
has been remarkable. The number of Work-related injuries 
caused by machinery and equipment in 2020 has been 
reduced by 30%, compared with that in 2019. 

The "Management Measures" are to promote the training 
and certification system of machinery and equipment 
operators and maintenance personnel, launch the on-site 
supervisor walk safety and health inspection system activ-
ities, implement the cumulative campaign for the number 
of non-employment disaster days, and implement the ESH 
partner and SD joint routing system in Indonesia in 2020. It is 
expected to expand to the world in 2021 to strengthen the 
participation of all employees to enhance safety aware-
ness, and effectively play the purpose of up and down 
efficiency. Through the dual aspects of hardware and soft-
ware, simultaneous investment of resources, and gradually 
build the safety culture of the company.

3.Audit Management Mechanism
The head office will also implement the SD-KPI (ESH Man-
agement Performance Evaluation) system for foreign fac-
tories in 2020, using the four major indicators of safety and 
health, fire safety, environmental management, and Ener-
gy Management to comprehensively evaluate and grasp 
internal ESH-related risk issues, and set various Unit grading 
indicators, the evaluation method adopts the company’s 
internal standards and norms and a consistent audit pro-
cess is established, and each unit grading indicator is set 
to evaluate the ESH status of each unit. The evaluation 
frequency is once a year. In 2020, the evaluation of 35 
factories will be completed on schedule and quality. For 
the evaluation results, the ESH performance of the plant 
is sorted according to the internal audit process and the 
improvement and tracking of the missing items are imple-
mented. The company has also established a systematic 
tracking process on its own to facilitate the timely response 
and tracking of improvement measures and tracking by 
local factories.

Through the SD-KPI audit, early preparation of response 
methods based on regional risks, and setting of overall 
project actions. Based on the 2018 annual evaluation re-
sults, the daily maintenance and operation of equipment 
and equipment are the first priority in occupational safe-
ty and health concerns. Therefore, the 2019 plan is high 
Risk machine safety labeling and operating certification 
system, focusing on machine safety issues from both the 
hardware and software sides. In addition, through the 
evaluation mechanism, it was found that the plant’s dai-
ly ESH business execution has gradually been on track, 
and the internal ESH has been carried out since 2014. 
Training mechanism, and a grading system for plant ESH 
specialists in 2018. Based on the grading results, the initial 
training will be adopted in 2019, and the training triage 
mechanism for advanced ESH professional courses will be 
implemented. In 2020, it will focus on the workplace risks 
of ESH specialists. Practical application of identification, 
in order to continuously improve the daily execution and 

management implementation of ESH internally.

Occupational Health Service and Pro-
motion  
The company is committed to promoting a healthy life of 
employees and helping employees to change their liv-
ing habits to achieve an ideal state of health. In addition 
to regular employee health checkups and hierarchical 
management in accordance with laws and regulations, it 
also provides general health to employees in China that is 
better than the laws and regulations. Although there are 
no relevant laws and regulations in Myanmar, Employee 
health examination information is kept confidential, ex-
cept for the employee himself/herself, the unit SD and the 
human resources staff of the unit, who can access and 
keep the information, but no one else can obtain it at 
will. In addition to health checkups, the company plans 
annual routine health promotion activities, and actively 
addresses workplace-related health risks through various 
stress-relieving methods such as painting, essay writing, 
lectures, massage, muscle-building and fat-loss classes, 
and medical consultation, as well as organizing annual 
employee sports events such as soccer games, road rac-
es, tug-of-war competitions, etc. to strengthen employees' 
workplace health.

Although affected by the global novel coronavirus pneu-
monia (COVID-19) pandemic in 2020, various regions are 
unable to organize various health promotion activities in 
accordance with the existing annual plans, but still strive 
to assist employees in healthy lives under the restrictions of 
group management.

In order to strengthen the health management of our em-
ployees, our company has set up medical facilities in each 

Taiwan

China

Indonesia

Vietnam

Cambodia

Bangladesh

Myanmar

Total

1

20

11

9

0

1

0

42

Number of Meetings on Accident 
Investigation Cases

Statistics on Accident Investigation and Handling 
Mechanism Cases in 2020

Areas

Statistics for Training Courses and Number of People Involved in 2020 Safety and Health 
Management Seed Personnel:
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Taiwan

China*

Indonesia

Vietnam** 

Cambodia

Bangladesh

Myanmar*** 

Total

937

45

52,557

94,808

—

—

—

148,347

Lecture

Lecture

Lecture

Event

Event

Event

Special Class

Overturn Your Melancholy~ Launching the Train
to Joyous Life

So Therapeutic! My First Zentangle Class

Wise Choices for Eat-Out Demographics

Cancer Screening

Health Clinic of Chinese Medicine and Regimen

Charitable Experience of Massages by Visually 
Impaired Individuals

Healthy Weight Management Class

Sports Competition

Safety and Health Painting Competition

Women Birth Control Plan

235

9,162

18,134

98,806

650

511

114

127,612

1,172

9,207

70,691

193,614

650

511

114

275,959

41

117

57

161

406

547

50

1,379

2,390

386

30

2,806

6,310

5,961

12,271

98.0%

100.0%

99.2%

100.0%

100.0%

99.7%

100.0%

average 99.5%

Number of Participants

Region

Region Type of Event Theme

of our overseas operating bases to assist our employees 
with services nearby, the company established a " Health 
e-Go " service platform on the company's internal website, 
which covers health promotion activities information ex-
planation, health education information sharing (self-care, 
special health education, workplace maternal health... 
etc.), medical care Room service and on-site service infor-
mation of doctors, employee health Q&A, etc., covering 
a wide range of contents, looking forward to taking care 

of the health of employees.

The health promotion lecture, activities and special class 
information held in 2020 are simultaneously announced on 
the "Health e-Go" service platform. Employees can sign up 
and participate in the questionnaire survey to provide im-
mediate feedback on employee satisfaction to ensure the 
quality and effectiveness of the activities.

Region

Health Checkups Held for Employees in Various Regions of The company in 2020

General Health Checkup Special Hazardous Operations 
Health Checkup

*General Health Checkup in China: The company’s welfare available for supervisors.
 Health check for special hazard operations in China: According to laws and regulations, such checkup shall cover new, incumbent and resigning employees.
**Vietnamese regulations have stipulated that a health checkup shall be performed to employees once every 6 months.
***Myanmar Government does not have laws and regulations related to employee health checkup. This health checkup for special hazardous operations are benefits 
   provided by the company for special operators.

Health e-Go website

Event Satisfaction

Health Promotion Events Held in Taiwan in 2020

Type of Event Theme Number of Participants

Taiwan

Region

Total

Theme Number of ParticipantsType of Event

Health Promotion Events Held in Vietnam in 2020

Vietnam

Total

Competition

Competition

Event

Health Promotion Events Held in Myanmar in 2020

Health Promotion Events Held in Vietnam in 2020

Myanmar
Broadcasting Lecture COVID-19 Prevention Measures

Broadcasting Lecture Health Knowledge

Total

Checkups Held in Total
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10% 

9% 

3% 

3% 

3% 

1% 

2% 

This Work-related injuries statistics is sourced from the Corporation’s internal digitized “incidents management system” counting Work-related 
injuries causing at least 1 day lost, and the total working hours experienced is based on the total days of attendance of each unit added with the 
number of working hours multiplied by number of people present.
As information of total working hours for contractors and dispatched labor cannot be obtained, Work-related injuries indexes and data in this report 
does not include data of non- employees (contractors, dispatched personnel, securities and janitors).
Rate of recordable Work-related injuries (male) = Number of recordable Work-related injuries (male) / total number of hours experienced (male) * 
1,000,000.
Rate of recordable Work-related injuries (female) = Number of recordable Work-related injuries (female) / total number of hours experienced (female) * 
1,000,000.
Disabling Frequency Rate (FR) ＝ Number of Disabling Injuries *1,000,000 ／ Total of Working Hours Experienced.
Disabling Frequency Rate (male) ＝ Number of Disabling Injuries (male)*1,000,000 ／ Total of Working Hours Experienced(male).
Disabling Frequency Rate (female) ＝ Number of Disabling Injuries (female)*1,000,000 ／ Total of Working Hours Experienced(female).
Disabling Severity Rate (SR) ＝ Total Number of Working Days Lost *1,000,000 ／ Total of Working Hours Experienced.
Disabling Severity Rate (male) ＝ Total Number of Working Days Lost(male)) *1,000,000 ／ Total of Working Hours Experienced(male).
Disabling Severity Rate (female) ＝ Total Number of Working Days Lost(female)*1,000,000 ／ Total of Working Hours Experienced (female).

Note 1

Note 2

Note 3

Note 4

Note 5

32% 

17% 16% 

Involving in or insert by machinery(mold)

Cut, sting, scotch

Other

Stumble and fall, slip

Be collided

Touch with high temperature, low temperature

Contact with the harmful thing

Flown by the object

Electric shock, electric arc burning

Drop, fall, roll and fall

Human engineering-Sprain

The object breaks

2% 

2% 

Health Promotion Events Held in Myanmar in 2020

Statistics of Safety & Health Indexes for Footwear Manufacturing Business Factories in 2020

Safety and Health Indexes   
The company has established an “Incidents Manage-
ment System” for tracking digitized Work-related injuries 
management and safety and health ,management per-
formance indexes domestic and overseas internally, in-
cluding number of Work-related injuries, total of days lost, 
Disabling Frequency Rate (FR), Disabling Severity Rate (SR) 
and other performance indexes.

According to the statistics of Work-related injuries man-
agement in 2020, the total number of cases is 261, and the 
cumulative number of lost days due to work is 9,226 days, 
calculated based on the number of days of disability in-
jury and does not include traffic accidents. Compared to 
performance in 2019, there are no deaths resulting from 
occupational accident, with an overall plummet in num-
ber of occupational accident cases at 39%, along with 
amount of loss or damaged incurred by Work-related in-
juries dropping by 43.7%, which both corresponded to the 
company’s goal in 2020. The number of occupation haz-
ard cases -30% and 0 deaths from occupational accident 

do not only meet the goals but surpassing the set goals. 
The company will continue dedicating in building a safe 
and healthy workspace.

Further statistical analysis shows that the number of 
Work-related injuries in Vietnam is relatively large, but 
there is no obvious upward trend from the overall FR and 
SR and the trend of each district. In the analysis of the 
types of occupational injuries, two types of occupational 
injuries, namely, mechanical equipment entrapment or 
roll-in, and mechanical equipment and work environment 
cut, sting, scotch, accounted for 49% of the Work-related 
injuries in FY2020. However, the number of Work-related 
injuries caused by machinery and equipment is still the 
primary target of the Company's continuous efforts to im-
prove. In order to reduce the risk of recurrence of Work-re-
lated injuries, the Company will continue to strengthen the 
analysis of the causes of Work-related injuries, improve the 
root cause, and promote machine safety management in 
accordance with the Company's policy, and continue to 
implement daily management of safety and health.

Prevention of Work-related ill health Risks 

Analysis of Occupational Injury Types

Occupational Injury Type Analysis of Footwear 
Manufacturing Factories in 2020 

For the prevention and management of Work-related ill 
health Risks, the Corporation adopts the principle of prior 
management of high-risk job positions. The assessment of 
high-risk positions is carried out by two aspects, including 
the relevant work types and positions defined by the na-
tional laws and regulations in the area where the plant is 
located, and the exposure position confirmation. High-risk 
work groups, such as high-noise work area-roughing area, 
organic solvent work area-screen printing area, etc.

In internal management, the first priority is pre-employment 
hazard factor promotion, environmental management at 
the work site, and employee occupational health check-
ups. In order to provide employees with a safe, hygienic 
and healthy working environment, the working environ-
ment is regularly monitored in accordance with local laws 
and regulations, including: chemical exposure, hearing, 
lighting, etc., to improve the areas with abnormal mea-
surement results, and provide appropriate personal pro-
tective equipment . At the same time, an annual plan is 
prepared every year for internal measurement, and an in-
ternal measurement training course is provided to strength-
en the professional ability of the measurement personnel, 
and improve the prevention management performance 
of early detection and reasonable improvement of abnor-
mal areas.

According to the internal management and control mech-
anism, there was no death due to occupational disease in 
FY2020. There were 6 cases of occupational disease in Chi-
na and Vietnam related to occupational hearing loss, and 
the Company has conducted job transfers in accordance 
with local laws and regulations, and continues to track 
and interview employees from time to time to care for the 
adaptation situation of job transfers.

On the other hand, the prevention of knowledge about 
Work-related injuries in high-risk positions will be arranged 
every year to strengthen employees ’preventive manage-
ment measures, such as the use of personal protective 
equipment, and set up medical units in the main produc-
tion areas or cooperate with local hospitals. Regularly 
hold health lectures or promote general health education 
knowledge.

Occupational disease prevention adheres to the pre-
emptive prevention, continuous care, and gradually 
implements the tracking mechanism. The company will 
arrange workers at high-risk to conduct occupational 
health inspections and other measures. Follow-up medi-
cal procedures; every month, the execution status of the 
relevant medical examination operations in the plant and 
the results of the re-examination of abnormal persons will 
be tracked in order to detect abnormal cases early and 
give appropriate assistance. If it is found that the retest 
results are still abnormal and employees involved in occu-
pational disease identification, they will first be transferred 
to non-contact hazard source positions, and the final 
confirmation of the position will be made after the occu-
pational disease identification results. Relevant occupa-
tional disease assessments all apply for assessment process 
according to law, and if employees themselves submit as-
sessment to local government agencies, they also provide 
necessary employee in-service information in accordance 
with local laws and regulations. According to the control 
methods of occupational diseases in various regions, the 
filing and closing of the case are tracked, and the tracking 
of replacement positions is implemented, and the mea-
surement of the operating environment and the provision 
of personal protective equipment for high occupational 
risk positions are carried out.

Sorted Regions Total Male Male Male Male MaleFemale Female Female Female FemaleTotal Total

261

42

42

169

0

4

2

2

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

96

16

15

59

0

3

1

2

165

26

27

110

0

1

1

0

20

39

5

21

0

115

17

42

16

16

27

11

0

15

7

0

25.79

40.67

6.55

29.60

0

94.44

27.36

100.00

0.48

0.70

0.26

0.55

0.00

0.94

0.16

0.34

0.79

1.19

0.36

1.04

0.00

1.02

0.58

0.83

0.39

0.56

0.23

0.44

0.00

0.76

0.10

0.00

17

21

22

13

0

84

9

17

74.21

59.33

93.45

70.40

0

5.56

72.64

0.00

Items Number of Work-
related injuries

Rate of recordable 
Work-related injuries

Proportion of Days Lost (%)

Overall

China

Indonesia

Cambodia

Vietnam 

Bangladesh 

Myanmar

Taiwan

FR SR
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68.0％

of shoe factories have 
ISO 14001:2015

POU SUNG-CSi 100
Awarded Top 100 Sustainable 
Businesses in Vietnam for 5 

consecutive years

MRSL、ZDHC
Following Manufacturing restricted 

substance list implemented,
Zero Discharge of Hazardous 

Chemicals requirements fulfilled

31,550,716MJ
Energy Saving Achievements in 2020

AFFORDABLE AND
CLEAN ENERGY

CLIMATE
ACTION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

CLEAN WATER
AND SANITATION

CHAPTER 4
Green Manufacturing

Faced with international climate 
change risk management, "Green 
Manufactu r ing”  has  become 
the distinct ideology. Pou Chen 
e f fect ive ly  u t i l i zes  resources , 
e n e r g y  a n d  l a b o r  f o r c e  a n d 
upgrade and modify the traditional 
manufactur ing craf t smansh ip 
into the cleaning manufacturing 
process, integrating the environment 
p ro tect ion  and sus ta inab i l i t y 
concepts into the daily production 
and operating management to 
gradually building green footwear 
manufacturing plants.

Key Performance
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Products and Services

Environmental Friendliness and Energy Conservation

Risks Type Assessment Factors Impact Risks Opportunities Countermeasures

Transition Risks-
Policies and 
Regulations Regulatory Standards

•Carbon emission limits.
•Carbon price controlled 

under effected policies.
•Increase in Greenhouse 

Gas Emission Inspection 
and Validation Costs.

•Energy Use Assessment.
•Emission Reduction Incen-

tives by Public Departments.

•Cooperating with national level greenhouse 
gas reduction plan under the NDC (Nation-
ally Determined Contributions) stipulated by 
the national government in the location of 
production base.

•Ongoing attention and holding of relevant 
legal changes in the country where the 
production base is located to avoid man-
agement risks caused by the legal changes.

•Continued Examination and Validation on 
Greenhouse Gas

Transition Risks-
Enterprise 
Goodwill

Goodwill as Low 
Carbon Enterprise

•The order volume cannot 
be increased.

•Inability to effectively ob-
tain ESG investment.

•Becoming an indispensable 
partner for branded custom-
ers' sustainable business.

•Assessing the feasibility and 
benefits of circular economy.

•Integrating customers' sustainable needs, 
and setting energy-saving and carbon-re-
duction goals and promote related projects.

•Pou Chen's Supply Chain Management de-
partment encourages and assists strategic 
suppliers to promote energy-saving and 
carbon-reduction measures to fulfill their 
corporate social responsibilities.

•CDP and CSR reports are adopted for  
transparent disclosure of information con-
cerning Pou Chen's energy-saving and 
carbon-reduction efforts and achievements.

Source of product component/content or service provider

Product Labeling and Service Information

Labeling Items Label Information

Product Contents

Product or Service Use Safety

Subsequent disposition of the product and its impact to 
environment/society

Product components are supplier by suppliers meeting Customer product 
requirements and standards, and facts will not be labeled on products 
otherwise.

Label of main materials used.

Label of use instructions.

OEM products of the Corporation are not sold directly to consumers, and no 
product scrapping impact assessment or subsequent disposition measures for 
products is taken.

Customer Services
Pou Chen has established long-term partnership with many 
well-known international brands, and continues to contrib-
ute resources in R&D of key technology and excellence 
in production process while perfecting the automation 
equipment and modular development of manufacturing 
process as well as adjusting production models focusing 
on different requirements in order to strengthen full-chan-
nel operating capability, to enrich the product matrix and 
featured sports service, and to devote to providing a rapid 
and flexible manufacturing service to branded customers.
All shoes produced and shipped meet the requirements 
of the laws and regulations of the places where they are 
manufactured and sold.

Pou Chen values customers’ commercial confidentiality 
protection by establishing exclusive independent devel-
opment centers based on needs of individual customers 
as well as a strict distinction of manufacturing plants and 
segregated operation specification by different customers 
to highly guarantee branded customers’ privacy and com-
mercial confidentiality, rendering a close cooperation with 
branded customers from product development to product 
manufacturing cycle. There are no complaint cases con-
cerning violation of customer privacy in 2020.

Following the rapid changes in consumption needs and 
progress and diversification of technical application, sports 
good retailers and brand agents actively explore new 
business patterns to cater to consumption behaviors and 
habits. In the meantime, Pou Chen does not go astray from 
such trend by reconceiving the new business operation 
model, accelerates the supply chain and product devel-
opment process, promotes innovative technology com-
petition and industry upgrade and optimization, integrates 
digital messages from production to retail, heightens ca-
pability in responding to operating decisions and promptly 
feeds market information to upstream manufacturers, al-
lowing the manufacturers to have firm grip over consump-
tion trends by timely adjustments of product design o pro-
duction scheduling while assisting the customers in having 
their products enter the target market in an effective and 
rapid manner with a view to expand market share.

Product Quality and Safety Manage-
ment
TThe Company provides premium product manufactur-
ing services for internationally renowned brands. All shoe 
products produced on-line during the body development 
stage, including material selection, process execution, use 
of adhesives and packaging materials, must pass the haz-
ard assessment on health and safety and Manufacturing 
Restricted Substances List (MRSL) under development cen-
ter of the branded customer before officially putting into 
the production line for scheduling manufacturing.

All on-line materials put into production process must pass 
the strict examination standards for product characteristics 
and chemical properties upon storing in order to prevent 
the materials with conditions from being misused in the 
production of finished shoes; through the overall control in 
standardized production operation process and produc-
tion and manufacturing, shoe products manufactured and 
shipped are ensured to be 100% meeting environmental 
friendliness and human body health principles to guaran-

Climate Change Risks        
As the worldwide events of extreme climate has become 
frequent, and the climate change risks have been con-
verted to material losses and threats, the environment 
sustainability issue has become an important issue and an 
inevitable challenge to business management. Pou Chen 
responses to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Cli-
mate Action by United Nations, actively taking relevant 
measures and ensuring sustainable production model to 
react to management risk and impacts caused by abnor-

tee that the products can be worn by consumers safe, 
meet regulations and do not cause hazard or impacts 
while being disposed at the end of product lifecycle.

All finished shoes must be inspected by dedicated per-
sonnel or scanned by metal detection equipment before 
packaging to confirm that the shoes contain no residual 
metal or sharp objects. All qualified finished shoes are 
loaded under the supervision of specially trained employ-
ees and surveillance of CCTV, and seals are used to re-
cord shipments to prevent dangerous articles from being 
placed during transportation.

In response to the requirements of brand safety policy and 
business secret management, in addition to strictly distin-
guishing and controlling the production sites of customers 
of various brands, the Company has also promulgated 
and implemented strict standards for process manage-
ment and strengthened the behavior awareness of all 
personnel through regular employee trainings on trade 
secrets, product safety, information safety or non-compete 
clauses, etc. Meanwhile, in order to prevent the leakage 
of digital data, CCTV is set up in each development center 
and production plant, each entrance and confidential op-
eration room, and strict control of conducts such as use of 
recording devices (including camera phones) is initiated, 
and regular plant production safety audits are initiated to 
ensure that the risk of information security management in 
the plant area can be minimized.

The cooperated suppliers must sign an NDA or confidential-
ity clause and the product safety commitment letter of the 
annex with the Company’s juristic person to which the de-
velopment center belongs, and strictly abide by the confi-
dentiality provisions and the provisions of the commitment 
letter, the development center's provisions on product 
and information security and legal requirements. The de-
velopment center conducts education training to supplier 
personnel on issues such as product safety, business secret 
protection, and information security, and has the rights 
to audit suppliers from time to time, whose results serve as 
one of the bases for internal evaluation of suppliers in the 
development center.

Products manufactured and supplied by the Company 
are not directly contacted by consumers, therefore the 
Company did not implement the mechanism of product 
scrapping or packaging materials recycling. However, the 
Company and branded customers maintain close business 
cooperation relations. In addition to product quality stan-
dards meeting the high standards customers, the Compa-
ny, according to customer needs and exporting country 
specifications, provides reasonable packaging and de-
tailed product information labels, such as product size, 
materials, ingredients, instructions for use, etc. Consumers 
can not only understand related product information and 
services through branded customers, but also know the 
manufacturing plant from the plant code on product la-
bel, and then contact the manufacturing plant for consul-
tation of product related issues.

In 2020, the Company's shoe products caused no fine or 
violations due to violation against product standards, nor 
received grievances and fines that caused safety and 
health hazards to consumers.

mal climate. In addition to ongoing attention to the trend 
of international climate change and the requirements of 
policies and regulations, the Corporation first implements 
various energy conservation and carbon reduction con-
tinuous improvement actions for energy management 
and improves energy use efficiency in plants with a hope 
to effectively reduce greenhouse gas emissions caused 
by energy consumption quantity to provide mitigation to 
climate change risks.

PCC 2020 CSR Report
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Risks Type Assessment Factors Impact Risks Opportunities Countermeasures

Transition Risks-
Technology/
Market

Customer Requirements

•Increased Renewable Energy 
Use rate.

•High-efficiency Energy Use 
technology improvement or 
innovation.

•Provision of low-carbon prod-
ucts or services.

•Improvement and enhance-
ment in production equip-
ment.

•Process improvement.

•New green materials, new 
technologies, new body 
research and development.

•Energy-saving process for 
lowering manufacturing 
cost.

•Replacement of high-ener-
gy-consuming equipment.

•Investment in low-carbon/
Renewable Energy Use.

Pou Chen adopts the following key directions 
to promote energy saving and carbon reduc-
tion:
• Expanding the application of green energy: 

evaluate and expand the application of 
green energy by purchasing green elec-
tricity certificates, signing power purchase 
agreements (PPA) with renewable energy 
suppliers, and on-site construction.

• Clean and high-efficiency energy: The 
steam supply phases out fossil fuels and 
changes to biomass fuels or natural gas, 
and gradually rectifies steam equipment 
into electrical equipment.

• Improving Energy Use efficiency of ma-
chines and equipment: Energy-saving 
models and effectively are introduced to 
improve Energy Use efficiency through the 
procurement control mechanism. Existing 
high-energy-consuming machines have 
established energy efficiency improvement 
projects and a gradual replacement sys-
tem.

• Leakage control: for air pressure, steam 
and other gas supply systems, a com-
prehensive leak inspection and detection 
mechanism is introduced, and leakage 
targets are set year by year, and the leak-
age rate is controlled within a reasonable 
range to avoid energy waste.

• Promoting the Management System: We 
continue to promote the systematization 
of factory energy-saving management 
systems, and encourage the introduction 
of ISO 50001 Energy Management system 
and ISO 14064 -1 Greenhouse Gas inven-
tory and verification.

Physical Risks-
Immediate Loss

•The frequency of 
disasters under drastic 
climate change.

•Financial damage and 
recovery costs.

•The disaster intensity of 
the special climate (ty-
phoon, blizzard, high 
temperature, etc.) caused 
employees to be unable 
to go to work, damage 
to plant facilities, energy 
resources, and interrup-
tion of material supply.

•Heavy rainfall, risk of 
flooding the plant area.

•Risk of government pow-
er supply interruption.

•Risk Transfer Strategy.

•Incorporate climate risk into the design 
considerations for the site selection and 
construction of the new plant, and intro-
duce multiple designs tailored to local con-
ditions, such as foundation elevation, flood 
detention ponds, reservoirs, ventilation and 
cooling, and green power.

•Strengthen the flood control, drainage, 
dredging or rehabilitation plan of the 
plant.

•The plant is equipped with its own power 
generation and supply units to meet the 
needs of temporary power interruptions.

Physical Risks-
Long-Term Risks Probability of Risks

•Rising average temperature 
may cause extreme heat in 
the workplace and increase 
the demand for cooling fa-
cilities in the workshop.

•As the sea level rises, the 
plant and facilities suffer 
from flooding, and the op-
eration may be interrupted.

• Drought and water shortage 
risks leading to shortage of 
water supply and poor wa-
ter quality, etc., increasing 
water costs.

•Investment plan evaluation.
•Risk transfer strategy.

• Establish an abnormal event notification 
and response mechanism, including a 
response mechanism to abnormal events 
caused by climate risks.

• Continue to focus on international Climate 
Change Risks early warning information 
and adjustment and mitigation suggestions.

• Strengthen water treatment technology and 
plan water cycle measures.

• Research and evaluate " Task Force on Cli-
mate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)” 
related information, and specifically grasp 
the risks and opportunities caused by cli-
mate change to business operations.

Environmental Management System
The environmental pollution impact risk of the Corpora-
tion's manufacturing of shoes business mainly results from 
the increasingly rigid emission regulations of pollutants, 
and it is necessary to continuously optimize and improve 
the processing technology and performance of environ-
mental management measures. In terms of environmental 
management system, the internal management system is 
mainly established in accordance with the ISO 14001 en-
vironmental management system and the Corporation's 
internal management standards. The basic management 
goal is to meet the requirements of local environmental 
protection regulations. Work hard. The implementation 
rate of ISO 14001: 2015 management system in the foot-
wear manufacturing base in 2020 is 68.0%. Impacted by 
COVID-19 pandemic control measures, annual reissuance 
of the plants’ management system permit was required to 
be postpone, however, we will continue in promotion of 
various environmental management measures.

Vietnam Pou Sung plant under Pou Chen has won the 
" Top 100 Sustainable Businesses in Vietnam " for five 
consecutive years since 2016. This award is a nation-
al selection across Vietnam organized by the Vietnam 
Business Council for Sustainable Development (VBCSD) 
and reviewed in a total of 127 categories covering le-
gal compliance, employee compensation , welfare 
and care, community rewarding, finance stability, etc. 
under the three major aspects-economy, society and 
environment with reference to United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (Sustainable Development Goals). 

100 companies were selected by Vietnam’s central 
authorities Department of Labor and Department of 
Environmental Protection in collaboration with Liên oàn, 
with award given in official ceremony by Deputy Prime 
Minister of Vietnam.

Meeting Local Environmental Protec-
tion Regulations
Compliance with local environmental protection emission 
regulations and environmental protection is a necessary 
management matter for manufacturing. In the produc-
tion and operation plant area of Pou Chen in 2020, there 
were no accidents such as oil leakage and fuel leakage 
that caused serious environmental pollution. The cleaning 
and disposal of waste also fully complied with the relevant 
storage and transportation specifications, and no leakage 
pollution occurred. For environmental protection compli-
ance, according to the Corporation’s incident reporting 
system, 1 request on improvement in management mis-
conduct and 1 environment disposition record were re-
corded in 2020, described as follows:

Top 100 Sustainable Businesses in Vietnam

Location Violation Penalty Improvement Action Prevention Action

China
Exhaustion by boiler of 
subcontractor excessing 
limits.

RMB 100 thousand
Requested the subcontractor 
to improve, with reassessment 
of annual contract made.

Strengthening examination and 
communications with subcontractors 
on a regular basis.

Environmental Protection Disposition Records

*Climate Change Risks Type is referred from risk types defined by TCFD.
*The financial impact assessment mechanism for climate change is expected to be completed by 2022.

Top 100 Sustainable Businesses in Vietnam

PCC 2020 CSR Report
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           Energy Management
With the advocate of climate change risk adaptation ac-
tions internationally, the issues of improving the efficiency 
of energy use and reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
are important projects for companies to pursue sustain-
able operations. Since 2016, Pou Chen has been actively 
carrying out energy-saving work expansion, and in ac-
cordance with customer energy-saving goals and energy 
requirements of local competent authorities, formulate 
energy inventory systems and energy-saving measures, 
and conduct energy consumption and energy-saving ac-
tions at the Corporation's internal management meetings 
performance report and review.

Energy Management Goals
Following the Energy Management policy and strategic 
objectives of this Corporation, and in line with the sustain-
able development of the customer's brand, Pou Chen has 
formulated the first phase of the overall energy conserva-
tion plan based on 2016 as the baseline, and has set the 
Energy Consumption Intensity in 2020 to decrease by 8.0% 
compared with 2016. It is the overall management goal. 
The second phase of the five-year Energy Management 
Goals (2021-2025) is set to take 2019 as the base year. 
Through continuous promotion of energy conservation 
and expansion of green energy use strategies, it is expect-
ed to achieve the goal of zero carbon dioxide emissions 
growth by 2025.

Energy Use
The categories of energy used in the Corporation's foot-
wear manufacturing business in 2020 include electricity, 
petrochemical fuels, biomass fuels, natural gas and lique-
fied petroleum gas, among which the biomass fuel uses 
the fuel used by the subcontractors to supply steam heat 
energy. In 2020, with plants under supplier category fil-
tered from coverage of statistics of footwear manufactur-
ing business, Pou Chen’s total energy consumption in 2020 
is 4844.37 megajoules (TJ), with the proportion of electrici-
ty used at 81.27%.

Energy Consumption Intensity
Following the Corporation’s Energy Management Policies 
and strategic goals and in cooperation with customer 
brand’s Sustainable Development milestone, the Corpora-

tion has stipulated energy conservation systems and goals 
for each plant. With 2016 as base line, a 4-year overall 
conservation energy plan setting the energy consumption 
intensity in 2020 dropping by 8.0% compared to that of 
2016 as overall management goals have been planned. 
The Corporation has implemented energy conservation 
measures. As of 2019, the Corporation has effectively 
achieved the goal of energy consumption intensity drop 
by 6.1%. In 2020, as COVID-19 spread all over the globe, 
the severity of pandemic urged various nations to initiate 
major actions such as lockdowns for inbound travelers, 
restriction on business activities, bans on convention and 
stipulation of quarantine measures, etc.  and, as interna-
tional sports tournaments and ball games called for a sus-
pension and our branded customers featuring sports gears 
decided to close down channels, impacts of a certain 
level was made to Pou Chen’s footwear manufacturing 
and management, indirectly having influences in Energy 
Consumption Intensity as a whole. In 2020, albeit the fact 
that energy saving projects have been postponed due 
to the pandemic, however, via cross-country videocon-
ferences for follow-up and tracking along with exchange 
of experiences on energy saving technology with our 
colleagues in various production bases, Pou Chen remains 
its efforts in inciting plant personnel’s sense of participation 
in energy saving and carbon reduction initiatives.

Energy Management Initiatives

Source Management Air Compressor Leakage Rate Measurement De-Steaming Policies

Established the seventh batch of ESH restricted 
equ ipment purchases o f energy-sav ing 
equipment-air compressor, vibrating knife 
cutting machine, gantry cutting machine, 10,000 
horsepower, equipped with IE3 motor or inverter 
motor.

Interrogation and improvement actions for leaks of 
the air compressor system in the plant.
Promote routine measurement of air compressor 
efficiency.
Establish a replacement system for energy-
consuming air compressor equipment.

The existing steam equipment is gradually 
rectified/replaced with electrical equipment.
Avoiding the use of steam when developing new 
processes.

Implementation:
In 2020, the COVID-19 affects global economic 
operations, there is no relevant equipment 
procurement case.

Implementation: 
The leakage rate of the overall air compressor 
system has been reduced from 45% in 2017 to 15% 
in 2020, achieving energy-saving effects.
The cumulative energy saving benefit reached 
57,361,193 MJ.

Implementation:
Due to the impact of the pandemic in 2020, there 
are no equipment rectification/replacement cases 
for the time being.

Energy Use

2019

2020

2018

2017

2016

2015

Remarks (Municipal Electricity) (Unrenewable)
(Boiler Use) 
(Unrenewable)

Consumption per 
pair of shoes is the 
assessment value 
for our three main 
production bases 
in China, Indonesia 
and Viet

(Rice Husk/Palm 
Kernel Shell)
(Renewable)

1,104,110.3 ( MWH )

1,093,376.83 ( MWH )

1,051,796.2 ( MWH )

1,049,472.3 ( MWH)

1,009,488.6 ( MWH )

938,739.1 ( MWH )

3,975.5 ( TJ )

3,936.87( TJ )

3,787.2 ( TJ )

3,778.8 ( TJ )

3,634.8 ( TJ )

3,380.1 ( TJ )

6,476.7 ( KL )

4,200.24( KL )

6,376.6 ( KL )

5,667.9 ( KL )

6,357.3 ( KL )

6,894.8 ( KL )

222.35( TJ )

143.10( TJ )

222.4 ( TJ )

154.7 ( TJ )

219.8 ( TJ )

242.9 ( TJ )

0.0 ( TJ )

0 ( TJ )

2.5 ( TJ )

118.4 ( TJ )

173.7 ( TJ )

201.1 ( TJ )

0.0(10k tons)

0(10k tons)

0.01(10k tons)

0.5(10k tons)

0.7(10k tons)

0.8(10k tons)

1,280.26( TJ )

762.46( TJ )

1,337.9 ( TJ )

1,368.3 ( TJ )

1,271.3 ( TJ )

792.6 ( TJ )

8.49(Note4) (10k tons)

5.06(10k tons)

8.9(10k tons)

9.1(10k tons)

8.4(10k tons)

5.3(10k tons)

9.9~22.2
(MJ/pair)

12.03~29.16
(MJ/pair)

9.2~23.9 
(MJ/pair)

10.9~30.3 
(MJ/pair)

8.6~23.3 
(MJ/pair)

7.3~14.6
(MJ/pair)

Energy

Year
Electricity (Fuel Oil/Diesel/

Petroleum/Kerosene) Natural Gas Coal (incl. Anthracite)

Petrochemical Fuel  (Note1)

Energy 
Consumption 
Intensity (Note3)

Units: ● MJ: Mega Joule ● TJ: Tera Joule  ● Pair: each pair of shoes
Note 1: In terms of selection of heating values for petrochemical fuel, due to the unavailability of heating values in various nations, therefore, the representing 
        heating value is selected with reference from Table of Unit Heating Value in Energy Products contained in the Energy Statistics Booklet published by 
         Bureau of Energy, MoEA and data published by OPCC in 2006.
Note 2: Biofuel amount is projected using amount of steam purchased (generated by Biofuel boiler), with pressure of steam generated by boiler as 10.0 kgf/
        cm3, given the boiler efficiency=85.0%, and adoption of heating value of solid biofuel as 3,600.0 kcal/kg, calculated via thermodynamics. The ratio of 
         steam to biomass fuel consumption is 0.2173.
Note 3: Energy Consumption Intensity is obtained by regions and is presented by the scope of Energy Consumption Intensity.
Note 4: Revised the biomass fuel consumption in 2019 from 307,000 tons to 84,900 tons, changed to 1,280.26 (TJ) due to typo.
Note 5: PCG shoe production is 244.4 million pairs as the calculation basis in 2020.
Note 6: Refer to ISO 14064-1 (2006) Specification with Guidance at the organization level for quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and 
         removals. The reporting boundary for consolidating GHG inventory is Operational control and the base year is 2016.

(Municipal Supply)
(Unrenewable)

180.2 (10KM3)

0(10KM3)

365.1(10KM3)

90.0(10KM3)

83.5(10KM3)

276.7(10KM3)

65.3 ( TJ )

0( TJ )

127.6 ( TJ )

43.0 ( TJ )

23.3 ( TJ )

81.2 ( TJ )

Biofuel (Note2)

Energy Consumption Intensity

2016

14.5

13.5

12.5

14

13

12
2017 2018

13.65 13.19
12.72

2019 2020

MJ/Pair

13.54 14.09
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Expanding Green Energy Application
In 2020, we planned to construct a solar power genera-
tion system in Southeast Asia. With evaluation on the con-
struction of a rooftop solar system starting from Vietnam, 
contracts for two factories have been signed, with the 
expected construction volume reaching 5.8 MW.

In other production bases around the world, we also eval-
uate the purchase of green power certificates, sign power 
purchase agreements (PPA) with renewable energy sup-
pliers and conduct on-site construction plans to enhance 
the group’s international and brand reputation in the 
green energy field, as well as ensuring the sustainable de-
velopment of the group on Energy Use.

Greenhouse Gas Management
In 2020, electricity accounted for 81.27% of this Corpora-
tion's overall use in terms of energy sources. Therefore, in 
the mid-term goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 
the main goal will be to reduce Scope 2 emissions (for 
electricity) . By improving the efficiency of energy use, 
greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced. The sources 
of greenhouse gas emissions from footwear manufactur-
ing include carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide, 
mainly from the use of electricity and the combustion of 
petrochemical fuels; in addition, a small part of methane 
also comes from septic tank emissions, as for hydrogen For 
the fluorocarbon (HFC), perfluorocarbon (PFC) and sulfur 
hexafluoride (SF6) parts, only a small amount of SF6 is cur-
rently used for the insulation and filling gas of high-voltage 
power distribution equipment. According to the manufac-
turer's information, the daily leakage rate is extremely low, 
therefore, part of the carbon emissions caused by fugitive 
emissions will be included in the calculation when the 
equipment is filled, and will be regarded as 0 when not 
filled.

Greenhouse Gas Emission and Carbon 
Emission Per Pair of Shoes

In 2020, excluding the supplier category factories from the 
Footwear Manufacturing Business data, this Corporation’s 
total carbon emission in Scope 1 and Scope 2 Green-
house Gas within footwear manufacturing plants, a total 

amount of 692.1 thousand tons of carbon dioxide equiva-
lent was found in the self-examination. Among which con-
tained the Scope 1 carbon emission at approx. 55.7 thou-
sand tons of carbon dioxide equivalent, accounting for 
8.0%, and the Scope 2 carbon emission at approx. 636.4 
thousand tons of carbon dioxide equivalent, accounting 
for 92%.

Scope 3 Emission
For examination on Scope 3 of greenhouse gas, the total 
amount of greenhouse gas emissions from the downstream 
transportation of our company's finished footwear goods 
was approximately 7,563.6 metric tons of carbon dioxide 
equivalent after self-examination; Pou Chen Taiwan's 2019 
annual employee travel via aviation, the self-examination 
result was approximately  1,522.88 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide equivalent. For relevant calculation principles, 
please refer to the appendix.

Ongoing Improvement Measures
Facing the global climate change risks and the interna-
tional trends and challenges of reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions, and the potential for energy consumption 
improvement caused by the introduction of automation 
and technological footwear manufacturing processes, 
Pou Chen is well aware of the need to rely on the overall 
industry and its upstream and downstream supply chain 
cooperation, complying with national policies in various 
regions, and with branded customers and supply chain 
manufacturers to discuss new technologies for sustainable 
production processes and opportunities for energy saving 
and carbon reduction under fast fashion consumption 
demand.

Solar energy is an environmentally sustainable renewable 
energy. In 2020, our Vietnam branch evaluated the con-
struction of solar energy, with an estimated completion in 
2021. By then, utilization rate of green energy can be grad-
ually enhanced to reduce greenhouse gas emission.

2020(Proportion)

2019(Proportion)

5.57(8%)

7.18(9.6%)

63.64(92%)

67.85(90.4%)

69.21

75.02

Greenhouse Gas
Scope 1

(10k tons of carbon dioxide 
equivalent)

Scope 2
(10k tons of carbon dioxide 

equivalent)

Total Carbon Emission
(10k tons of carbon dioxide 

equivalent)

Reputation Risks

Chronic Risk

Acute Risk

Policy and Legal 
Risks

Regulatory Standards

Technology Risks/
Market Risks

Customer 
Requirements

Major Event 
Announcement

Risks Type CountermeasuresPotential Risks/OpportunitiesAssessment Factors

Based on the index data of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Global 
Water Risk Assessment Tool (Water Risk Filter), the water risk level of the 
country where Pou Chen 's overseas production base is located is assessed, 
and all overseas shoe factories at present in all areas of Pou Chen with 
limited risk of water stress are identified.

Water Resource Management

Water Resource Risk Assessment

Water Risk 
Filter (WWF) 
Water Risk 
Assessment

●

Stricter wastewater quality/amount 
discharge regulatory standards
Imposing water consumption fees, 
sewage fees or environmental pro-
tection taxes.
Raise in requirement ratio of effluent 
recycle and reuse.
Limit to the amount of water dis-
charge permitted.

The frequency of 
disasters under 
dras t i c c l imate 
change.
Financial damage 
and recovery costs.

●

●

●

●

Investment in new technologies for 
water treatment.
Customers, investors and other stake-
holders require companies to provide 
green products with low water pol-
lution (including materials using low 
water pollution processes).

●

●

The intensity and frequency of disasters 
in special climates (typhoons, heavy 
rains, blizzards, floods, etc.) have 
increased, causing employees to be 
unable to go to work, damage to 
plants and facilities, energy resources, 
and material supply interruptions.
The water intake is affected by 
the deterioration of environmental 
conditions, which leads to variations 
in water quality and increases in 
water resources treatment costs.

●

●

Flooding risk and drought risk may 
cause damage to plant facilities, 
water supply shortage and poor 
water quality risks.

●

Establish an abnormal event notification and response 
mechanism, including a response mechanism to 
abnormal events caused by climate risks.
Incorporate climate risk into the consideration of the site 
selection assessment and construction design of the new 
plant.
Strengthen the treatment efficiency of water treatment 
plants, and plan to add advanced treatment technology 
units when necessary to improve water quality treatment 
capacity.

●

●

●

Continued focus on international water resources risks and 
regional early warning information for providing operators 
with decision-making reference.

●

●

●

The discharge water quality is not 
compliant.

●

Strengthen the treatment efficiency of water treatment 
plants, and plan to add advanced treatment technology 
units as necessary to improve water treatment capacity 
and reduce pollutant emissions.
Actively evaluate the goals process for water reuse and 
improve the reuse rate of Water Resources.

●

●

Strengthen the daily self-monitoring mechanism, detect 
the risk of exceeding the standard at any time and 
immediately respond to improvement.

Continue to collect and evaluate new water treatment 
technology solutions and their applicability.
Cooperate actively with manufacturers that have passed 
customer standard verification in line with customer needs.

●

●

●

Based on the Risk Maps of Disaster under Climate Change from the National 
Science & Technology Center for Disaster Reduction, Pou Chen’s Taiwan 
plant has been identified as level 2 in the future flooding risk of. However, 
the drought risk of public water will gradually increase to a medium-to-high 
risk level.

2018

2017

2016

79.72 73.68

86.10 80.24

85.14 79.51

4.784.96

6.186.40

7.627.92

2020 — 69.21 5.57— 63.64—

2019 81.34 75.02 7.187.37 67.8573.98

68.9074.76

74.0579.70

71.8977.22

Before 
Adjustment

Before 
Adjustment

Before 
AdjustmentAdjusted Adjusted Adjusted

Carbon 
Emission

Year 

Scope 1 
10K tonsCO2e

Scope 2 
10K tonsCO2e

The description table for Annual Green House Emission Data 
by Footwear Manufacturing Plants (2016~2020) is updated 
due to partial adjustments to attributed categories of plants, 
shown as follows

Due to the difference between the shoe-type production process and the 
regional energy carbon emission coefficient, plants of this Corporation's main 
production and operation base (China / Vietnam / Indonesia) in 2020 has a 
carbon emission intensity between 1.85 ~ 5.05 kg CO2e / pr.

Note: Adjustment factor: Some factories are adjusted to non-shoe 
manufacturing factories

79.51

2016

71

73

75

83

77

85

79

81

67

69

65

80.24

2017

73.68

2018

75.02

2019

69.21

2020

Greenhouse Gas in Previous Years  
(10000 tons CO2e )

Total Carbon Emission
10K tons CO2e
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Note: The amount of directly collected and stored rainwater is zero. The amount of draft and use of wastewater from other 
organizations, including chilled water, is zero.

Degree of Risks on Water Resources in Locations of Pou Chen' s Overseas Production Bases

Annual Water Intake by Manufacturing of Shoes Fac in 2018~2020

China Indonesia Vietnam Bangladesh Myanmar Cambodia

Overall Waters Risk (Score) 2.84 2.31 3.12 3.1 2.78 2.83

Water Scarcity 2.36 1.32 2.09 2.46 1.93 2.13

Degree of Drought 2.35 1 1 1.03 1.17 1

Flood Probability 3.02 2.73 4.56 4.86 3.38 3.98

Water Pressure Baseline 2.65 1.16 1.45 1.2 1.12 1.13

Country Overview scoreWater Indexes
 (WRF Water Risk Filter)

Risks
Base-Period Risks 

(1979~2003)
Future Risks

(2075~2099)

Base-Period Risks

(1979~2003)

Future Risks

(2075~2099)

Flooding Risk Level 5 Level 2 Level 4 Level 2

Drought Risk
(Public Water) Level 2 Level 4 Level 5 Level 5

Xitun District, Taichung City Fuxing Township, Changhua

Taiwan ( R.O.C)

Districts

Water Management Policies
The footwear manufacturing process is a low-water-con-
sumption manufacturing process. In the plant area, most 
of the water resources are used for employees' livelihood, 
and a small part is required for the sole process. In re-
sponse to the stakeholders 'concerns about the safety 
and sanitation management of employees' drinking water 
and the international sustainable trend of water resourc-
es, The Company's water resources management policy, 
in addition to ensuring that it provides safe water and 
discharge water that meets the legal water quality stan-
dards, is in compliance with local regulations. In addition 
to the standards, the mid-to-long-term plan also aims to 
gradually increase the repeated reuse of water resources 
within the plants, striving to avoid excessive consumption 
of natural water resources.

Water Resource Information
The source of water supply for Pou Chen 's main footwear 
manufacturing bases is mainly from local municipal water 

supply, river and lake water; most of it comes from local 
municipal water supply, and the plant area is equipped 
with water purification treatment facilities and reverse os-
mosis (RO) water purification system equipment as need-
ed. The total water draft of the manufacturing of shoes 
bases in 2020 was 16,812.2 million liters measured by water 
meters, whose water supply and draft were in line with the 
local government's permission and had no significant im-
pact on the water supply source.

For the management of the safe use of water resourc-
es, the laboratories of the district administrative centers 
conduct monthly self-sampling and testing of water 
quality, and announce the results of water quality testing 
to all plants, and at the same time regularly send out water 
quality inspections to the local competent authorities in 
accordance with law to ensure all kinds of water supplies 
in the plants comply with local water quality requirements 
and standards.

Freshwater

Town Water
Supply Amount

Surface Water 
(River/Lake)

Groundwater Water Purchase

Taiwan
Dajia River
(Shigang Dam)

2020 216.2 216.2 0 0 0

2019 215.0 215.0 0 0 0

2018 193.0 193.0 0 0 0

China

Jinjiang (Jiangxi)
Fuhe (Hubei)
Southern Branch of East 
River (Guangdong)

2020 7,001.4 7,001.4 0 0 0

2019 3,670.1 3,556.0 114.1 0 0

2018 5,123.0 4,035.0 1,088.0 0 0

Vietnam

Dong Nai River
SONG LA BUONG River 
Water Supply Company
Cho Lon Water Company, 
Ho Chi Minh City

2020 4,691.5 2,673.4 2,018.1 0 0

2019 6,521.7 3,235.3 3,286.4 0 0

2018 6,868.0 3,534 3,334.0 0 0

Indonesia
Sungai Cikambuy 
Municipal Water 
(Well water)

2020 4,563.9 270.9 3,942.1 244.0 106.9

2019 4,538.5 575.0 3,706.3 257.2 0

2018 2,263.0 537.0 1,131.0 595.0 0

Cambodia Groundwater

2020 132.7 0 0 132.7 0

2019 139.1 0 0 139.1 0

2018 129.0 0 0 129.0 0

 Bangladesh Industrial Park Water Supply

2020 72.0 72.0 0 0 0

2019 53.3 53.3 0 0 0

2018 73.0 73.0 0 0 0

Myanmar Groundwater

2020 134.7 0 0 134.7 0

2019 154.3 0 0 154.3

2018 110 0 0 110.0     

Total

Municipal Water Supply 
60.87%
Lake/River Water 35.45%
Groundwater 3.04%
Water Purchase 0.64%

2020 16,812.2 10,233.9 5,960.1 511.4 106.9

Municipal Water Supply 
49.95%
Lake/River Water 46.45%
Groundwater 3.60%

2019 15,298.2 7,640.8 7,106.8 550.6

2018 14,767.0 8,380.0 5,553.0 834.0

Source of Water 
SupplyLocation Year

Other Water

Total Intake

Unit: Million Liters(ML)

Note: WRF Risk Degree Descriptions: 
1: No risks or has risks at really limited degree.
2: Limited Risk (Low Risk).
3: Contains Risks (Medium Risk).
4: High Risks.
5: Very high Risks.

Source: Risk Maps of Disaster under Climate Change from the Taiwan National Science & Technology Center for Disaster Reduction
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Wastewater Discharge Management
The Company formulates internal "Wastewater Pollution 
Prevention and Control Management Measures", taking 
the source reduction as the first consideration, followed 
by recycling, and proper disposal as the final regulatory 
requirements. In practice management, in addition to 
meeting local emission regulations, short-term manage-
ment focuses on data collection and management of 
water resource usage and emissions, while mid-to-long-
term management goals are toward increasing the reuse 
rate of water resources and gradually reducing emission 
targets.

Wastewater & Sewage Purification   
The dyeing and finishing processing of textile, which serves 
as the source of instep material supply, is the water re-
source impact in shoes manufacturing value chain with 
higher water consumption and high pollution characteris-
tics. In the shoe plant, most of the sewage comes from the 
employees' domestic water, and a small part is the indus-
trial wastewater for washing and printing spraying oper-
ations required for shoe sole production. For the industrial 
wastewater, each plant is equipped with chemical coag-
ulation pretreatment equipment to Industrial wastewater 
with higher pollutant concentration is treated first, and 
then incorporated into the large sewage treatment plant 
in the plant area for secondary biodegradation and ad-
vanced purification treatment.

The sewage treatment plant has a dedicated water qual-
ity laboratory for water quality testing and monitoring. At 
the same time, it regularly entrusts an inspection agency 

Waste Management Policy
Aiming at the waste management goals, the Corporation 
focuses on the legal cleaning and disposal and reducing 
the level of negative impact to the environment, and 
the long-term management is toward source reduction 
and resource reuse. All wastes in the plant area must be 
entrusted to the government-certified and qualified man-
ufacturers for cleaning, transportation and treatment ac-
cording to local laws and regulations; wastes that can be 
recycled and reused are sorted and collected according 
to the sorting items of branded customers.

Waste Sorting and Treatment
The plant waste is mainly divided into two categories: 
general waste and hazardous waste. A Recycle Materiel 
Control Center (RMCC) is set up in the plant for collective 
collection, sorting, measurement, and reporting oper-
ations management. General wastes are entrusted to 
local qualified removal and transportation companies for 
removal and transportation. Hazardous wastes are iden-
tified and classified according to the region or national 
laws and regulations and collected in exclusive hazardous 
waste storage areas. The environmental protection com-
pany with the material handling business license  carries 
out the subsequent transportation and processing, with-
out cross-border transportation and entrusted processing.

The total amount of waste treated by Pou Chen in 2020 
was 460.4 tons in Taiwan, 21,543.3 tons in Indonesia, 
58,418.4 tons in Vietnam, 12,477.9 tons in China, 159.4 
tons in Cambodia, 1,039.4 in Myanmar, and 391.0 tons in 
Bangladesh. Waste cleaning, transportation and treat-
ment were handled by entrusting local compliant com-
panies following waste treatment regulations, with regular 
confirmation on processing flow to ensure that the wastes 
are properly handled.

Air Pollutant Emission Management
Air Pollutant of footwear manufacturing include Volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs), and Sulfur oxides, nitrogen 
oxides and particulate pollutants from generator exhaust. 
For air pollution control management, the Company stip-
ulates “Regulations Governing Air Pollution Prevention and 
Management”, taking the compliance of emission with 
local emission standards as priority. In management, daily 
environmental protection intensity is strengthened, with 

approved by the local competent authority to conduct 
sampling and testing of discharged water according to 
law, and discharges it through legal discharge outlets. 
The discharge water in the independent plant area is 
discharged to the bearing water body specified in the 
environmental assessment document of the local com-
petent authority in accordance with the regulations; the 
plant located in the local development industrial park is 
discharged into the municipal sewage treatment plant or 
industrial zone sewage treatment plant according to the 
regulations. Discharged in nearby waters. Some plants also 
have detention ponds, which accommodate wastewater 
treatment plants to discharge water, as a water supply 
source for the subsequent reuse of water resources in the 
plant, and also provide a park for employees to relax after 
work.

Recycle and Reuse of Treated Water
In accordance with local production regulations, Pou 
Chen strives to seek to reuse treated water for water use 
in the plant area to increase the utilization rate of water 
resources.

Through the in-plant pipeline leak detection and water 
saving measures advocacy, the volume of wastewater 
recovery is effectively increased. Some plants also set up 
detention ponds to accommodate wastewater treatment 
plants to discharge water. The recovered wastewater is 
used for greening and watering plants, flushing toilets, 
replacement of reclaimed water, water for fire drills, and 
roof sprinkling.

compound pollution prevention construction improvement 
performed and air pollution emission tested following local 
competent authorities to ensure the compliance of emis-
sion standards as set forth by local laws and regulations. 
For air pollutant matters emission, the gradual planning of 
data collection system is in progress for management and 
information disclosure.

As fuel boilers in oversea production bases have gradual-
ly been transitioned into outsourced model by contract; 
control of VOC produced in manufacturing procedure 
have also been transformed from fugitive emission to col-
lection and treatment by pipelines, emission of air pollut-
ant matters will be projected via data gradually collected.

Raw Materials Selection
The selection of raw materials is an important factor for 
high-quality and affordable products. Pou Chen provides 
product manufacturing services to international high-end 
brands, pays attention to every customer requirements 
for product quality, and strictly selects raw materials from 
product development, design to manufacturing. Com-
plying with relevant international product specifications 
and brand customer material specifications, Manufactur-
ing Restricted Substance List (MRSL) and Zero Discharge 
of Hazardous Chemicals (ZDHC) standard requirements, 
Pou Chen has actively adopted environment protective 
material to meet customer’s requirement and standards. 
Persistent materials require standard materials. In the pro-
curement management of raw materials, despite requiring 
the material suppliers to sign commitment documents for 
unused prohibited substances and providing related ma-
terial inspection reports, spot testing on specific materials 
also conducted to ensure that the quality of the materials 
meets the requirement.

Procurement of Raw Materials for Man-
ufacturing of shoes 
The raw materials of the manufacturing of shoes can be 
divided into two types: upper materials and sole materials. 
The former is composed of textiles (mesh / non-woven fab-
ric), artificial leather, natural leather and relevant acces-
sories; the sole material is made of chemical raw materials 
EVA resin (ethylene / (Vinyl acetate copolymer), PU resin 
(polyurethane) and rubber-based. The materials must pass 
the relevant standard test provided by third-party physical 

Discharged Water Quality

Note: Standards of discharged water quality are subject to discharged water quality standards as announced by appropriate competent 
authorities.
For ZDHC, please refer to: https://www.roadmaptozero.com/output?locale=en

Area Test Frequency
Standard Meeting Rate of 
Discharged Water Quality

ZDHC Standard Meeting Rate of Discharged 
Water Quality

Taiwan 2 times / year 100% No excessive substance

China 2 times / year 100%(Online Surveillance) Some substances are present in trace amounts

Vietnam 2 times / year 100%(Online Surveillance) No excessive substance

Indonesia 4 times / year 100 % Some substances are present in trace amounts

Waste Management

Waste Water Sources

Industrial Wastewater
Pre-treatment 

(Chemical Coagulation)

Biological 
Treatment

Advanced- 
Wastewa-
ter- Treat-
ment

Sewage Equalization Tank

Water pollution control measures Discharge

Effluent
(Receiving
water body
by EIA)

Disin-
fection

Water
quality

automatic
monitoring

system

Amount of Discharged Water

Amount of Discharged Water (Unit: Million Liters)

2020 2019

Taiwan 115.5 129.0

China 1,582.0 2,945.1

Vietnam 1,375.5 3,014.4

Indonesia 2,440.2 1,912.4

Others (Cambodia、Bangladesh、 Myanmar) 267.9 8,245.5

Region

Amount

If there is no sewage treatment equipment or water meter record in the plant, 80% of the water consumption will be used to calculate the      
drainage volume.
Some plants use "sewage charges" to calculate the amount of water discharged.

● 

●
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Policy Management strategy

Lawful collection and disposal

Reduce the negative environmental 
impact level Gradually reduce the amount of landfill waste.

Companies who have licenses for hazardous 
waste disposal are required to handle and report 

regularly.

Implementation

Implement Pollution Control and 
Management

Waste reduction at source

Reuse
Actively seeking waste of resources and technology 
vendors, consulting assessment and cooperation 

talks.

The manufacturing process to promote the same 
material were cut measures to reduce the amount 

of scrap generated
Promote industrial waste Reduction, 

Recycling and Reuse

property testing agency, and must not appear in the list 
of prohibited products of branded customers., In the most 
recent years, Pou Chen has devoted itself to exploring ap-
plying a great variety of environmentally friendly materials 
on shoe shapes with its branded customers.

In 2020, the total weight of the manufacturing of shoes 
materials procured by the group was about 17.31 million 
tons, including 12.14 million tons of non-renewable materi-

als and 5.17 million tons renewable materials.

[Note] The group has carried out process improvement 
and system integration since 2019, and the information on 
the weight of its purchased materials will be disclosed in 
stages according to the degree of integration.

The amount of waste treated by different disposal methods in the shoes production area

Note: Landfill, incineration, incineration-heat recovery, reuse and solidification were used in waste treatment method.  
On-site storage and composting were not adopted.

Region
Landfill Incineration

Incineration-
Heat Recovery

Reuse Solidification Total

Taiwan
2020 0.0 406.0 0.0 54.3 0.0 460.4 

2019 0.0 543 0.0 101.8 0.0 644.8 

China
2020 394.9 7,106.7 3,058.8 1,917.5 0.0 12,477.9 

2019 1,160.9 8,904.1 1,755.8 2,564.5 0.0 14,385.3

Vietnam
2020 3,250.0 16,637.0 5,909.8 31,008.0 1,613.4 58,418.4 

2019 7,889.0 23,809.6 26,112.7 19,186.5 1,501.8 78,499.5 

Indonesia
2020 4,730.5 207.4 9,280.5 7,324.8 0.0 21,543.3 

2019 9,842.8 1,069.1 9,765.3 9,229.0 0.0 29,906.1 

Cambodia
2020 140.0 0.0 0.0 19.4 0.0 159.4 

2019 143.2 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 163.3 

Bangladesh
2020 196.5 0.0 0.0 194.5 0.0 391.0 

2019 47.2 0.0 0.0 474.6 0.0 521.8 

Myanmar
2020 1,039.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,039.4 

2019 1,062.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,062.6 

Disposition

Unit : tons

Weight of waste categories in the shoes production area

● The amount of domestic waste in China is estimated by the number of employees * 0.25 kg/person.

Hazardous Industrial 
Waste

General Industrial 
Waste Recycle & Reuse Domestic garbage Total annual weight

2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020

Taiwan 34.8 26.9 206.5 177.9 89.3 54.3 314.2 201.2 644.8 460.4 

China 878.7 793.9 4,058.2 5,872.6 1,847.0 1,178.9 7601.3 4,632.5 14,385.3 12,477.9 

Vietnam 5,006.5 3,435.8 48,963.2 22,540.6  11,097.7 27,771.8 13,432.2 4,670.2 78,499.5 58,418.4 

Indonesia 1,662.0 1,753.8 15,299.7 13,072.7 1,581.0 635.5 11,363.3 6,081.2 29,906.1 21,543.3 

Cambodia 20.0 19.4 9.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 133.9 140.0 163.3 159.4 

Banglades 14.4 32.8 332.5 193.8 156.8 153.3 18.1 11.2 521.8 391.0 

Myanmar 114.0 154.2 363.6 241.8 0.0 0.0 585.0 643.4 1,062.6 1,039.4 

Total 7,730.4 6,216.7 69,233.1 42,099.5 14,771.9 29,793.8 33,447.9 16,379.7 125,183.4 94,489.7 

Total 
Weight

Year

Region

Unit : tons
           Supply Chain Management

With everlasting management philosophy this Corporation 
has upheld, we understand that the mutual prosperity 
and growth are the key factors for fulfilling supply chain 
sustainability management. This Corporation connects the 
upstream, midstream and downstream of footwear manu-
facturing industry, endeavoring in completing supply chain 
system of this Corporation. With a main idea of flexible and 
local supply, we expect to shorten delivery time, quicken 
response to market requirements, furthermore, enhancing 
satisfaction of our branded customers. On the other hand, 
we work with branded customers and partners hand in 
hand, mutually striving for breakthrough in application of 
innovative materials and environmentally sustainable de-
velopment issues.

The Corporation's main supplier categories can be di-
vided into material suppliers, footwear manufacturing 
equipment suppliers, engineering contractors, service out-
sourcers. There is no major change in the location, supply 
chain structure and supplier relationship of materials/shoes 
equipment /engineering outsourcing suppliers in 2020 
compared with previous years. And service outsourcing 
providers will make necessary adjustments or changes de-
pending on their contract period.

Locations and Number of Suppliers
Suppliers’ locations distribution is as follows: Vietnam 26%; 
Taiwan 25%; China 23%; Indonesia 9%; others 17%. Among 
them, a number of materials suppliers we had transactions 
for over consecutively 3 years are 1,304 in 2020, 1,420 in 
2019, and 1,463 in 2018; numbers of mechanic equipment 
suppliers are 268 in 2020, 341 in 2019, and 359 in 2018.

Local Procurement  
In order to meet the brand strategy and rapidly response 
to market demands, the Corporat ion fol lows the 

procurement principles of local development and local 
supply. Meanwhile, actively cooperates with local suppliers 
with an expectation to reduce supply risks, operating costs, 
and reduce carbon emissions generated from remote 
supply and transportation.

The Corporation’s footwear manufacturing production 
bases include Taiwan, China, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
Cambodia, Myanmar and Bangladesh. Among which 
the amount of material and equipment procurement in 
top four locations account for more than 97%, indicating 
their importance. The proportions in amounts of purchases 
from domestic materials supplier are 96% in Taiwan, 
49% in China, 66% in Vietnam and 64% in Indonesia. 
The proportions in amounts of purchases from domestic 
mechanical equipment supplier are 81% in Taiwan; 70% in 
China; 30% in Vietnam; 8% in Indonesia.

New Suppliers  
Except for customer-specific or specific material/item 
suppliers, Pou Chen selects new suppliers based on 
ISO 9001 quality standards, and adopts management 
indicators in compliance with local environmental 
protection regulations and control measures, with the 
proportion of new suppliers selected meeting the above 
standards reaching 100.0% . New suppliers are required to 
fill out a self-evaluation form on surveyed items including 
quality management, environmental management, fire 
safety, safety and health, and human rights management, 
etc. In addition, Pou Chen regularly conducts on-site 
field visits to new suppliers for sampling or sustainable 
development compliance document review. After 
completing the two procedures of self-evaluation form 
and on-site visit to the plant for sampling, the evaluated 
supplier will then be determined whether to be included 
as a supplier of Pou Chen. Due to considering pandemic 
of COVID-19 in 2020, we adjusted to replace on-site 
assessment with document review.
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Focus Items for Quality Management Audit

1. IQC Supplier Management

2. Process Control

3. Quality System

4. Finished goods and Shipping inspection

5. Lab Management

6. Non-conforming product Control

7. Training

8. Storage and Delivery

  9. Customer Service
10. Documents and Records Control
11. Environment and Labeling

Key Assessment Points of Sustainable Development

1. Environmental Protection Management   
   System
2. Fixed Pollution Source Operations  
   Permit
3. Water Pollution Discharge Permission
4. Hazardous Waste Treatment

5. Fire Safety Validation
6. Fire Safety Equipment Repair
7. Fire Safety Equipment Check
8. Fire Safety Evacuation Drill

 9. Occupational Safety and Health 
    Management System
10. Operating Environment Monitoring
11. Safety and Health,EMT,Dangerous 
     Machinery Operating Staff
12. Dangerous Machinery and Equipment 
     Management

Environment Management Fire Safety Safety & Health

             Contract and Commitment Audit Mechanism              Selection Mechanism

● Non-Disclosure Agreement
● Product Security Undertakings
● Undertaking of Ethics and Integrity
● Undertaking under the Supplier 

Customs Compliance Regulations
● Statement and Undertaking of Non-

Infringement.
● Undertaking for Green Supply Chain 

Requirements

● Passing the audit is a mandatory condition before 
becoming a partner supplier.

● In accordance with ISO9001, Supplier Quality 
Management is driven by 11 audit criteria.

● In accordance with ISO14001, Supplier Sustainable 
Development Management is driven by 12 audit 
criteria in 3 categories.

● Nominate and approve qualified suppliers or 
weed out disqualified suppliers through the 
decision-making mechanism of the committee.

           Performance Assessment                Counseling and Communication               Supplier Development

● Periodically evaluate and grade 
supplier's performance with the matrix 
of quality, cost, delivery, service, 
innovation, and sustainability.

● Provide guidance and support suppliers on Quality 
Management system such as MUNSELL FM100 
application, RSL, and ISO9001 certification, etc.

● Provide guidance and support suppliers on issues such 
as environmental protection, healthy and safety, and 
fire safety to comply with local laws. Roll out energy 
saving and waste reduction programs.

● Communicate PCG's policies to suppliers.

● Host Vendor Fair 
● Introduce competitive products from 

suppliers to brand customers and 
PCG's business units.

● Establish sustainable Supply Chain

Pou Chen Group (hereinafter referred to as“PCG”) regards integrity and compliance as the cornerstone of cooperation with its suppliers. All suppliers must 
abide by local laws and contract commitments, as well as taking labor rights, health and safety, and environmental compliance as one of primary considerations. 
Through the supplier audit and selection mechanism, partner suppliers are selected and the overall performance will be evaluated, counseled, and tracked 
regularly to boost the supply chain efficiency. Excellent partners and competitive products will be promoted in the business platform, Vendor Fair, to create 
opportunities that benefit mutually.

Supplier Management Policy and Measures
New Suppliers Review & Selection 
In 2020, the sustainable development assessment of 9 raw 
material suppliers will be implemented, mainly to review 
whether their environmental impact assessment, pollution 
discharge permits and pollution prevention measures are 
operating normally. Two of them were identified as failed, 
the human rights management project will be included in 
the supplier assessment in 2021.

In 2020, the sustainable development assessment of 17 
new project contracting suppliers will be implemented, 
mainly to review their business licenses, qualification 
cert i f icates,  personnel qual i f icat ion cert i f icates, 
occupational safety and health and environmental 
protection management plans, among which 2 failed.

If it is found that the supplier cannot obtain the EIA or 
various pollution discharge permits, the supplier will be 
counseled to make improvements within the time limit. If 
the improvement is not completed within the time limit, 
the supplier will be replaced to ensure that this PCG’s 
supply chain management can comply with ISO 14001: 
2015 basic requirements for environmental protection 
management.

We continue to work with suppliers to build a friendly 
workplace. In addition to requiring suppliers to improve 
management of the environment, fire protection, and 
security, we also continue to pay attention to labor 
human rights issues, including child labor, forced and 
compulsory labor incidents, Freedom of Association or the 
right of collective bargaining etc. In 2020, a total of 5 key 
supplier assessments will be carried out, 62 findings will be 
found in environmental safety and fire protection, and 
suppliers will be coached to complete 100% improvement; 
in human rights management, we will find employment 
process, reward and punishment system, special category 
49 findings such as employee management, and also 
coached suppliers to complete 100% improvement.

This year, a total of 304 cooperating suppliers and 9 New 
Suppliers have been promoted by the Pou Chen Group 
Code of Conduct, and suppliers are invited to jointly 
comply with prohibition of child labor, forced labor, 
discrimination, free association and collective bargaining, 
and safety and environmental sanitation projects. Able to 
comply with local regulations and international norms.

Supplier Quality Management
According to the ISO 9001: 2015 quality management 
system foundation, Pou Chen established the selection 
and evaluation criteria to require suppliers, and used the 
questionnaire to understand their business status, quality 
management system, supply capacity, service and 
delivery capacity, etc. In order to effectively manage 
the suppliers and ensure that the purchased quality can 
meet the requirements of this Corporation and its brands, 
the audited suppliers are required to respond the missing 
improvement measures in accordance with the PDCA 
(Plan, Do, Check, Act) principle, so as to strengthen 
the quality management operations of the suppliers, 
reduce the cost of supplier loss failure and ensure that 
the incoming quality control of each plant meets the 
requirements of brand standards; in addition, suppliers 
must meet 100% of the standards of the Restricted 
Substances List (RSL) of each cooperative brand by 
undergoing RSL project audit (audited supplier RSL 
management specification or system, RSL Commitment 
and Guarantee, and product RSL test result list and report) 
to the products.

Quality Management Assessment Result
In 2020, a quality management audit was implemented 
on a total of 4 suppliers under domestic and oversea 

raw material and equipment suppliers, and a total of 4 
suppliers has been qualified.

Supplier Sustainable Development 
Management 

Evaluation of supplier sustainable management ESH 
items are based on ISO 14001: 2015 environmental 
management system foundation, including environmental 
management, fire safety and safety and health; Human 
rights compliance items are based on legal requirements 
and specifications by the branded customers served such 
as working hours, wages, forced labor, prohibit to use child 
labor, grievance mechanism, women empowerment, 
etc. In addition, suppliers with good performance are 
encouraged to promote the circular economy, including 
but not limited to green design, green manufacturing, 
green procurement, green marketing, green products, 
and green recycling.

The selection of the assessed supplier is based on 
PCG’s procurement strategy, together with the vendor 
management center or customer’s attention lists. In view 
of disparity in supplier scale, management capacity and 
degree of cooperation, for suppliers and manufacturers 
failing to meet this sustainable development management 
standards, we will provide guidance to suppliers, for those 
failing to complete improvement within the period, we will 
adequately lower the proportion of procurement in order 
to establish a premium supply chain management system. 
No suppliers have been lowered in supply proportion in 
2020 due to failure to conform with improvement.

Sustainable development management Pou Chen 
performs to suppliers can be further divided into selection 
of new suppliers and regular assessment to cooperated 
suppliers, performed in either on-site assessment or 
document review; on-site assessment can also be divided 
into regular assessment,or unannounced assessment, 
whose assessment and examination emphases and 
implementation results are respectively described as 
follows:

Supplier Audits Performed According 
to Customer Requirements
Joint audit of environmental safety and health and 
human rights management: a total of 20 times, and 
191 findings were found. The items include: safety 
and health, environmental protection, f ire safety, 
energy management, management attitude, rewards 
and punishments and workplace behavior, internal 
communication, special workers, labor relations, The 
grievance mechanism, employee recruitment, training 
and retention, etc., the suppliers have completed all 
improvements.

In 2020, we have also established the「Supplier – Friendly 
Workplace Guidelines」, which includes forced labor, 
child labor, discrimination, compensation and benefits, 
hours of work, freedom of association and collective 
bargaining, punishment, recruitment and employment, 
and unannounced audits and regular audits and 
unannounced audits will be performed to suppliers 
accordingly.

Supplier Development
Pou Chen regards suppliers as partners, attaches 
importance to their interaction and communication with 
suppliers, and assists and coaches suppliers to strengthen 
quality and sustainable development management, 
enhancing the competitiveness of the group's suppliers 
and increasing the value of the overall supply chain.
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Green Energy Project Promotion

Causes of occupational disasters

Since 2019, we started offering guidance to suppliers with certain system scale in implementation of air compressor green energy project, and 
encouraged all suppliers to introduce various energy conservation and waste reduction projects, with the implementation results in the two years 
as follows

Items 2019 2020 Comparison of Yearly Effects

Number of Suppliers Introduced 17 37 Increase by 20 Suppliers

Electricity Use Saved per Year (MWh) 544.61 MWh 2,068.12  MWh Extra 1,523.51 MWh of Electricity 
Saved

Electricity Cost Saved per Year (NTD) Approx. 2.29 Million Approx. 8.686 Million Extra 6.396 Million saved

Yearly Reduction of  CO2e 290.27 tons (Note1 ) 1,052.67 tons (Note2) Extra 762.40 tons reduced

Note 1: The data for 2020 is based on the announcement by the Bureau of Energy of the Ministry of Economic Affairs that the carbon dioxide 
emission coefficient for 2019 is 0.509 kg . CO2e /kWh, and the power saving degree * 0.509 is the CO2e 

Note 2: The data for 2019 is based on the announcement by the Bureau of Energy of the Ministry of Economic Affairs that the carbon dioxide 
emission coefficient for 2018 is 0.533 kg. CO2e /kWh, and the power saving degree * 0.533 is the CO2e 

Cut / cut / puncture / abrasion caused by machine or working 

environment

Pinch injury or involvement caused by machinery

Struck or stepped on by a machine / person /object

The others

20% 

20% 

40 % 

20% 

Key Assessment Points of Human Rights Management

1. Recruitment & Employment
2. Hours of Work 
3. Compensation & benefits
4. Grievance Mechanism

Management Attitude

5. Freedom of Association
6. Prohibition of Forced Labor
7. Employees with Special Protection 

Needs
8. Immigrant Workers Management

Human Rights Support

In  te rms  of  qua l i ty  management ,  in  2020 ,15  RS 
management documents were checked and counseled 
for foreign suppliers, including RSL Management System 
confirmation, SDS file standard management, product 
RSL test reports, RSL commitment letter import and MRSL 
management system. To fulfill corporate responsibilities. In 
addition, the group attaches great importance to supplier 
customs compliance and security. In order to reduce the 
threat of insufficient security mechanisms, it refers to the 
supply of ISO 28000 (Security management system for 
the supply chain), AEO (Authorized Economic Operator), 
C-TPAT (Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism), etc. 
The chain security management system framework of 
security management system for the supply chain, through 
remote training, interrogation, counseling and document 
record establishment, etc., a total of 5 counseling 
suppliers, in order to avoid violation of group regulations, 
which would result in fines and derivative delisting and 
the risk of suspension of transactions for compliance with 
the principles of legal compliance. Our group also pre-
audit review counseling for a domestic supplier for SGS 
ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System audit. And to 
assist in enhancing the quality of the supplier. 

In terms of sustainable development management, , 
different levels of projects were expanded to suppliers 
according to the cooperative relationship, and green 
energy projects, reduction of occupational hazard risks, 
expansion of grievance mechanism, and human rights 
Ccompliance promotion and exchange and meeting and 
Supplier – Friendly Workplace Guidelines implementation 
were promoted to suppliers with high cooperative 
relationships. 

Helping Suppliers in Reduction of Oc-
cupational Hazard Risks  

Relying on the experience and expertise of Pou Chen's 
own team, assisting suppliers to introduce high-risk 
protection projects focusing on the intrinsic safety of the 
machine, focusing on common types of occupational 
hazards (mainly cutting, cutting, clamping, and coiling), 
bringing together 16 types of high-risk platforms And its 
corresponding safety protection device standards, and 
coach 21 cooperative suppliers to inventory and rectify 
existing equipment, and require that all safety protection 
devices be included in the acceptance criteria for newly 
purchased equipment.

In addition, the five cooperating suppliers have been 
provided with training on the real cause of occupational 
disasters. The supplier’s sustainable development project 
personnel will assist in jointly carrying out the case of 
occupational disaster analysis, the investigation of the 
real cause, and suggestions for improvement of hardware 
and management methods, and the improvement 
and tracking are required to Parallel development. A 
total of 10 occupational accident cases occurred this 
year, and 100% of the follow-up and improvement have 
been completed. The disabling frequency rate (FR) of 5 
cooperative suppliers is 1.12, the disabling severity rate (SR) 
is 35, and the frequency-severity indicator (FSI) is 0.19.

Establish of Grievance Mechanism
This year, Pou Chen also assisted 5 suppliers to establish a 
complaint management mechanism, including diversified 
complaint channels, complaint handling procedures 
and non-retaliation policies. After the introduction this 
year, a total of 38 grievances were received, covering 
issues such as human rights management, operating 
environment, safety and health, etc. , 100% of the cases 
have been processed and closed, among which the more 
representative counselling cases are as follows:

In November 2020, supplier employees complained about 
workplace bullying. We counseled suppliers to carry 
out case investigations, and at the same time revised 
the relevant norms of the employee handbook, and 
suggested that bullies should be punished in accordance 
with the employee handbook. The supplier adopted 
and implemented this suggestion and obtained The 
employee’s approval, the case is closed.

In December 2020, supplier employees complained 
about the unfair distribution of production bonuses. 
We suggest that suppliers should make all employees 
understand the production bonus evaluation method in 
a fair and open manner, and announce the evaluation 
results every month. The supplier adopts and implements 
this recommendation, followed by recognition by the 
employees and case closure.

Human Rights Compliance Promotion 
and Exchange Meeting
In order to understand the current status of the legal 
compliance of cooperative suppliers, starting from 2019, 
in conjunction with the regular management mechanism, 
actively search for cases where suppliers from various 
regions have been punished by the local government for 
environmental safety and health or labor-related issues, 
and put them on file for management. This year, expand 
and deepen human rights issues. For the project, we first 
used the Taiwan region as a pilot, inquired a total of 1,485 
suppliers that had transactions with Pou Chen. Identified, 
41 suppliers who had transactions in the past three years 
and were punished by labor violations, and found 57 
illegal facts related to work hours/wages/statutory benefits. 
In addition, a human rights compliance promotion and 
exchange meeting was held with 25 high-risk suppliers. 
A total of 34 attendees from suppliers participated. A 
total of 23 supervisors and colleagues from the PCG’s 
procurement department and human rights supervision 
and management department participated. The content 
of the promotion and communication includes reaffirming 
the PCG’s code of conduct and the zero tolerance issues 
emphasizes such as hours of work, wages, prohibition of 
child labor and remedies for misuse, forced labor-prison 
labor, human trafficking, women's empowerment, safe 
work Environment, obtaining legal permits, etc. At the 
same time, the promotion project will be analyzed and 
explained in conjunction with local laws and regulations. 
After the meeting, violation cases will be tracked and 
followed up. The improvement rate is 100%.

Supplier Friendly Workplace Guidelines

In order to gradually improve the sustainable management 
of supplier partners, PCG’s Supplier Friendly Workplace 
Guidelines has been established in 2020 with reference 
to FLA and various international standards, and plans to 
promote it to suppliers in 2021, requiring supplier partners 
to follow the guidelines and promise to respect relevant 
labor standards and the elimination of human trafficking 
and other regulations, so as to protect and promote the 
basic rights and interests of supplier employees at work.
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CHAPTER 5
Building a Sustainable 
Community
Our business located in Vietnam provides not only “employment” but “home-
care employment”!
Pou Chen has nearly 131,000 full-time employees in Vietnam, accounting for 
more than 43.6% of the total employees. In 2013, Pou Chen built kindergartens 
in Dong Nai and Bình Chánh compounds respectively. As of 2020, more than 
1,600 children were benefited. Among them, the Farming Kindergarten in 
Bien Hoa City, Dong Nai Province, is a green building that combines natural 
landscape with ecofriendly and energy saving facilities. It not only represents 
Pou Chen’s enterprise value of sustainable development but also provides 
opportunities for kids to learn and grow up happily in the kindergarten.

In the cares of Pou Chen’s establishment for about 50 years, each production 
site has actively connected with local governments and local organizations 
in order to maintain localization and sustainable operation of factories. 
Each factory operates various external activities to foster relations with local 
communities. In line with the expansion of overseas production sites, we concern 
deeply about local living environment conditions and community needs. Pou 
Chen has actively invested company resources in community-friendly actions, 
to improve local living standards and hence a harmonious relation that leads to 
mutual prosperity and reciprocity is built.

Since 2016, Pou Chen has an in-depth understanding of Civil Society 
Organizations (CSO) engagement in the various compounds. Adhering to 
one of the company’s core values of service, which denotes respect and the 
expectations of caring to build a happy enterprise, Pou Chen has formulated 
the dimensions and principles of its social engagement, in the hope of CSO 
coordination to develop and promote sustainable development.

In order to demonstrate the spirit of service of the Company's core values and 
actively give back to employees, in addition to internal activities fostering 
employee relations, the Company continues to focus on education, health care 
and public relations in external community engagement activities. Adhering to 
the inclusive service spirit, we develop different focuses for different areas. In 
2020, Pou Chen’s Community participations involved contributions of about NTD 
9,047,904(about USD 307,000).

The number of related events and number of participants in overseas regions in 
2020 are as follows: 10 education activities, with 560 participants; 1 health care 
activity, with 240 participants; and 13 local public relations activities, with 550 
participants.

Collaboration with Local 
Governments and NGOs in 
Promoting of Community 
Participation Activities

NO
POVERTY

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

QUALITY
EDUCATION

SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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Vietnam - Visiting Schoolkids at School for Physically 
Challenged Kids

Indonesia - Blood Donation Activity Indonesia - Blood Donation Activity

 Pou Chen's Principles for Engaging Civil Society Organization (CSO)

Compliance 
Management

Actively connecting with local civil groups advocating labor and environmental protection laws and regulations, understanding 
local labor, environmental protection laws and requirements, and government policy directions for taking timely response 
measures in order to reduce risks and impacts on the Company.

Health Care

Footwear manufacturing is a labor-intensive industry. The Company's overseas production sites are mostly located in developing 

or low-developing countries where medical resources are relatively scarce. Epidemic diseases such as typhoid and dengue 
fever have a great impact on employees'  health. The majority of the employees employed by the Group are female, and it 

is particularly important to cultivate employees' correct reproductive health and fertility planning concepts. Therefore, factories 
of the Company shall cooperate with local CSOs engaged in relevant health education to obtain necessary information and 
disseminate it to employees to promote their health.

Education

Due to the nature of this industry, the economic development of the countries where the overseas production bases are located 
is relatively underdeveloped: people there are in a relatively vulnerable condition, and education is less common. Factories of 
the Group have been deeply involved in the local community for a long time, and shall cooperate with local CSOs to provide 
various scholarships to encourage local disadvantaged groups to attend schools, and train talents to lay the foundation for 
future talent cultivation.

Local Relations

Each production site employs a large number of local employees. In order to understand the culture and customs and to be 
integrated into local society, the Company should actively engage in dialogue with local authorities to understand the needs 
of local communities and assist local community to develop, and care for local residents, so as to develop harmonious and 
mutually beneficial relationships with local communities.

Since the outburst of pandemic in early 2020, Pou Chen 
stays connected with labor unions in various locations and 
conducts routine communication meetings with labor 
unions. In this way it could not only hear the voice of em-
ployees but also allow employees understand the ongo-
ing pandemic prevention measures taken by the Compa-
ny through transparent and public delivery of information.

The routine communication meeting will be held at least 
once every quarter in each factory.* Take Indonesia as 
example, Pou Chen realized an overall promotion and ful-
fillment of pandemic prevention tasks in cooperation with 
labor union through a series of routine or irregular talks. 
The tasks include donation of pandemic prevention mate-
rials (including 4,650 surgical masks, 96 protective clothing, 
102 bottles of sanitizing alcohol, 30 buckets of disinfectant 
and hand sanitizer, 2 disinfectant sprayers, over 400 bags 
of staple materials such as rice et al, and medical supplies 
such as safety goggles, nurse caps.) to local communities 
such as hospitals, police offices, village offices, etc., while 
sending pandemic prevention prints and flyers as well as 
giving away masks made by Pou Chen in markets near 
the communities to promote pandemic prevention mea-
sures. At the same time, through the use of pandemic pre-

vention promotions banners, it is expected that the strict 
in-factory pandemic prevention measures can be extend-
ed to the neighboring four villages and make employees 
not only adhere to pandemic prevention rules such as 
wearing a mask, washing hands frequently, keeping social 
distances, etc. at work, but also keeping good habits after 
they go home off work. In addition to strengthening imple-
mentation of pandemic prevention tasks, the labor union 
also offered mung bean soup and drinks to workers who 
work hard for pandemic prevention, appreciating their 
fight against pandemic for almost a year. 

Besides of comprehensively promoting and implementing 
pandemic prevention priority measures at operating sites, 
Pou Chen also does its best to promote pandemic preven-
tion implementation in local community. In Vietnam, Indo-
nesia, China and other places, it donates hospitals or re-
lated units pandemic prevention materials and aid funds, 
distribute pandemic prevention publications and leaflets, 
hoping to drive and enhance the overall pandemic pre-
vention power of the community.
* Meetings not held quarterly in certain regions due to im-
pacts by the pandemic this year.

Pou Chen Cooperate with Local Labor Unions 
to Perform Community Pandemic Prevention 
Measures and Donates Materials and Resources

Indonesia - Pandemic Prevention Material Donation Indonesia - Pandemic Prevention Material Donation

Indonesia - Pandemic Prevention Material Donation Indonesia - Pandemic Prevention Material DonationVietnam - Giving Mid-Autumn Festival Gifts to Kids 
from Poverty-Stricken Families

Indonesia - Communication with Labor Union
Indonesia - Expressing Gratitude to Workers Engaged in 
Pandemic Prevention

Building a Sustainable C
om

m
unity
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QUALITY
EDUCATION

In response to potential human resources issues resulting 
from COVID-19 and related countermeasures, Pou Chen 
have collected feedbacks from stakeholders and inquired 
FLA’s human rights experts of better solutions in order to 
reduce any potential risks of problems or accidents. Pou 
Chen’s relevant actions in response to COVID-19 pan-
demic concerning human rights and labor rights are ex-
emplified as follows:
ӪBan on Child Labor
  Avoid using child labor because of the COVID-19 pan-

demic that reduces or eliminates the healthy adult em-
ployees.

ӪSalary and benefits

Employees who are unable to go to work due to illness 
or treatment, or during isolation, are paid in accor-
dance with local laws and regulations.
Avoid deduction of salary without the knowledge and 
consent of employees for the purpose of detecting 
and or treating COVID-19 or other diseases.

ӪNo Forced Labor
Ensure that employees’ identification documents, 
travel documents and/or other documents are not de-
tained, and that pandemic prevention related mea-
sures would not restrict employees’ right to move freely.

ӪGrievance Mechanism
Ensure that all employees are aware of multiple com-
plaint channels, and through an effective complaint 
mechanism, provide immediate responses and nec-
essary compensation to related issues or complaints 
including COVID-19 pandemic.

ӪTraining and Advocacy
Provide employees with correct pandemic prevention 
measures, promote responsible use of social media, 
focus on not falling into panic, and avoid prejudice or 
discrimination. At the same time, strengthen the pro-
motion of personal hygiene habits and maintain social 
distancing.

Under the concrete implementation, Pou Chen’s pandem-
ic prevention measures have been recognized by local 
governments, and have won 95 points (out of 100) in the 
factory visit conducted by the FLA this year. Meanwhile, 
Pouyuen Vietnam, one of Pou Chen’s Subsidiaries, also 
awarded "Sustainable Enterprise" and "Enterprise with Ac-
tive COVID-19 Pandemic Prevention" awards by the "Viet-
nam Journalists Association" in September 2020. These are 
affirmation and encouragement to Pou Chen’s pandemic 
prevention efforts. 

China - Measures in Fulfilling Pandemic Prevention

Indonesia - Pandemic Prevention Banners and Leaflets

Indonesia - Pandemic Prevention Banners and Leaflets

Indonesia - Pandemic Prevention Banners and Leaflets

Indonesia - Pandemic Prevention Banners and Leaflets

China - Pandemic Prevention

We have sponsored USD 
441,000 of education funds into 
Indonesia and Vietnam.

Pou Chen responses to United Nation’s SDGs Goal 4 (Qual-
ity Education) and provides inclusive and equitable quality 
education to enable learning opportunities for kids from 
the community of major operation sites.

In our business location in Vietnam, we have more than 
131,000 regular employees, accounting for 43.6% of the 
total employees. Since 2012, the "Seeds of Hope Scholar-
ship" program has been implemented, and a total of USD 
414,456 has been invested to support children to attend 
school. Up to now, a total of 9,585 children have benefited 
from this program.

In Indonesia, we employ more than 94,000 full-time em-
ployees, accounting for 31.2% of the total employees. 

Since 2016, the "Schoolchildren Scholarships Program" 
has been launched, and has accumulatively invested 
USD 24,835, benefiting a total of 837 students. In 2020, we 
furthermore paid visits and assisted in the construction of 
school buildings, with about USD 1,933 invested.

In our business headquarters in Taiwan, Pou Chen collab-
orates with Yue Yuen Education Foundation to actively 
invest in parent-child education. In 2020, we organized 
9 parent-child education interactive activities, including 
Yue Yuen Writing Workshop, parent-child art-and-culture 
exhibition, sports friendship contests, music competition, 
sketching competition, etc. allowing children to grow up 
in happiness with companionship by their parents.

Vietnam - Donation of School Toilet Facilities

Vietnam - Seeds of Hope Scholarship Vietnam - Seeds of Hope Scholarship

Myanmar - Material Donation

Vietnam - Donation of School Bus Shelter Construction Funds

Vietnam - Material Donation

Providing Quality Education
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Pou Chen responses to United Nation’s SDGs Goal 3 (Good 
Health and Well-being), providing the employees at the 
community healthy lives, while facilitating well-being for 
all in the community at all ages.

In view of the relative lack of local medical care re-
sources, Pou Chen cooperates with professional medical 
groups to provide volunteer clinics, irregular medical 
health advocacy and free consultation services to raise 
the health awareness. In addition, through concrete ini-
tiatives of materials donation, visits to socially vulnerable 
households, a deeper connection between Pou Chen 
and local communities is reached. In 2020, a total of 1 
community volunteer clinic visits were held, with a total of 
20 employees and 220 external personnel (including vol-
unteers and residents) participating.

In June 19, 2020, Pou Chen cooperated with doctors from 
communal health center Huyn Dng Minh Châu, Tnh Tây 
Ninh, Vietnam and provided free medical checkups for 
senior citizens and physically challenged individuals. With 
the support of local government, the event was flooded 
by many residents looking to receive checkups early in 
the morning, which are mostly residents in difficult situation 
and needing community care. According to statistics of 
World Health Organization (WHO), the demographics of 
senior citizens and those with diseases (e.g. diabetes, hy-
pertension, heart disease, lung diseases or cancer) have 
a higher probability of suffering from severe symptoms of 
COVID-19. After the detailed consultation and checkups 
by the medical team, the individuals receiving the con-

sultation were allowed to know more about their personal 
health condition and receive relevant medical assistance. 
On the event date, around 200 residents received medi-
cal checkup and medicine provision, with more than 200 
presents given away to whom have difficulties in daily 
lives. “Number of people needing help in the community 
goes beyond my imagination, and this is a meaningful 
and heartfelt volunteer clinic event with the spirit of mutu-
al help”, said Mr. Tong, a participating employee of Pou 
Chen. Dr. Nyugen, a physician of volunteer clinic team, 
said, “It was my pleasure to serve the society. In this mo-
ment with severe pandemic, the community healthcare 
foundation needs to be complemented to respond to 
other crises which might occur in the future.” 

Establishing Medical Station that meets 
International Standards
In 2017, Pou Chen initiated the “Enterprise and Medical 
Cooperation” project at Vietnam production sites, es-
tablishing medical station conforming to international 
standards of Marie Stopes International. By providing 
high-quality and necessary maternity health and family 
planning services and education campaigns, female em-
ployees ’awareness of maternity health can be facilitated, 
with necessary services of reproduction implemented, 
to assist female employees in saving time and expenses 
needed for outpatient visits.

Ensuring Healthy Lives, and Promoting the 
Well-Being for People at all Ages

Eliminating Poverty of 
Vulnerable Groups

中國區 - 防疫措施

Vietnam - Enterprise and Medical Cooperation Project Vietnam - Enterprise and Medical Cooperation Project

Vietnam - Community Volunteer Medical 
Consultation

Vietnam - Community Volunteer Medical 
Consultation

Vietnam - Community Volunteer Medical 
Consultation

Since 2009, Pou Chen has officially launched the 
"Friendship House Construction" program in Vietnam, 
accumulating a total of USD 512,000 for construction 
and renovation of 279 houses so far.

Pou Chen responses to United Nation’s SDGs Goal 1 (Solve 
Poverty), at communities where major production sites 
locate, we are committed to eliminating poverty for local 
community residents, especially the poor and vulnerable 
groups, to ensure that they have equal access to econom-
ic resources. We also help them to strengthen the ability 
to withstand disasters and reduce their exposure and vul-
nerability to extreme weather events and other economic, 
social and environmental impacts and disasters.

In our Vietnam compound, where the largest proportion 
of employees among our factories, Pou Chen listens to 
the voice of employees and expands the implementation 
scope of the "Employee Home Visits" project, receiving 
requests for urgent support from employees' families. Since 
2009, Pou Chen has officially launched the "Friendship 
House Construction" program for employees or local resi-
dents in Vietnam, accumulating a total of USD 512,000 for 
construction and renovation of 279 houses.

Pou Chen Corporation for flood relief in 
Indonesia and Vietnam

From mid-September to early December 2020, Vietnam 
and Indonesia were hit by storms in succession, causing 
serious flooding, which threatened the lives and proper-
ties of many residents. In order to support flood relief, Pou 
Chen Group’s subsidiary companies and affiliated labor 
unions located in Vietnam have cooperated with local 
government office, Motherland Front, Red Cross and other 
units to raise donations and promote flood relief projects, 
including donating provincial government relief funds, and 
personally delivering relief funds to residents in the disaster 
areas, impact situation investigation of employees and 
assistance projects, etc., to send supports and cares to 
places where needed in a short time.

In November 2020, Pou Chen donated a total of VND 6 bil-
lion (approximately USD 260,000) of disaster relief funds to 
Quang Binh, Quang Tri and Quang Nam provinces through 
the government office to help the central provinces of 
Vietnam to carry out post-disaster relief and reconstruction 
work. Mr. Mai, member of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Vietnam and minister of the Govern-
ment Office, said "Pou Chen's charitable act of sending 
funds and aids to the victims in the three central provinces 
fully demonstrates the spirit of corporate social responsibil-

ity and provides timely support to help the victims through 
the difficulties." Pou Chen’s Director, Mr. Tsai shared "This 
time, we are cooperating with the government office and 
doing our best to provide help and send condolences. I 
hope that everything will be out of danger and turn into 
peace after the flood."

In addition to participating in government donations, the 
company's affiliated labor unions have raised nearly VND 
2.9 billion (approximately USD 125,000) and sent aid funds 
to residents in need. Take Pouyuen Company in Ho Chi 
Minh City, Vietnam as an example, during November 9th 
to 14th, the company’s management team and the Binh 
Tan District Motherland Front in Vietnam carried out a 
six-day flood relief operation in Central Vietnam. The do-
nations were sent directly to the disaster-stricken area. A 
total of about 800 households benefited, and each family 
received a set of distribute gifts, including 1 thermos, 1 
blanket, 1 raincoat, 2 T-shirts or quilts and 2 towels.

Meanwhile, Pou Chen also launched the "Disaster-
impacted Employee Assistance Project" in Vietnam. In 
early November, it conducted an investigation of the 
disaster damage situation of employees and distributed 
disaster relief subsidies to the employees. Pou Chen 
employee Mr. Fan said "This heavy rain caused landslides 
and flooded more than 2.5 meters. Many people have 
suffered heavy losses at home. I sincerely appreciate 
the company's quick and direct help. I deeply feel the 
company's care for its employees."

Some areas in Indonesia were hit by heavy rain as well. 
Pou Chen's subsidiary and labor unions also cooperated 
with local government to launched relief and donation. 
On December 8, the resources were sent to Tambak Pasir 
and other four severely affected villages, including drink-
ing water, white rice, eggs, edible oil, instant noodles and 
other daily necessities. Looking forward to helping the vil-
lagers get through the shortcomings and inconveniences 
as soon as possible. Pou Chen has long attached impor-
tance to common development with the community and 
provided much assistance during floods, such as: commu-
nity volunteer medical consultation and medical services 
to help villagers recover from floods and understand the 
importance of hygiene; or provide community construc-
tion and build garbage collection areas to avoid prob-
lems such as garbage accumulation that cause flooding 
difficulties.

NO
POVERTY

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-
BEING

Vietnam - Friendship House Donation Vietnam - Friendship House Donation

Vietnam - Friendship House Donation Vietnam - Friendship House Donation
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A
B
C
D
E
F

G

H

中國區 - 防疫措施

Ongoing Constructions and Development to Local Communities at Home and Abroad Production Sites Communities since 1998

Taiwan China Indonesia Vietnam

1999
329 units of prefabricated housing for 
the 921 earthquake victims in Nantou.

2001
Modification of Lukang Lungshan Tem-
ple, a level-one ancient monument; 
Restoration of the entrance to Tataga 
Hiking Trail.

2013 ~
Regularly holding Group Team Building 
activities–Employees are invited to par-
ticipate in community charitable events; 
Participated in the“Bagua Mountain 
Butterfly Education Promotion and Con-
servation Campaign”.

2014 ~
Engaged in the donation of "Taiwan 
Junior Soccer Joint Donation Campaign" 
to realize the soccer dream for children 
in remote townships.

2015
Participated in the cross-national charity 
event“STEP30 Oold shoes for Life–
winter donation drive in central Taiwan, 
Pou Chen employees spreading Love to 
Africa”; Protected agricultural land and 
held activities to thank farmers; Support-
ed the cultivation of second professional-
ism for children in remote areas.

2016~2017 
Conducted a mountain clean-up for a 
clean homeland; Assisted in restoring the 
damaged ecology; Maria Social Welfare 
Foundation–Love companionship event 
for the physically and mentally chal-
lenged individuals.

2018
Participated in“One Aid for One Na-
tion”international medical aid; Actively 
promoted parent-and-child education 
events
2019~2020
Participated in“Dadu Mountain Natural 
Forest Reforestation Project”

1999 ~ 2020
Built Medical Center for Employee; 
Donated to Dongguan Gaobu hospi-
tal; Established employees adult high 
school; Established  kindergarten in 
compound; Visited and donated to 
local elderly care centers / child care 
centers.

2010 ~ 2019
Employees Childrens'summer/ Winter 
Camp 

1988 ~ 2020
Started Adult High Schools Education 
Academy for Employees; Visits and 
donated to orphanages; Communi-
ty voluntary medical services; Eid 
al-Adha Donation

2016 ~ 2020
School children' s scholarship program

1988 ~ 2020
Community voluntary medical services

2009 ~ 2020
Friendship House Donation

2012 ~ 2020
“Seeds of Hope Scholarship”at Pou 
Chen' s Vietnam compound

2013  
Construction of the Farming Kindergarten, 
a green building.

2017~ 2020
“Corporate and Medical Cooperation” 
project

2018~ 2020
Participation in the international 
Medical Plan

Photos of Indonesia and Vietnam 
Flood Relief

Photos of Indonesia and Vietnam 
Flood Relief

Photos of Indonesia and Vietnam 
Flood Relief

Photos of Indonesia and Vietnam 
Flood Relief

Photos of Indonesia and Vietnam 
Flood Relief

Photos of Indonesia and Vietnam 
Flood Relief
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This report is prepared in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative Standards (2016) : Core option (hereinafter “GRI 
standards 2016”) issued by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).

Appendix B 
Reporting Standards

Reporting Period, Border and Scope  
Period of the information stated in this report is from Jan-
uary 1 to December 31, 2020; part of the items disclosed 
is displayed side by side with the data in previous years. 
There is no information item to be re-edited during the re-
porting period.

Pou Chen Corporation (hereinunder “Pou Chen” or “the 
Company”) and its subsidiaries are collectively referred to 
as Pou Chen Group, with the scope of business including  
manufacturing of shoes, retailing of sporting goods and 
brand licensing, real estate development, hotel manage-
ment, etc.

The economic performance mentioned in this report is in 
consistency with Pou Chen’s 2020 Consolidated Financial 
Statements, with border covering Pou Chen and its subsid-
iaries; moreover, in accordance with financial significance 
and relativity to the industry, with consideration to the dif-
ferences among the scopes of businesses owned by the 
Company, contents covered in this report will mainly be 
the Company’s business of manufacturing of shoes, and 
the performance for social and environmental activities 
mentioned is mainly for showing Pou Chen’s performance 
in business of manufacturing of shoes in 2020, in addition 
to specific notes, data of sustainability indexes all covers 
performance descriptions of main business locations for 
Pou Chen’s Business of manufacturing of shoes. Regarding 
retailing of sporting goods and brand licensing businesses, 
please refer to the chapter “Environmental, Social and 
Governance Report” in Pou Sheng International (Holdings) 
Limited, a subsidiary of Pou Chen,  2020 Annual Report.

Report Data and Verification
Data disclosed in this report are all sourced from auton-
omous statistics and analysis results in the Company’s 
internal management system. Financial information men-
tioned in this report is in consistency with Pou Chen’s 2020 
Consolidated Financial Statements and is audited by De-
loitte & Touche; data examined pursuant to relevant laws 
and regulations are measured or confirmed by impartial 
institutions, presented in form of generally accepted value 
description. The content data are actual measurements.

This report is assured by SGS Taiwan Ltd. as Type II High 
Level in accordance with AA 1000AS v3, and confirms that 
this report complies with the GRI Standards core options.

Report Management Procedure

The Company’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
report is edited by the Department of Sustainable Devel-
opment, whom prepares for the annual CSR report in the 
fourth quarter of each year, including the CSR working 
group ’s work communication and review of the previous 
issue, discussions on supplementary matters in the report, 
communication and information exchange with produc-
tion bases of manufacturing of shoes in various regions, 
summarizing the communication and communication 
issues and annual business performance of stakeholders in 
each region, and discussion on major issues, etc., bringing 
together list of issues concerned by stakeholders and ma-
jor issues, based on which the report content of this report 

Reporting Interval

Pou Chen will regularly issue the Corporate Social Respon-
sibility report of the previous year by the end of June each 
year.
Previous Edition issued in June 2020.
Current Edition issued in June 2021.

Contact Information  

This report is available for download at “CSR” section on 
Taiwan Stock Exchange Market Observation Post System  
website (http://mops.twse.com.tw) or on the Company’s 
website (http://www.pouchen.com/index.php/en/csr-re-
ports).

For any comments or suggestions to Pou Chen’s CSR issues, 
you are welcomed to provide your valuable opinions any-
time.

Contact Information: Pou Chen Corporation  
Address: No. 600, Sec. 4, Taiwan Blvd., Xitun Dist., Taichung 
City 40764, Taiwan 
Phone: 886-4-2461-5678 (Ext. 7369)
Communication Mailbox: ir@pouchen.com
Website: www.pouchen.com

Appendix C 
Stakeholders Engagement

Identification  
Pou Chen collected the annual branded customers inter-
action information from the responsible personnel of the 
various departments of the company and the consultation 
and interaction communication records between external 
groups and internal employees of the major operating 
footwear manufacturing bases in the year, and summa-
rized the concerns related to the Corporation's footwear 
manufacturing business. Groups and their concerns; refer 
to the five principles of AA1000 Stakeholder Engagement 
Standard (AA1000 SES 2015), according to the degree of 
responsibility and tension of the stakeholders on the Corpo-
ration, Influence and Diverse Perspectives, through the dis-
cussion of the CSR working group member meetings, eight 
key types of key stakeholders were identified based on 
their interaction frequency and operational importance, 
namely shareholders / investors, Customers, authorities, 
employees, suppliers, media, communities and non-gov-
ernmental organizations (NGO).

Conversation and Interactions among 
Stakeholders

Pou Chen has conducted regular and irregular meetings 
and relevant and relevant business windows for good and 
instant interactive communication on issues of concern to 
stakeholders. Communication methods include but are not 
limited to questionnaire surveys, E-mail communication, 
and physical meetings As well as telephone conferences 
and other methods, the opinions and suggestions of inter-
ested parties are received, and the feedback information 
obtained is returned and discussed in internal meetings 
to serve as an important reference for The Company's 
sustainable development strategy. The administrative 
center of the Company's main operating regions also has 
a dedicated unit for sustainable development business 
(“SD” in short) responsible for coordinating and handling 
stakeholder communication and information feedback on 
environmental protection, human rights and community 
impact issues; The information report will be carried out in 
the annual CSR report without individual response.

Pou Chen sets “Stakeholders Section” on the Company’s 
website and contact mailbox ir@pouchen.com, assigning 
specific staff responsible for acceptance and forwarding 
to relevant accountable units for further handling and 
responses based on the scope and characteristics of the 
issues concerned. In 2020, mails received via the above-
mentioned communications channels include: business 
development proposals, shareholders/investors service, 
media affairs and research & survey request; in addition, 
as there are more concerns over pandemic prevention 
measures and impact and influence level of pandemic 
by a majority of stakeholders due to the global pandemic 
of COVID-19, the Company, in addition to instant expla-
nations and public announcements externally, leaves de-
scriptions on such affairs in this Report.

is determined, and, after internal management review 
mechanism as well as completion of the content review 
and verification of the report, the report is published on 
the Taiwan Stock Exchange Market Observation Post Sys-
tem and the website of the Company.
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Stakeholders
Importance
to Pou Chen

Issues Concerned
Communications Channels 
and Methods

Frequency for 
Communications

Interaction Records 
in 2020

Employee/
Labor Union

High

(One of the main 
assets for the 
Company's operations, 
and the supporting 
power for sustainable 
management)

•Work stability

•Compensation welfare

•labor relations / labor 
rights / working hours 
management

•Workplace Safety / 
Reasonableness of 
regulations, rules and 
systems

•Channels for making 
opinions

•Performance assessment 
and promotion system

•The Corporation's internal 
website / E-Mail / Employee 
Suggestion Box / Questionnaire 
Survey

•Worker Welfare Commission/ 
Occupational Safety and Health 
Commission/ labor union

•Grievance Incentive and Penalty 
Committee

•Internal employee publications

•Employee and Superv i sor 
Forum

•Life Guidance for Employee 
at Overseas Production and 
Manufacturing Plants Room 
Consultation Service

•Irregular

• Monthly

•Irregular

•Monthly / Bi-Monthly

•Monthly / Quarterly

•Daily

•Commission in plant 
convenes monthly meet-
ings,and Occupational 
Safety and Health Com-
missions in industrial 
park in our production 
locations convene collec-
tive commission meet-
ings once every quarter.

•Management and Labor 
Union Communications 
Meeting is convened 
once every quarter.

•Regarding employee 
suggestion feedback and 
communications, please 
refer to descriptions in “3 
Dignified Work–Employ-
ee Care”.

Supplier

High

(Important support 
on raw materials 
for the Company's 
manufacturing and 
operations, equipment 
and service)

•MRSL Management

•Fair Competition/ 
Quality and Price/Supply 
Condition

•Supplier Selection and 
Management (Quality/
Sustainable Development 
Requirements)

•Procurement Agreement/
Affidavit

•BD Communications/ E-Mail 
and Phone contact

•Supplier Assessment System

•Supplier Meetings

•Irregular

•Irregular

•Once every year

•Irregular

•Supplier assessment, 
at least once every 
year.

•Response and handling 
by accountable contact 
window of routine 
business affairs.

Media

Moderate

(Conta ins d iverse 
p e r s p e c t i v e s  f o r 
facilitating the Com-
pany's ESG manage-
ment performance 
a nd  s u gg e s t i o n s 
provision)

•Operation Status 

•Major labor controversy 
events

•Events with news reporting 
value

(Reduced Shifts and Recess 
Measures, Operation Level 
of Impact)

•Press Release

•Response via spokesperson   
channels

•Coordination and arrangement 
for media interview 
requirements and information 
provision

•Regular

•Irregular

•Irregular

•Press Releases for 
Monthly Revenue and 
Quarterly Results.

•Communication for 
issues concerned by 
description documents, 
phone and email.

Appendix C 
Stakeholders Engagement

Stakeholders
Importance
to Pou Chen

Issues Concerned
Communications Channels 
and Methods

Frequency for 
Communications

Interaction Records 
in 2020

Shareholders/
Investors

High

(One of the main 
resources for the 
Company's operating 
capital)

•Economy performance
   (Stock Price, Revenue, Profit)

•Corporate Governance

•Market Image

•Significant Events (novel 
coronavirus pneumonia 
pandemic handling)

•Public announcement on MOPS 
and the Corporation' s website

•Convening General 
Shareholders'  Meeting

•Participating in Institutional 
Investor Conference

•Responding via Spokesperson 
Channels

•Irregular

•At least once 
every year

•At least twice 
every year

•Irregular

•Shareholders’ 
Meetings: 2020.06.19.

•Institutional Investor 
Conferences: 4

•For responses on 
novel coronavirus 
pneumonia pandemic, 
see “2-Corporate 
Governance–Risk 
Identification and 
Control Measures ”

Customer

High

(One of the main 
resources for the 
Company's revenue)

•Product Quality

•Product Information Security 
Management

•MRSL Management

•Compliance level to code of 
conducts

•Information disclosure 
transparency and 
dependency

•Major labor controversy 
events

•BD Visit /Routine Meeting

•Irregular Communication 
Meetings

•Audit Feedback / Autonomous 
Management performance 
feedback

•E-Mail and Phone Contact

•CSR Report

•Monthly

•Irregular

•Monthly

•Irregular

•Once every year

•Branded customers did 
not enter the plant for 
audit due to pandemic. 
Communications via 
online meeting were 
taken alternatively.

Competent 
Authorities

High

(One of the sources 
for the Company's 

relevant operation 
regulations and rules 
compliance)

•Corporate Governance

•Level of Legal Compliance

•Major labor controversy 
events

 (Measure of Reduced Shifts 
and Recess)

•Various safety compliance 
examinations are performed 
in cooperation with the 
government

•Regular filing sheets (Monthly /
Quarterly) /Official Documents

•CSR Report

•Proposals Consultation and 
Visits

•Irregular

•Monthly / Quarterly

•Once every year

•Irregular

 Taiwan :

•2 Regular Inspection 
by Delegated Parties.

•Competent Authorities 
Examination: 6 cases.

•Overseas Regions : 
interaction frequency 
might differ due to 
different competent 
authorities.

Issues Concerned by the Stakeholder Groups and Communication Approaches
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Appendix D 
Material Topics of the Footwear Business

Stakeholders
Importance
to Pou Chen

Issues Concerned
Communications Channels 
and Methods

Frequency for 
Communications

Interaction Records 
in 2020

NGO (FLA/

WFSGI)

Moderate

(Supervising 
and assisting in 
facilitating the 
Company's ESG 
management 
performance)

•labor relations / labor 
rights

•Legality & Compliance

•Environment issues

•Communications 
Channels and 
Mechanism

•FLA SCI field examination and online 
platform

•NGO Cooperation Plan

•Communication and Description 
Documents for Issues Concerned.

•Communications Meetings / E-Mail 
and Phone Contacts

•CSR Report

•Annually

• Irregular

• Irregular

• Irregular

•Once every 
year

•Information and updates 
on examination and 
rectification progress 
are obtained regularly 
f rom FLA Board o f 
Directors every quarter.

Community

Moderate

(The stable sup-
porting force of 
the Company's 
operations, and 
one of the em-
ployee sources)

•Level of Compliance 
with Environmental 
Issues/Regulations

•Transportation

•Job Opportunities

•Charitable Giving to 
the communities

•Active visits

•Establishment of external unit 
suggestions response and 
communications window

•Sponsoring charitable events for 
communities / Community visits

•Website of the Company

•Irregular

•Irregular

•Irregular/Quarterly

•Irregular

•Community interactions 
are handled and re-
sponded case by case; 
please refer to descrip-
tions in”5. Constructing 
a Community Capable 
of Continued Develop-
ment”

Management
Dimension

Material Topics of Concern to the 
Stakeholders

Corresponding GRI Standards(2016) Indexes

Sustainable 
Management of 
the Company

•Corporate Governance

•Management Performance

•Legality and Compliance Management

102 General Disclosures, 205 Anti-Corruption

201 Economic Performance

307 Environmental Compliance, 419 Socioeconomic Compliance

Product Standards 
and Information 
Security 
management

•Selection of Raw Materials Management 

•MRSL Management

•Product Safety Control

•Supplier Management

204 Procurement Practices, 301 Materials,

301 Materials, 403 Occupational Health and Safety (2018),  
416 Customer Health and Safety

418 Customer Privacy

308 Supplier Environmental Assessment, 414  Supplier Social Assessment

Workplace OSH 
Management

•Occupational Safety and Health Management   
   (incl. Fire Safety Management)

403 Occupational Health and Safety (2018)

Employee 
Relationship 
Management

•Employee-and-Employer Relations Management

•Human Rights Issue Management (incl. 

   Grievance Issues Handling)

201 Economic Performance, 202 Market Presenc,

401 Employment, 402 Labor/Management Relation,

404 Training and Education

405 Diversity and Equal Opportunit

406 Non-Discrimination,

407 Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining,

408 Child Labor,

409 Forced or Compulsory Labor, 412 Human Rights Assessment

Environment 
Sustainability

•Legality and Compliance Management

•Pollutant Discharge and Treatment,Zero 

   Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals (ZDHC)

•Energy and Resources consumption

•Energy Resources and Energy Conservation 

   and Carbon Reduction Project

306 Effluents and Waste, 307 Environmental Compliance

306 Effluents and Waste, 

302 Energy, 

302 Energy, 305 Emission

Community 
Relationship •Community Participation and Communications 413  Local Communities

Pou Chen’s core business “Footwear manufacturing Busi-
ness” is a labor-intensive manufacturing industry under 
constant attention by international organizations on labor 
rights, and branded customers also consider human rights 
and occupational safety and health management as 
the important evaluation standards for cooperation on 
business. Therefore, issues concerned by the stakeholders 
compiled by the Company are generally relevant to “FLA 
Workplace Code of Conduct” requirements and manage-
ment standard requirements by branded customers.

The concerns of the stakeholders in the shoe industry have 
not changed much over the years. In the product stan-
dard requirements, the selection of raw materials, MRSL 
and ZDHC management and product safety control are 
the main requirements. In terms of workplace manage-
ment, the focuses fall on compliance with human rights 
and labor relations, effective construction of grievance 
handling mechanisms and a safe and healthy working 
environment; the environmental sustainability manage-
ment aspect focuses on compliance with laws and regu-
lations, pollutant discharge treatment, energy resources 
and carbon reduction project promotion. In terms of cor-
porate governance, management performance, legal 
compliance and corporate governance are the primary 

management issues; for the supply chain supplier man-
agement, in addition to mainly qualified suppliers that 
must meet customer supply chain certification, supplier 
management policies and practices are also regarded as 
Issues that are gradually concerned.

Analysis of Material Topics  

The Company conducts comprehensive evaluation on 
issues concerned by stakeholders and international sus-
tainability trends and considers the continuity of sustain-
able management. Based on the major issues identified in 
the previous year to examine the organization structure, 
supply chain status, and internal and external sustainable 
management trends of the year while focusing on eval-
uation principles based on the four major issues for stake-
holders as follows: (1) Necessity of Regulations/Policies (2)
Containing material financial impacts/risks (3)Stakeholders 
Concern/international Trends (4) Companies in the same 
business and benchmark enterprise Competitive Edge, 
and the Company’s relevant department accountable 
conducts discussions to decide major issues for the foot-
wear manufacturing business, which are taken as cover-
ages in this report.

Material Topics of Concern to the Stakeholders
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Material Topics and Boundaries

Material Topics   

Reason for Materiality Border of Impact Influences Corresponding 
International 
Sustainable 
Development 
Goals (SDGs)

Linked 
Chapter in 
this Report

Significance
Financial 
Impacts

Focus 
on 
Trend

Competitive 
Edge

Footwear 
Manufacturing 
Business

Channel 
Business  
(Note)

Supplier Customer Community

Corporate 
Governance Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● Chapter 2

Operating
Performance Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● ☉ Chapter 1

Legality/
Regulatory 
Compliance
Management

Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● ☉ ☉
Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Materials
Selection Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ●

●
(Packing 
Materials)

☉ ☉ Chapter 4

MRSL/ZDHC 
Management Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ☉ ☉ Chapter 4

Product 
Standards and 
Information 
Security 
management

Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ☉ ☉ Chapter 4

Supplier 
Management Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ☉ ☉ Chapter 4

Employment- 
Relations
Management

Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● ☉ ☉ Chapter 3

Material Topics and Boundaries

Material Topics   

Reason for Materiality Border of Impact Influences
Corresponding 
International 
Sustainable 
Development 
Goals (SDGs)

Linked 
Chapter in 
this Report

Significance
Financial 
Impacts

Focus 
on 
Trend

Competitive 
Edge

Footwear 
Manufacturing 
Business

Channel 
Business  
(Note)

Supplier Customer Community

Human 
Rights Issues 
Management
(incl. Grievance 
Mechanism)

Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● ☉ ☉ Chapter 3

Workplace
OSH 
Management

Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ☉ Chapter 3

Pollutant
Discharge and 
Treatment

Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● ☉ Chapter 4

Energy & 
Resources use Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● ☉ ☉ ☉ Chapter 4

Energy/
Resources 
Conservation 
and Carbon 
Reduction Project

Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● ☉ ☉ Chapter 4

Local Communities

Communication 

and engagement

Ⅴ Ⅴ Ⅴ ● ● ☉ Chapter 5

Note: “ ● ”: refers to the item' s characteristics of direct impacts and influences;  information of the Company's footwear manufacturing business will be 

disclosed in this report; regarding disclosure information of major issues within channel business, please refer to the chapter“Environmental, Social 
and Governance Report”in Pou Sheng International (Holdings) Limited (a Pou Chen subsidiary) 2020 Annual Report.

       “ ☉ ”: refers to the item' s characteristics of indirect impacts and influences; however, due to the unavailability of information, the item is not 

disclosed in this report.

PEACE JUSTICE
AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS

GENDER
EQUALITY

CLEAN WATER
AND SANITATION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

GENDER
EQUALITY

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

DECENT WORK 
AND ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

AFFORDABLE AND
CLEAN ENERGY

AFFORDABLE AND
CLEAN ENERGY

CLIMATE
ACTION

CLIMATE
ACTION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

NO
POVERTY

QUALITY
EDUCATION

SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

PEACE JUSTICE
AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS

GENDER
EQUALITY

DECENT WORK 
AND ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION
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Description of General Requirements for Management Approach

Sustainability Dimension Governance

Topic-Specific Disclosures 307 Environmental Compliance, 419 Socioeconomic Compliance

Reason for Materiality
The key to the Company' s sustainable management, and the item required in policies of competent 
authorities.
Actual Influence Orientations: Management Risk, Business Competitiveness.

Topic Boundary All business locations of the Company.

Level of Impact

Any violation to the requirements by laws and regulations will be liable to material fines, and damages to 
intangible corporation image and business goodwill.
Recognition of material violation event refers to one single event with accumulated amount of fine at NTD 1 
million or more.

Management Approach

(Purpose)

Through the institutionalized management mechanism, regular and irregular checks on the compliance of the 
operation measures with the requirements of relevant regulations are made to ensure legal and compliant 
production and operation, and avoid loss of financial or goodwill of the Company.

(Policies)

Adhering to the principles of professionalism and honesty, attaching great importance to corporate social 
responsibility, implementing corporate governance, compliance with laws and various operational risk control.

(Management Commitment & Goals and Objects)

1. Fulfillment of Corporate Governance.
2. Internal control mechanism is set as basis of performing business conducts.

Allocated Resources / Specific 

Action Plans 

1. The Board of Directors is the' s highest governance unit and the center of business decision-making. By 
formulating the“Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles " and other codes of conduct and 
by promoting relevant education and training courses, the Company may effectively prevent bribery and 
corruption.

2. Internal audit system is established for regular and irregular implementation of internal self-evaluations in 
order to ensure the effectiveness of our operations procedures.

3. To ensure compliance with the laws and regulations of the location where the operation is performed, a 
legal unit is set up to coordinate planning and legal consultation, regulatory compliance and legal risk 
control matters.

Evaluation Mechanism

1. Board of Directors Meetings.           

2. Biannual Corporation Operations Management Review and Reporting Meeting.

3. Annual Corporate Governance Evaluation.    

4. Internal Audit System.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment

For improvement of the management made on environmental violations, the Company strengthens the 
awareness of each region's communication and implementation of environmental laws and regulations and 
performs supervision and management through monthly environmental safety and health communication 
meetings.
Followed with internal and external auditor assessment results, concrete action plans are made and reported 
to the management.

Communication & Grievance 

Mechanism

1. Board of Directors Meetings.

2. Biannual Corporation Operations Management Review and Reporting Meeting.

3. Grievance Channel: HQ@PouChen.com.

Material Topic: Legality and Compliance Management

Appendix E 
Management Approach for Material Topics

Description of General Requirements for Management Approach

Sustainability Dimension Governance

Topic-Specific Disclosures 201 Economic Performance

Reason for Materiality The key to the Company's sustainable management.

Topic Boundary
Employees in the organization, and shareholders/investors, customers, suppliers, communities and other 
stakeholders out of the organization.

Level of Impact
Operational performance will directly affect the value of the Company and is the most concerned issue of 
the Company's shareholders / investors. Stakeholders in the value chain such as employees, customers, 
suppliers and communities will also be affected to varying degrees.

Management Approach

(Purpose)

Continuously and steadily create maximum value for the Company's shareholders / investors and 
stakeholders.

(Policies)

1. Promote manufacturing upgrades and continuously improve production efficiency.

2. Strengthen the operating physique and enhance the operating efficiency of the channel.

3. Provide value-added services and deepen brand cooperation.

4. Dare to innovate and break through, seeking the sustainable value of the enterprise.

(Commitment and Goal)

1. Continuously providing high-quality products, services and comprehensive solutions, and building a multi-
platform platform with the highest value oriented to intelligent manufacturing and innovative service.

2. Ongoing focus on the operation and development of the two core businesses of footwear manufacturing 
and channel, and pursuit on the operational growth of equal quality.

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance
Please refer to Pou Chen's Annual Report and Consolidated Financial Statements of 2020.

Description on Key Measures Expected 

to be Promoted in 2021
Please refer to Pou Chen's 2020 Annual Report.

Evaluation Mechanism

1. Internal Evaluation Mechanism: each business department and logistics unit are responsible for 
implementation, and are subject to internal audit, audit committee, board of directors, and shareholders' 
meeting layered supervision and review.

2. External Audit: Pou Chen' s 2020 Consolidated Financial Statements audited by Deloitte & Touche, and 

attested by relevant supervision authority.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment

Based on the annual budgets set by each business unit and subsidiary, the performance is measured 
by month and by quarter, including the achievement of various financial indicators such as Operating 
Revenue, Gross Profit, Operating Income, and net profit before and after tax.

Communication & Grievance Mechanism Shareholders' Meetings, Institutional Investor Conferences, Spokesperson Channel (ir@pouchen.com)

Material Topic: Economic Performance
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Material Topic: Anti-Corruption

Description of General Requirements for Management Approach

Sustainability Dimension Governance

Topic-Specific Disclosures 205 Anti-Corruption

Reason for Materiality
This is the key to the Company' s sustainable management and is one of the items required by policies 

from competent authorities.

Topic Boundary
Employees in the organization, and shareholders/investors, customers, suppliers, communities and other 
stakeholders out of the organization.

Level of Impact

Business principles for Anti-Corruption Trade and Ethical Management will directly influence the 
Company' s value, and is an issue concerned by competent authorities under the government and 
shareholders/investors of the Company. Stakeholders in the value chain such as employees, customers, 
suppliers and communities will also be affected to varying degrees.

Management Approach

(Purpose)

Through continuous and effective management process, the Company may ensure the effectiveness 
and efficiency of operations, including profit, performance and protection of asset safety, reporting the 
achievement of goals such as reliability, timeliness, transparency and compliance with relevant standards 
and relevant laws and regulations.

(Policies)

We implement the provisions of Article 8 of the Company's "Codes of Ethical Conduct" and Article 23 of 
the “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles”.

(Management Commitment & Goals and Objects)

1. Employees are required to follow the work rules and sign the " Employee Professional Ethics 
Undertaking " and " Non-Disclosure Undertaking ".

2. The main suppliers shall follow the Company' s Anti-Corruption Trade, sign the Company's "Anti-
Corruption Trade Agreement" or provide its integrity statement or system and other documents.

3. Extended Ethical management advocacy and employee training.

Allocated Resources / Specific Action 

Plans 

1.“Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles”,”Codes of Ethical Conduct”,“Ethical Corporate 
Management Best Practice Principles”, “Procedures for Ethical Management and Guidelines 
for Conduct”, “Handling Procedures for Whistleblowing on Illegal and Immortal or Unethical 
Conducts” and various management regulations are made as basis of implementation.

2. Internal and external websites of the Company to provide communication windows and whistle-
blowing channels for stakeholders of each unit shall be set.

3. An Ethical Management team responsible for the promotion of ethical management policies and 
prevention programs is set. They shall report to the board of directors at least once a year.

Evaluation Mechanism

1. Board of Directors Meetings           

2. Biannual Corporation Operations Management Review and Reporting Meeting.

3. Annual Corporate Governance Evaluation.   

4. Internal Audit System.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment

Should the Company discover any event of corruption, the Company will take legal actions necessary based 
on the severity and concrete status of the case to protect the rights of this Corporation.

Communication & Grievance Mechanism Internal & External Grievance and Whistleblowing Channel.

Material Topic: Product Standards and Information Security Control

Description of General Requirements for Management Approach

Sustainability Dimension Social

Topic-Specific Disclosures 416 Customer Health and Safety, 417 Marketing and Labeling ,418 Customer Privacy

Reason for Materiality Actual Influence Orientations: Management Risk, Business Competitiveness.

Topic Boundary
Within Organization: Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar.
Out of Organization: Materials Supplier.

Level of Impact
Compliance with product manufacturing and maintenance of customer confidential business information are 
necessary management matters for production operations, which directly affect customer orders.

Management Approach

(Purpose)

Enhance the protection of trade secrets for brand customers, maintain the commercial competitiveness of 
brand customers, promote the trust of Pou  Chen and the brand, and increase orders.

(Policies)

Provide customers with environmentally sustainable, safety and health requirements and high-quality product 
manufacturing services.

(Management Commitment and Goals)

1. Ongoing refining to the adjustment of the production process, and development and introduction of 
automatic equipment for the specific shoemaking process.

2. Promulgate and implement the company's product safety management guidelines.

3. Strictly follow the standards of brand customers' material requirements.

Allocated Resources / Specific Action 

Plans 

1. Carry out the promotion and management of product safety in the factory.

2. Perform an audit of the degree of implementation of product safety management measures in the factory.

3.  All on-line production shoes must pass the MRSL and material standards of the customer development  
center.

Evaluation Mechanism
Should the Corporation discover any violation which contains concerns of involving infringements to the 
rights of customer and consumers, the Corporation will take legal actions necessary based on the severity 
and concrete status of the case to protect the rights of all parties.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment

On basis of the annual budget set by each business department/subsidiary, each financial index (mainly 
including operating revenue, gross profit, operating income, net profit before and after tax, etc.) is 
measured on a monthly and quarterly basis.

Communication & Grievance 

Mechanism
Internal and External Grievance and Whistleblowing Channels.
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Major Topic : Greenhouse Gas Emissions ~ Principles for Greenhouse Gas Examinations

Description of General Requirements for Management Approach

Examination Principles

● Scope1 and 2 refer to ISO 14064-1 (2006) Specification with Guidance at the organization level 

for quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and removals.

● Scope3 refer to Green House Gas Protocol, Calculation Guidance, Supporting Documents.

Scope of Examination
All plants under Pou Chen' s manufacturing of shoes business.. (Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar )

Greenhouse Gas Carbon dioxide, Methane, Nitrous oxide, Hydrofluorocarbons, Perfluorocarbons, Sulfur hexafluoride.

Examination Items

● Scope 1 Total Amount of Energy Direct Greenhouse Gas Emissions. (The types of Greenhouse Gases 
registered in the PCG's inventory include those that have been included in Montreal. The HFCs 
regulated by the Protocol, such as R-22, R32, etc., still cover the emissions of the aforementioned 
substances.) 

● Scope 2 Total amount of Energy Indirect Greenhouse Gas Emissions.

● Scope 3 The total greenhouse gas emissions of the downstream transportation of finished shoes 
and goods of the whole group are calculated using the Distance-Based method.

● Scope 3 The total amount of greenhouse gas emissions from aviation travel of the group 
headquarters is calculated using the Distance-Based method.

Calculation Basis

● Scope 1 and 2 : The calculation of greenhouse gas emissions is mainly based on the emission coefficient 
method, the calculation method is:

   Activity data × Emission coefficient × Global warming potential (GWP) = CO2e, in metric tons per 
year.

● Scope 3 The total greenhouse gas emissions of the downstream transportation of finished shoes and 
goods of the whole group are calculated using the Distance-Based method:

   The total greenhouse gas emission of the downstream transportation of finished shoes and goods of the 
whole group = total weight of cargo (tons) × distance of cargo transportation (km) × emission factor 
of transport vehicle type (kg CO2e / ton-km)

● Scope 3 The total amount of greenhouse gas emissions from aviation travel of the group headquarters 
is calculated using the Distance-Based method:

    The total amount of greenhouse gas emissions from air travel (ton CO2e ) = sailing distance (passenger-km) 
x sailing emission factor (kgCO2e / passenger-km).

The distance from city to city are refer to  ICAO, Carbon Emission Calculator : https://www.icao.int/
environmental-protection/CarbonOffset/Pages/default.aspx
For example: From TPE (Taipei) to SGN (Vietnam) city the air distance single trip is 2,205 km.

 

Dep Airport Arr Airport Distance(KM)

TPE SGN 2,205.0

SGN TPE 2,205.0

Description of General Requirements for Management Approach

Event Data Measured directly.

Coefficients

1. The various emission source coefficients are mainly based on the emission coefficients announced 
by the "Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change" (IPCC) in 2006, the emission coefficients 
announced by different fuels, and the calculations of coefficients are made based on the heating 
value of different fuels; the auxiliary tool contains Taiwanese Environmental Protection Agency's 
"Greenhouse Gas Emissions Coefficient Management Table 6.0.3 Version". Various sources of 
emissions are calculated according to the calculation method of the "Greenhouse Gas Inventory 
Tool (Version 4.1)" of the Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic Affairs.

2. Electricity emission coefficients are calculated based on the emission coefficients announced by 
various regions or the coefficients announced by the International Energy Agency (IEA) 2013 
edition.

Country Coefficients (CO2
e/kwh) Source

Central China 0.9515
The electricity coefficients form Central 
China in 2015

South China 0.8959
The electricity coefficients form Central 
China in 2015

Taiwan 0.528 Taiwan Power Company in 2016

Vietnam 0.415

International  Energy 

Agency, IEA in 2013

Indonesia 0.741

Bengal 0.588

Mexico 0.454

Myanmar 0.239

Cambodia 0.804

3. The global warming potentials (GWP) of various greenhouse gases uniformly adopt IPCC Fourth 
Announcement (2007).
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Major Topic: Energy Use and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Management

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Sustainability Dimension Environment

Topic-Specific Disclosures

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization, 302-3 Energy Intensity, 

302-4 Reduction of Energy Consumption,

305-1 Direct (Scope ) GHG emissions, 305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions,

305-3 Other Indirect (Scope 3) GHG Emissions, 305-4 GHG Emissions Intensity

Reason for Materiality

Energy management and effective utilization are related to operating costs, and the risk of climate 

change caused by greenhouse gas emissions caused by energy consumption also threatens the 

interruption of business operations and property losses.

Actual Influence Orientations: Cost, Revenue, Management Risk, Business Competitiveness.

Topic Boundary

Within Organization: the group's fully funded shoe plants and relevant plants in Taiwan, China, 

Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar, not including Retailing of Sporting Goods and 

Brand Licensing Business.

Out of Organization: constructor contractor.

Level of Impact

Energy use throughout the Corporation's production process shall be slanted to electricity with 

effective improvement to energy efficiency and reducing waste, which can effectively reduce electricity 

consumption, save energy, and simultaneously reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Management Approach

(Purpose) 

In response to Climate Action item 13 of the United Nation's Sustainable Development goals (SDGs), 
relevant measures are taken to react to the risks and impacts of global and corporate sustainable 
development caused by climate abnormalities.

(Policies)

Zero waste of energy, high running efficiency, short recovery period, low energy cost, low impacts to the 
environment.

(Management Commitment and Goals)

1. Starting from 2016, comprehensive inventory of greenhouse gases throughout the group are made.
2. Formulate a four-year overall energy conservation plan and set annual goals and corresponding 

practices. Year-by-year compilation of energy-saving (carbon reduction) budgets, formulation of energy-
saving systems and targets for each plant, regular meetings to track and review, continuous tracking 
of effectiveness, production bases to exchange energy-saving technologies, and regular reports to the 
highest governance level.

(Management Subject)

1.Using data of 2016 as the energy baseline, set a target within the group's factories to reduce energy 
intensity by 8% in 2020 from the baseline year.

2.The medium-term goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions is to reduce Scope 2 emissions as the main 
management goal.

Description of General Requirements for Management Approach

Allocated Resources / Specific 

Action Plans

• Procurement of energy-saving equipment at the source, adding management and control 
requirements for IE3 motors.

• Promote the operation of factory energy-saving organizations, and gradually establish a factory 
energy-saving culture.

• Continue the Group's air compressor leakage management objectives and continue to require a 
reduction in leakage rate.

• Plan the Group's energy online surveillance system and gradually establish an energy management 
and control mechanism.

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance

• Promote routine air compressor efficiency measurement, and continue to carry out the investigation 
and improvement actions of air compressor system leakage and steam leakage in the plant. The 
overall air compressor system leakage rate in 2020 has been reduced to 15%, and the cumulative 
energy saving benefit reaches 57,361,193MJ.

• Establish a replacement system for energy-consuming air compressor equipment.

• Continue to promote the de-vaporization policy and switch to electric heating. Avoid using steam 
equipment when developing new processes.

Description on Key Measures 

Expected to be Promoted in 2021

Following phase 2 of the five-year Energy Management Goals (2021-2025), we continue to promote energy 
conservation and expand green energy use strategies:

1. Continue to strengthen the management of compressed air and steam leakage to avoid energy waste.

2. Evaluate the gradual replacement of low-efficiency air compressor equipment to avoid energy waste.

3. Provide in-depth counseling for factories with low energy consumption levels to improve factory energy 
efficiency.

4. Gradually build solar power generation systems in specific plant areas to reduce Greenhouse Gas 
emissions.

Evaluation Mechanism

• "Energy management and target achievement" of SD KPI (ESH management performance indicator)   
audit within the organization.

• Regular measuring to air pressure leakage rate.

Management Performance 

Evaluation and Adjustment
Regular meetings with reporting to the highest governance level to review the achievement rate of targets 
and adjust the implementation measures.

Communication & Grievance 

Mechanism
Regular Monthly Meetings.
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General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Sustainability Dimension Social

Topic-Specific Disclosures
201-3 Employee Welfare Plans,  202 Market Presence, 401 Employment, 402 Labor/Management Relations,  
405 Employees’Diversified and Equal Opportunities

Reason for Materiality

Creating a good mutual trust and smooth communication between the employers and employees, 
maintaining a good employee-employer relationship and a competitive welfare system have a significant 
positive benefit to the smooth production and operation of the factory, and also enhance the recognition 
and conglomeration of employees and the local community for the Corporation.
Actual Influence Orientations: Business Competitiveness.

Topic Boundary Within organization: Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar.

Level of Impact Influences talent recruitment and retention, furthermore influencing operations and production.

Management Approach

(Purpose) 

Regularly review on the Company's compensation policy to ensure that the compensation level has 
a competitive advantage, and link the reward difference with performance management to facilitate 
recruitment and retention of outstanding talents. (Increase positive impacts)

(Policies)

According to the government laws and regulations of each production and operation base, industry level 
and labor market conditions, we design a salary system that is in line with local conditions to encourage 
local colleagues overseas to work long-term and grow together with the company. In addition to monthly 
performance bonuses based on work performance, a certain percentage of surplus is allocated as a year-
end bonus and employee compensation according to the Corporation's profitability throughout the year to 
reward employees for their contributions and encourage their enthusiasm for work, so that employees can 
work together and share the Corporation's operating results.

(Management Commitment and Goals)

The Corporation provides attractive and competitive salary conditions, and treats all employees equally, 
and will not have unequal salary treatment because of gender, race, religion, political position, sexual 
orientation, and marital status. In terms of salary classification, we adhere to the principle of equal pay for 
women and men for equal work, based on the employee's academic background, position and professional 
technical ability as the salary standard, and use the employee's work attitude, professional ability display 
and overall performance as the basis for rewarding talents.

(Management Subject) 

The principle is to follow the local laws and regulations of each operating base in the world.

Allocated Resources / Specific Action 
Plans Long-term routine system, no specific project action is performed.

Measures taken in 2020 and 
Performance

Periodically review the new staff entry, mobility status, salary structure and performance evaluation 
system implementation status, and conduct salary adjustment and bonus distribution based on company 
performance and employee performance.

Description on Key Measures Expected 
to be Promoted in 2021

Ongoing performance on new staff entry, turnover rate analysis and salary structure review to ensure 
adequate supply of talents required by each unit for operation.

Evaluation Mechanism
Based on the analysis of staff turnover rate, we understand the reasons for staff turnover, and discuss the 
countermeasures with public institutions to continue to improve and follow up.

Management Performance Evaluation 
and Adjustment

Regularly review and adjust following performance management and reward system and results.

Communication & Grievance Mechanism
We provide a variety of channels, including but not limited to phone hotline, social media, suggestion 
box, employee forums, internal referrals, direct communication, interviews, etc. for internal and external 
personnel to reflect issues and grievances.

Major Topic : Materials Procurement Management and Supplier Management

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Sustainability Dimension Environmental

Topic-Specific Disclosures
204 Procurement Practices, 301 Materials, 308 Supplier Environmental Assessment, 

414 Supplier Social Assessment

Reason for Materiality

With provision of with quick response services to customers as the goal, we continuously improve 
the process, enhance flexible production capacity, and build a rapid response and market-oriented 
material supply system.
Actual Influence Orientations: Cost, Revenue, Management Risk, Business Competitiveness.

Topic Boundary
Within Orgainization: Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar.
Out of Organization: Materials Supplier, Service Contractor.

Level of Impact
The stability and speed of material supply, meanwhile improving the Corporation's overall supply 
chain sustainability management.

Management Approach

(Purpose)

To deepen supply chain management / process improvement / creative design, and serve manufacturing / 
customers in the most innovative way.

(Policies)

• Supplier management improvement 
• Strengthening procurement management mechanism 

(Management Commitment and Goals)

•Supply Chain Management

(Management Subject)

2020 goals:
• Refining Supplier Management: 
(1) Rapid response by supply chain
(2) Supplier Assessment for Dismissing the Weak and Remaining the Strong  
(3) Procurement trend analysis and response.
• Reinforcement to Procurement Management Mechanism: 
(1) Optimization of procurement process 
(2) Improvement of system management efficiency 
(3) Improvement of project outsourcing operations.

Allocated Resources / Specific Action 

Plans

•Following the procurement principles of local development and local supply, and actively cooperate with 
local suppliers.

•Periodic assessment on supplier's performance and conduct hierarchical management.

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance

•Continue to implement the signing of supplier contracts to ensure the rights and legal compliance of both 
parties' cooperation.

•Assess the overall performance of suppliers based on quantitative indicators such as quality and 
sustainable development, and hold talks on improvement plans to deepen management.

•Through supplier product exhibitions, provide group development / research colleagues with suppliers 
to exchange innovative materials, information on automated production equipment, and environmental 
protection and energy conservation issues.

Description on Key Measures Expected 

to be Promoted in 2021

• To strengthen the group's supply chain system.
• To complement supplier management mechanism.
• To refine procurement outsourcing process.

Evaluation Mechanism Periodic Review Meetings

Management Performance Evaluation 
and Adjustment

Report on regular meetings, review the target achievement rate, and continue to promote material 
procurement management and supplier management according to the set targets.

Communication & Grievance Mechanism Business communication / e-mail and telephone contact, regular review and review meeting with suppliers.

Major Topic : Employee-and-Employer Relations Management – 
Talent Attraction, Incentive and Retention
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Major Topic : Training and Education – Enriching Talent Capital

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Sustainability Dimension Social

Topic-Specific Disclosures 404 Training and Education

Reason for Materiality

The cultivation of key talents in enterprises and the establishment of succession echelons are the foundation 
for the sustainable development of enterprises and the advantage of competitiveness. Providing employees 
with the necessary education and training can enhance employees' knowledge and skills and create 
company operational efficiency and value. 
Actual Influence Orientations: Business Competitiveness, Talent Quality.

Topic Boundary
Within Organization: Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar.

Out of Organization: Materials Supplier, Service Contractor, Local Communities.

Level of Impact

Break of Talent and Technologies: As the group is in large scale with huge demand in talents, and the 
break of technology in the footwear industry are increasing year by year, plus there are no professional 
departments related to footwear technology in the schools in Taiwan. In order to improve the service and 
sustainable development of many brands in the footwear industry, the talents are cultivated within the 
group to complement the problems of break of talents and technology.

Management Approach

(Purpose) 

To broaden group key talent pool and deepen the leadership echelon inheritance planning in order to 
reduce talent and technical gaps.

(Policies)

1. Through systematic, diversified and perfect talent cultivation and cultivation mechanisms and professional 
training, we expect to expand the international perspective of talents and deepen professional skills, 
plant corporate cultural connotation, and create talent competitive advantages, laying the foundation for 
the company's sustainable development.

2. Key knowledge data integration and management on "Knowledge Management (KM) platform".

(Management Commitment and Goals)

1. Broadening the dept of our reserves, and improving the development and inheritance of key positions.
2. Reducing breaks of talent and technology.
3. Establishing a self-sufficient talent mechanism.
4. Documentation of explicit and implicit knowledge.
5. Internal lecturer incubation.

(Management Subject)

1. Conduct“Leadership Echelon Management Skills training” for middle and senior executives, thicken the 
talent pool of middle and senior executives, explore key potential talents, enhance their risk management 
and decision-making ability, strengthen the leadership of middle and senior executives, and plan for 
sustainability and long-term Echelon formation plan.

2. Analyze the breaks of the group's key technical talent structure and establish a technical training center. 
It is expected that the faults will be shortened to a manageable risk in the next 5 years.

Allocated Resources / Specific Action 

Plans

(1) Action Plan 1: Leadership Echelon Management Skills Training Plan.
Resources contributed: 2 manpower, 10 hours.
Description of Implementation: Courses, Synchronous digital courses, asynchronous digital courses, after-
school tests and assignments.

(2) Action Plan 2: The Group's Footwear Manufacturing Key Technology Talent Training 
    Project.

Resources contributed: creating project, obtaining budget, starting training classes, settling venues, 
equipment and lecturers for training.
Implementation: analyze based on structure of the breaks, hold on training needs, monitor on training 
quality.

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance

(1) Description on Action Plan 1 Implementation Performance Results:
Overall satisfaction 4.41 points (out of 5.0 points) through implementing "continuous learning" and "soft 
power development" of management talents with an expectation to enhance the interpersonal sensitivity 
of supervisors, and continue to cultivate talents, and plan for a sustainable future.

(2) Description on Action Plan 2 Implementation Performance Results:
Since the establishment of the special class in 2018, more than 40 key technical talents have been 
trained, including panelists, chemical research and development, chemical factory affairs and shoe 
factory personnel, and all already serving in institutions. Among them, the panelist who completed the 
first phase has distributed the unit for two years, with a retention rate at 91%.

Description on Key Measures Expected 

to be Promoted in 2021

1. Leadership Echelon Management Skills Training Plan (Elite).
2. Piloting Project (Talent Inheritance).
3. Local Inheritance Talent Incubation Plan
4. For sustainable development and legacy of technology, we will open special technical classes based on 

needs of BUs.

Evaluation Mechanism

1. Post-class feedback questionnaire after class to optimize course planning.

2. Post-training results report: The students take the business department as a unit, and use the themes 
and tools learned in the course in Q1 (2020 / Q1) every other year after the training to actually apply 
the results in their work.

3. Project P Community: After-class online and offline activities are fully launched, including: management 
knowledge sharing, current affairs issues, online book clubs ... and other creative and leadership related 
topics as well as physical activity exchanges, group lecture invitations, emotional connection activities 
And other arrangements.

4. Headquarters HR will review the performance and promotion status of the training colleagues in the 
training class every quarter, and timely evaluate the development and contribution within the unit.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment

1. With the talent management system and performance appraisal system, the progress of talent 
development and track various management indicators will be reviewed to strengthen the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the talent development and inheritance plan.

2. Management System...2. After the training class has finished training colleagues and the trainees are 
ready distribute units, it is linked to the group performance and promotion mechanism. Personnel who 
need to improve performance also have relevant capacity enhancement mechanisms.

Communication & Grievance 

Mechanism

1. Participants can utilize various communication channels such as mail, phone, LINE, etc. at any time to 
propose their needs and suggestions.

2. In addition to regular care through the headquarters’ human resources training and development units, 
our employees are provided with additional channels-employee relationship management communication 
grievance mechanism, which can make demands immediately or according to individual needs.
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Major Topic : Management of Human Rights Topics

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Sustainability Dimension Social

Topic-Specific Disclosures
406 Non-Discrimination, 407 Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining, 
408 Child Labor,
409 Forced or Compulsory Labor, 412 Human Rights Assessment

Reason for Materiality
Human capital is the basis of the enterprise management. We establish a friendly workplace and ensure 
human rights of labor, complementing the system to protect the rights of employees.

Topic Boundary
Within Organization: Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, and Myanmar.

Outside of Organization: Materials Suppliers, Service Contractors, Local Communities.

Level of Impact

Human rights management directly influences employee rights and willingness of retention, furthermore 

influencing operations and productions. Meanwhile, it is the issue concerned by local authorities and the 

Corporation's shareholders/investors and NGOs, and stakeholders in the value chain including customers 

and suppliers will receive varying influences.

Management Approach

(Purpose) 

In order to reduce management risks and potential hazards at work, we provide labor human rights 
protection to maintain a good mutual trust based on labor-management communication, to build a win-win 
partnership between employees and employer.

(Policies) 

The Group adheres to great important to human rights, and it is required that all units shall abide by the 
Group's code of conduct to abide by internal human rights management. The Group takes actions consistent 
with the FLA Workplace Code of Conduct to treat all employees with dignity and protect their rights they 
are entitled to. The group's code of conduct includes: employment relations, non-discrimination, harassment 
or abuse, forced labor, child labor, freedom of association and collective bargaining, health and safety and 
environment, working hours, compensation, and community engagement.

(Management Commitment and Goals)

The Group is committed to improving labor standards, promoting responsible production and responsible 
recruitment, advocating improving human rights practices in factories, improving the quality of 
employees’working environment, and implementing corporate social responsibility, in line with the 
expectations of external third parties and brand customers.

(Management Subject)

We follow the local laws and regulations in each of the production site worldwide, Group Code of Conduct 
and international human rights standards, including UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights and ILO 
Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work ),fulfilling Legality & Compliance in our daily 
operations, moreover, through third-party review/certification, we may connect with international trends of 
requirements.

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Allocated Resources / Specific 

Action Plan

1. An annual internal audit (HR/SD-KPI) is conducted on all wholly-owned footwear factories within the 
Group, and check the workplace as to whether it complies with the Group's Corporate Code of Conduct 
and local regulations and regulations. Its assessment of the audit covers three dimensions: HRM, 
Labor and ESH, including recruitment, education and training, personnel development and promotion, 
termination / termination of contracts, working hours, compensation and benefits, rewards and 
punishment and workplace behavior, grievance mechanism, no harassment Non-discrimination, internal 
communication, special employee control, outsourced vendor management, safety and health, fire safety, 
energy management and environmental protection.

2. As a member of the Fair Labor Association (FLA), the Group supports and practices FLA“Principles of 
Fair Labor & Responsible Production”"Responsible Recruitment" promises that its content covers that 
employees do not have to pay any recruitment fees, employees retain their own travel documents and 
have freedom of movement, and employees are informed of basic employment conditions before leaving 
for work. To protect employees' rights, especially vulnerable workers like female employees and under-
age workers, and to prevent child labor, forced labor, and human trafficking from occurring to ensure 
the protection of employees' human rights.

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance

Regarding the management of human rights and labor rights, the annual compliance assessment of the 
Group's 31 fully-owned footwear factories on HRM/Labor practices have been completed as scheduled in 
2020, with a total assessment rate of 86%. All factories have implemented child labor, underage labor and 
female employees' protection policies, and no forced labor or human trafficking issue has occurred. At the 
same time, the factory also actively promotes anti-harassment, non-discrimination, prohibition on forced 
labor, Freedom of Association and related training.

Description on Key Measures 

Expected to be Promoted in 2021
We continue to conduct human rights policy and implementation review and improvement, and conduct 
annual human rights review through cooperation with impartial third-party units.

Evaluation Mechanism

Examined by internal and external evaluation mechanism:
Internal-According to internal HR / SD-KPI assessment, the Corporation's fully-owned footwear factories 
must undergo internal review every year, perform hierarchical management based on compliance 
performance, and effectively review and manage the overall compliance status. External-Through regular or 
irregular audits by customers and third-party units, follow-up improvements and tracking are continued.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment

Following the internal and external evaluation results, we develop specific improvement plans, and continue 
to adjust the mechanism in accordance with international standards, brand requirements and legal changes. 
The above practices and implementation will be reported to the company's top management for review and 
discussion to implement the spirit and relevant regulations of the International Labor Organization (ILO) and 
the FLA and to provide employees with better employer-employee relations and working environment.

Communication & Grievance 

Mechanism

Phones / hotlines, social media or mobile APP, text message, suggestion boxes, E-Mail, employee forums, 
communication meetings for managerial roles, labor meetings, internal and external referral, direct 
communications / interview, employee consultation room/life counseling office.
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Major Topic : Occupational Safety and Health Risk Management

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Sustainability Dimension Social

Topic-Specific Disclosures 403 Occupational Safety and Health (2018)

Reason for Materiality Actual Influence Orientations:  Management Risk–Laboring Environment Audit, Manpower Dispatch.

Topic Boundary
Within Organization: Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar.
Out of Organization: Construction Contractors, Service Contractor.

Level of Impact
Occupational Safety and Health Risks influence employee's health and attendance, and indirectly influences 
the manpower dispatch at assembly lines.

Management Approach

(Purpose)

Conducting occupational safety and health employee training; strengthening the protective measures against 
hazards and operation control to ensure operations. (Avoid or mitigate negative impacts)

(Policies)

Occupational Safety and Health Management Policies are, based on Code of Conducts, “providing a safe 
and healthy working environment to avoid employee from being involved in work-related operations or 
using tools provided by employers to cause accidents and injuries that may cause damage to health.” 

(Management Commitment and Goals)

Commitment to provide employees with a safe and healthy working environment, from organization 
establishment, horizontal cross-unit cooperation and vertical implementation from top to bottom.

(Management Subject)

Establishing a standardized management system from organizational establishment, cross-unit horizontal 
cooperation and vertical top-down implementation. In response to the occurrence of catastrophic injuries 
and illnesses of employees, the medical rescue mechanism and emergency relief measures in the plant area 
shall be triggered.

Allocated Resources / Specific Action 

Plans

1. Formulating safety and health management methods for all units to follow to implement management 
and avoid hazards.

2. The Corporation has established the " Environmental Protection and Energy Safety Health Committee" 
in each factory and administrative center and holds regular meetings to review the safety and health 
related management matters by each unit. 

3. Formulating the safety and health management performance system for execution and tracking, and 
establishing an electronic incident management system to assist the prevention mechanism focusing on 
major risks with data analysis.

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance

1. SD-KPI (ESH Management Performance Evaluation): the four major indicators-safety and health, fire 
safety, environmental management, and Energy Management-were utilized to comprehensively evaluate 
ESH-related risk issues, and set grading indicators for each unit to evaluate the current status of ESH 
in each unit, with the annual evaluation of 35 factories and the ranking of ESH performance in 2020 
completed as scheduled, and a systematic tracking process was established to facilitate timely response 
to improvement measures and implementation of misconduct for improvement tracking.

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance

2. ESH restricted equipment safety management: The key tasks of occupational safety and health in 2020 
were to strengthen "machine safety" and "management measures", and continue to increase the source 
management of key machinery and equipment procurement and the control of inspection and acceptance 
mechanisms in "machine safety" to improve the existing organic Taiwan safety. "Management 
measures" are to promote the training and certification system of machinery and equipment operators 
and maintenance personnel, to carry out on-site supervisors walking safety and health inspection system 
activities, to implement the cumulative movement of non-employment days of disasters and the SD joint 
wiring system in Indonesia. At the dual level of hardware and software, resources are simultaneously 
invested to gradually build the safety culture of the company.

3. Safety & Health Management Personnel Training：In 2020, in order to improve the risk identification 
ability of full-time safety and health management personnel in administrative centers and business 
units in various regions, and to be able to proactively find problems in the work site, we carried out 
company-consistent management standards promotion and education this year, in order to continue 
internal self-sufficiency Improve the daily execution and management implementation of ESH.

Description on Key Measures 

Expected to be Promoted in 2021

Continuing to improve the standardization of occupational safety and health management and hardware 
resources, and gradually deepen software management.

For the first line ESH personnel of the factory, the classification system will be continuously adopted and the 
training and diversion mechanism will be increased, and the classification training will be used to gradually 
improve the implementation of ESH daily management.

In terms of Mechanical equipment management, we will continue to increase safety control machines 
and operation training systems. With a view to improving the hardware and software, the incidence and 
severity of occupational disasters will continue to be reduced.

Evaluation Mechanism

The SD-KPI quantifiable assessment method of each unit in the place where the operation is carried out 
annually and setting higher standards have been continuously improved. In 2019, a grading ratio target 
will be set to push the factory upwards. This evaluation mechanism will continue, and effectively track and 
effectively improve the factory's ESH management status.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment

In response to changes in branded customer trends and the management of regional special issues, that is 
to say, different indicators are set for specific objects in special situations to meet the basis of adjustable 
quantification.

Communication & Grievance 

Mechanism

Monthly environmental protection and safety and health committee members continue to concern to and 
track related issues.
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Material Topic : Waste Management Major Topic : Local Communities

Description of General Requirements for Management Approach

Sustainability Dimension Environment

Topic-Specific Disclosures
306-2 Waste by Type and Disposal Method,

306-4 Transport of Hazardous Waste

Reason for Materiality
Based on Legality & Compliance, requirements of relevant domestic waste regulations shall be met.
Substantial impact oriented : Operational risk.

Topic Boundary
Within Organization: Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar.

Out of Organization: Local Communities.

Level of Impact

The waste produced in the process is divided into hazardous and general waste. If the hazardous waste 
cannot pass the compliance treatment procedures, it will cause pollution impacts on the surrounding 
environment.

The storage and treatment of output wastes are the legal requirements of the competent authorities in 
various places. They must be classified, stored, removed, and treated in accordance with local regulations, 
and are supervised by the relevant authorities of local governments to ensure legal compliance.

Management Approach

( Purpose )

In accordance with local laws and regulations, the government certified qualified businesses are entrusted 
to carry out removal and disposal to reduce the impact of industrial activities on workers and residents 
around the plant, and strive to reduce the impact of waste on the environment.

( Policy )

The waste management strategy focuses on the legal removal and disposal of waste and the reduction 
and reuse of waste; the waste that can be recycled and reused is classified and accepted according to the 
classification projects of brand customers.

( Management Commitment and Goals )

Following and comply with environmental protection, safety and health related laws and other requirements 
and formulate relevant standard operating procedures to implement.
Establishing waste management, clearing, transportation, waste reduction and reuse mechanisms in 
accordance with local regulations to reduce the environmental impact of waste.

( Management Subject )

2019~2020: Waste type integration and counts statistics for holding waste output information.
From 2021: Waste reduction promotion and Evaluation.

Allocated Resources / Specific Action 

Plans

1. Building regular filing system for wastes to properly control waste output information.

2. Confirming waste disposal business quality via annual audits.

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance

Establish a baseline information and reporting mechanism for waste, and confirm the completeness of the 
data filled in the reporting form by the reporxting end.
Complete the tracking and revision of waste data for 2019 and 2020.

Description on Key Measures Expected 

to be Promoted in 2021

1. Continuously verify the content of the report by monthly review mechanism through the waste baseline   
data and reporting mechanism.

2. Plan to build a digital waste weight statistical system.

Evaluation Mechanism Internal annual audits (SD-KPI) and monthly waste declaration data reconciliation reviews.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment
The basic data collection mechanism for waste has been completed and the waste data has been verified 
and confirmed by a third party.

Communication & Grievance 

Mechanism

1. Semi-annual Corporation operation management reflection and report meetings.
2. Monthly Environmentally、Energy & Safety and Health Committee Meeting.

General Requirement Descriptions on Management Guideline

Sustainability Dimension Social

Topic-Specific Disclosures 413 Community Participation

Reason for Materiality
Pou Chen is an enterprise with cross-region management and production around the world, and 
showcasing core values of services and building good relationship with local communities is the important 
niche for a smooth operation.

Topic Boundary
Within Organization: Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Myanmar.
Out of Organization: local communities.

Level of Impact
Directly influencing community environment and a chain reaction to charitable images is made, with indirect 
influence on the Corporation' s image, recruitment effectiveness and employee retention rate.

Management Approach

(Purpose) 
Stabilizing local management, making domestic employees to have a sense of recognition toward the 
Corporation and bringing local communities a holistic facilitation and benign development.

(Policies)
Adhere to the philosophy of“Take from society, give back to society”, we actively seek to be an integral 
part of local communities, linking with governments and topic-specific groups in each location.

(Management Commitment and Goals)
Focusing on employees and the all-over scope, from individuals to communities to society, and mainly 
based on education, health care, and local relations to enhance the upward and sustainable power of 
society.

(Management Subject)
In accordance with the Group's compliance regulations, each operating site actively conducts home visits 
to understand local culture and needs, to deepen communication, to focus on issues such as education, 
medical care, and local relations, and to integrate local organizational resources to jointly respect local 
culture and demand, and develop group globalization and local business sustainability.

Allocated Resources / Specific Action 

Plans

《Education》
In order to promote a global inclusive society and increase opportunities for influential dialogues, education 
is used as a platform, with actual conducts of scholarships and grants of various districts and optimization 
of school hardware.

《Local Relations》
To further deepen the connection with local communities, we facilitate and enhance the interactive and 
cooperative development of a sustainable and inclusive relationship, specific practices include sports day, 
local festivals, strengthening of infrastructures, and service visits to local people. In 2020, we focused on 
supporting pandemic prevention work in various regions and municipalities, and carry out aid material 
donation, such as masks, alcohol, protective clothing, and daily necessities, and participate in flood relief 
operations in Indonesia and Vietnam.

《Health Medicine》
Health and well-being are fundamental to people. In 2020, we provided services such as health care 
promotion and voluntary medical consultation in Vietnam to raise the awareness of health.

Measures taken in 2020 and 

Performance

Since 2017, the Corporation has continuously conducted local relationship management, education, health 
care and other events at each region. In 2020, such conducts were expanded to each production site. A 
total of 10 education events attended by 506 people, 1 health care event attended by 240 people, and 13 
local public relations events attended by approx. 550 people were held.

Description on Key Measures Expected 

to be Promoted in 2021
We focus on education, including scholarship and grants in each region, optimization on school hardware, 
and summer camps and English classes for employees'  children.

Evaluation Mechanism Numbers of participants, number of evaluations held, and feedbacks from attendees.

Management Performance Evaluation 

and Adjustment

Based on the monthly community participation and employee relationship statistics collected, we follow 
up the implementation status of various regions with data, including but not limited to employee forums, 
employee home visits, community events, etc. Moreover, the fulfillment condition is viewed through pre-
scheduled plans. Headquarter/Administrative center moreover arranges responsible unit for performing in 
company to make sure the quality of performance and positive feedbacks from employees.

Communication & Grievance 

Mechanism

Communication via irregular visits, communicating meetings, stakeholders communication mailbox, company 
website and phone call.
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Employee gender and ratio by region (%)

Area Gende 29yo and under 30-49yo 50yo and over

Overall

Male 8.6% 13.0% 1.1%

Female 26.5% 48.4% 2.4%

Taiwan

Male 6.2% 29.1% 7.2%

Female 9.6% 38.9% 9.0%

China

Male 7.6% 11.5% 2.2%

Female 19.1% 57.1% 2.5%

Vietnam

Male 6.6% 12.4% 0.8%

Female 20.4% 56.1% 3.7%

Indonesia

Male 10.3% 14.7% 0.7%

Female 37.7% 36.2% 0.4%

Cambodia

Male 12.8% 5.2% 0.1%

Female 47.2% 34.5% 0.2%

Bangladesh

Male 46.0% 22.8% 0.3%

Female 18.9% 11.8% 0.2%

Myanmar

Male 13.1% 3.1% 0.2%

Female 54.2% 28.8% 0.6%

Others

Male 16.7% 43.3% 15.0%

Female 5.0% 13.3% 6.7%

Vietnam Operation Factory Indonesia Operation Factory

171 Factory B0P8 Factory B116 Factory B0GJ Factory B0KI Factory B0CV Factory B0EM Factory

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.08.27 ~ 
2020.03.20 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2019.10.14 ~ 
2022.10.14 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.08.27 ~ 
2020.03.20 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2019.10.14 ~ 
2022.10.14 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.08.26 ~ 
2021.08.26 )

ISO 14001: 2015
( 2018.07.31 ~ 
2020.09.03 )

ISO 14001: 2015
( 2018.07.31 ~ 
2020.09.03 )

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
SGS

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
SGS

Verifier:
SGS

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Indonesia Operation Factory Myanmar

A206 Factory A259 Factory B038 Factory B0VQ Factory

ISO 14001: 2015
( 2018.08.25 ~ 
2021.08.24 )

ISO 14001: 2015
( 2018.07.31 ~ 
2020.09.03 )

ISO 14001: 2015
(2019.08.07~ 
2022.07.18)

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.06.14 ~ 
2020.06.29 )

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

China Operation Factory

808M Factory B0JK Factory 221M Factory 216M Factory 229M Factory 218M Factory 72E Factory

ISO 14001:201

5(2020.06.09~
2023.06.11)

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.05.09 ~ 
2020.04.19 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.05.09 ~ 
2020.04.19 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.05.09 ~ 
2020.04.19 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.05.09 ~ 
2020.04.19 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018/08/23 ~ 
2020/08/09 )

perform conversion 
certification

(2020/12/28-12/31)

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.08.23 ~ 
2020.08.09 )

Verifier:
CQC(China)

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Vietnam Operation Factory

A201 Factory 376 Factory B0PW Factory 172 Factory 175 Factory 282 Factory B02R Factory

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.08.27 ~ 
2021.08.27 )

ISO 14001: 2015
( 2019.08.07 ~ 
2022.07.18 )

ISO 14001: 2015
( 2019.08.07 ~ 
2022.07.18 )

ISO14001:2015
( 2018.08.27~ 
2020.03.20 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2019.09.30 ~ 
2022.09.30 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2019.09.30 ~ 
2022.09.30 )

ISO 14001:2015
( 2018.08.27 ~ 
2020.03.20 )

Verifier:
SGS

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
SGS

Verifier:
TUV

Verifier:
TUV

Note: Affected by the COVID-19 epidemic, the annual review of the management system will be suspended in 2020 and will be postponed to 2021.

Total number of hours of training for Pou Chen’s employees in 2020

by gender, employee rank, and significant locations of operation

Appendix G 
Employee Diversity Indicators and Education 
and Training Data

Appendix F
ISO 14001:2015 EMS Third-Party Certification
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Area Rank Gender Number of participants Total training hours

Cambodia

Section Chief level and 

under

Female 325 329.35

Male 138 151.51

Manager level
Female 0 0.00

Male 7 9.53

Director level and over
Female 0 0.00

Male 0 0.00

Bangladesh

Section Chief level and 

under

Female 5,671 10,627.64

Male 12,264 22,691.13

Manager level
Female 141 261.15

Male 190 324.42

Director level and over
Female 11 40.22

Male 0 0.00

Myanmar

Section Chief level and 

under

Female 31,455 42,118.79

Male 4,612 6,407.43

Manager level
Female 14 18.67

Male 36 26.01

Director level and over
Female 0 0.00

Male 7 29.83

Others

Section Chief level and 
under

Female 72 146.50

Male 21 33.83

Manager level
Female 53 111.29

Male 33 49.50

Director level and over
Female 4 8.00

Male 5 37.5

Area Rank Gender Number of participants Total training hours

Overall

Section Chief level and 
under

Female 3,044,138 3,619,735.12

Male 628,661 909,735.90

Manager level
Female 48,509 54,585.83

Male 30,414 32,852.65

Director level and over
Female 3,235 3,466.72

Male 2,788 4,393.71

Taiwan

Section Chief level and 
under

Female 8,085 9,398.58

Male 4,406 6,791.61

Manager level
Female 2,313 3,771.27

Male 2,648 4,754.11

Director level and over
Female 115 312.31

Male 258 1,064.19

China

Section Chief level and 
under

Female  2,081,631 1,586,533.64

Male 417,671 338,654.68

Manager level
Female 38,672 29,127.81

Male 24,055 17,739.32

Director level and over
Female 3,068 2,932.88

Male 2,376 2,533.79

Vietnam

Section Chief level and 
under

Female 771,394 1,808,616.27

Male 156,094 465,779.97

Manager level
Female 5,775 19,565.62

Male 2,418 8,463.04

Director level and over
Female 31 149.12

Male 113 617.11

Indonesia

Section Chief level and 
under

Female 145,505 161,964.35

Male 33,455 69,225.74

Manager level
Female 1,541 1,730.02

Male 1,027 1,486.72

Director level and over
Female 6 24.19

Male 29 111.29

Total number of hours of training for Pou Chen' s employees in 2020 by gender, employee rank, 
and significant locations of operation

Total number of hours of training for Pou Chen' s employees in 2020 by gender, employee rank, 
and significant locations of operation
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General Disclosures ( GRI 102 )

Disclosures  URL(s) / Page number(s) Omission

102-1 Name of the organization Chapter 1 ; P.6

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services Chapter 1 ; P.6

102-3 Location of headquarters Chapter 1 ; P.6

102-4 Location of operations Chapter 1 ; P.6

102-5 Ownership and legal form Chapter 1 ; P.6

102-6 Markets served Chapter 1 ; P.9

102-7 Scale of the organization Chapter 1 ; P.6,P.7

102-8 Information on employees and other workers Chapter 3 ; p.35

102-9 Supply chain Chapter 4 ; P.67

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and      
          its supply chain

Changes in the proportion of production capacity in major 

production bases due to adjustments in capacity allocation 

for brand customers:     

China Percentage : 13%(2019) → 11%(2020)

Vietnam Percentage : 44%(2019) → 46%(2020)

Indonesia Percentage: 39%(2019) → 39%(2020)

Chapter 4 ; P.67

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach Chapter 2 ; P.15

102-12 External initiatives
Chapter 1 ; P.6 ; 

Chapter 3 ; p.30

102-13 Membership of associations Chapter 1 ; P.6

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker Message from the Chairman ; P.2

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior Chapter 2 ; P.17

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about 
          ethics 

Chapter 2 ; P.17

102-18 Governance structure Chapter 2 ; P.17

102-22 Composition of the highest governance 
          body and its committees

Chapter 2 ; P.17

General Disclosures ( GRI 102 )

Disclosures  URL(s) / Page number(s) Omission

102-25 Conflicts of interest Chapter 2 ; P.17

102-30 Effictiveness of risk management  processes
Chapter 2 ; P.14

Chapter 4 ; P.55

102-40 List of stakeholder groups Appendix C ; P.87

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements Chapter 3 ; P.34

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders Appendix C ; P.87

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement Appendix C ; P.88

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised Appendix C ; P.88

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated             
         financial statements

Appendix B ; P.86

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries Appendix B ; P.86 ; Appendix D ; P.92

102-47 List of material topics Appendix D ; P.91

102-48 Restatements of information Appendix B ; P.86

102-49 Changes in reporting Appendix B ; P.86

102-50 Reporting period Appendix B ; P.86

102-51 Date of most recent report Appendix B ; P.86

102-52 Reporting cycle Appendix B ; P.86

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report Appendix B ; P.86

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI          
          Standards

Appendix B ; P.86

102-55 GRI content index Appendix H ; P.116

102-56 External assurance

Appendix A ; P.82

Appendix B ; P.86

Appendix H
GRI Standards (2016) Index Table
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Topic-specific disclosures

GRI Standard Disclosures Page number / URL Omission

Compliance

103 - Management Approach P.94

306 Effluents and Waste 306-3   Significant spills Chapter 4 ; P.57

307 Environmental      
     Compliance

307-1   Non-compliance with environmental laws and 
         regulations

Chapter 4 ; P.57

419 Socioeconomic      
     Compliance

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social    
        and economic area

Chapter 2 ; P.17

Anti-corruption

103-Management Approach P.96

205 Anti-corruption

205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption 
policies and procedures

Chapter 2 ; P.17

205-3  Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken Chapter 2 ; P.17

Operational Performance

103 -Management Approach P.95

201 Economic Performance

201-1  Direct economic value generated and distributed Chapter 1 ; P.8

201-2   Financial implications and other risks and opportunities 
         due to climate change

Chapter 4 ; P.55

Products and Information Security Control

103 -Management Approach P.97

416 Customer Health and 
     Safety

416-2   Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety 
          impacts of products and services.

Chapter 4 ; P.54

417 Marketing and Labeling

417-1 Requirements for product and service information and  
        labeling.

Chapter 4 ; P.54

417-2  Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and 
        service information and labeling.

Chapter 4 ; P.54

418 Customer Privacy
418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of 
        customer privacy and losses of customer data.

Chapter 4 ; P.54

Materials Management

103 -Management Approach P.102

204 Procurement Practices 204-1  Proportion of spending on local suppliers Chapter 4 ; P.67

301 Materials 301-1  Materials used by weight or volume Chapter 4 ; P.66

Supplier Management

103 -Management Approach P.102

308  Supplier Environmental 
     Assessment

308-1  New suppliers that were screened using environmental 
        criteria

Chapter 4 ; P.68

308-2  Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain 
        and actions taken

Chapter 4 ; P.69

Topic-specific disclosures

GRI Standard Disclosures Page number / URL Omission

Supplier Management

414 Supplier Social 
      Assessment

414-1   New suppliers that were screened using social criteria Chapter 4 ; P.68

414-2  Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions 
taken

Chapter 4 ; P.69

Occupational Health and Safety Management

403 Occupational Health  
     and Safety (2018)

403-1   Occupational health and safety management system P.45

403-2  Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident 
investigation

Chapter 3 ; P.46

403-3   Occupational health services Chapter 3 ; P.48

403-4  Worker participation, consultation, and communication on 
occupational health and safety

Chapter 3 ; P.46

403-5  Worker training on occupational health and safety Chapter 3 ; P.45

403-6   Promotion of worker health Chapter 3 ; P.49

403-7  Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety     
          impacts directly linked by business relationships

Chapter 3 ; P.46

403-8  Workers covered by an occupational health and safety 
management system

Chapter 3 ; P.46

403-9   Work-related injuries
Chapter 3 ; P.50
Chapter 4 ; P.70

403-10  Work-related ill health Chapter 3 ; P.51

Topic-specific disclosures

103 Management Approach P.103

201 Economic Performance 201-3  Defined benefit plan bligations and other retirement plans Chapter 3 ; P.41

202  Market Presence

202-1  Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared 
         to local minimum wage

Chapter 3 ; P.41

202-2   Proportion of senior management hired from the local 
community

Chapter 3 ; P.37

401 Employment

401-1   New employee hires and employee turnover Chapter 3 ; P.38

401-2  Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not 
provided to temporary or part-time employees

Chapter 3 ; P.23

401-3   Parental leave Chapter 3 ; P.40

402 Labor/Management 
Relations

402-1 Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes Chapter 3 ; P.34

405  Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity

405-1   Diversity of governance bodies and employees
Chapter 2 ; P.17
Chapter 3 ; P.36

Training and Education

103 Management Approach P.104

Topic-specific disclosures

GRI Standard Disclosures Page number / URL Omission

Supplier Management

414 Supplier Social 
      Assessment

414-1   New suppliers that were screened using social criteria Chapter 4 ; P.68

414-2  Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions 
taken

Chapter 4 ; P.69

Occupational Health and Safety Management

403 Occupational Health  
     and Safety (2018)

403-1   Occupational health and safety management system Chapter 3 ; P.45

403-2  Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident 
investigation

Chapter 3 ; P.46

403-3   Occupational health services Chapter 3 ; P.48

403-4  Worker participation, consultation, and communication on 
occupational health and safety

Chapter 3 ; P.46

403-5  Worker training on occupational health and safety Chapter 3 ; P.45

403-6   Promotion of worker health Chapter 3 ; P.47

403-7  Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety     
          impacts directly linked by business relationships

Chapter 3 ; P.46

403-8  Workers covered by an occupational health and safety 
management system

Chapter 3 ; P.45

403-9   Work-related injuries
Chapter 3 ; P.50
Chapter 4 ; P.70

403-10  Work-related ill health Chapter 3 ; P.51

Labour Issue Management

103 Management Approach P.103

201 Economic Performance 201-3  Defined benefit plan bligations and other retirement plans Chapter 3 ; P.40

202  Market Presence

202-1  Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared 
         to local minimum wage

Chapter 3 ; P.40

202-2  Proportion of senior management hired from the local 
community

Chapter 3 ; P.36

401 Employment

401-1   New employee hires and employee turnover Chapter 3 ; P.37

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not 
         provided to temporary or part-time employees

Chapter 3 ; P.23

401-3   Parental leave Chapter 3 ; P.39

402 Labor/Management 
Relations

402-1   Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes Chapter 3 ; P.33

405  Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity

405-1   Diversity of governance bodies and employees
Chapter 2 ; P.17
Chapter 3 ; P.35

Training and Education

103 Management Approach P.104
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Topic-specific disclosures

GRI Standard Disclosures Page number / URL Omission

Training and Education

404 Training and Education

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee Chapter 3 ; P.44

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance 
and career development reviews

Chapter 3 ; P.43

Labour and Human Rights Management

103 Management Approach P.106

406 Non-discrimination 406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken Chapter 3 ; P.26

407 Freedom of Association and  
     Collective Bargaining

407-1 Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of 
        association and collective bargaining may be at risk

Chapter 3 ; P.33

408 Child Labor
408-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of 
       child labor

Chapter 3 ; P.33

409 Forced or Compulsory Labor
409-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of 
       forced or compulsory labor

Chapter 3 ; P.33

412 Human Rights Assessment
412-1 Operations that have been subject to human rights reviews 
        or impact assessments

Chapter 3 ; P.32

Energy Management

103 Management Approach P.100

302 Energy

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization Chapter 4 ; P.59

302-3 Energy intensity Chapter 4 ; P.58

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption Chapter 4 ; P.58

Emissions

103 Management Approach P.100

305 Emissions

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions Chapter 4 ; P.60

305-2 Energy (Scope 2) GHG emissions Chapter 4 ; P.60

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions Chapter 4 ; P.60

Waste Management

103 Management Approach P.110

306 Effluents and Waste
306-2 Waste by type and disposal method Chapter 4 ; P.65

306-4 Transport of hazardous waste Chapter 4 ; P.65

Local Communities Relations

103 Management Approach P.111

413 Local Communities
413-1 Operations with local community engagement, impact 
       assessments, and development programs.

Chapter 5 ; P.73
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